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AMIGA OPTIONS
Two great add-on packs for your Amiga 500 that

unleash your creative genius

Your very own
Home Video Studio
with ALTERIMAGE

Your very own
Home Audio Studio
with ALTERAUDIO

Mam Home Vidioi

mio Viojo

Memory Aieuas

Titles, special effects . . . Add
that professional touch to your
home movies. With Alterlmage,

your camcorder, VCR and Ami-
ga*, you have all that is needed
to transform your movies into

interesting viewing. Using Al-

terlmage is a snack! - a VHS
video tutorial is included with

software, genlock and cables.

Truly the perfect companion to

your video and camcorder.

Note: 1Mb RAM required.

Available from your favourite Commodore dealer

Do you play in a band with
MIDI instruments? If so, this

pack is the ideal companion
and the tool to really bring out
your creative music genius. If

you don't play in a band this

could well be the start! With Al-

terAudio, your Amiga* takes

over your instruments. Com-
pose, sequence and add special

effects to music. All you need,
software, MIDI adaptor, and
audio cassette tutorial are in

the box ready to go!

and most major retail outlets throughout Australia.

Commodore

AMIGA
Over 3,000,000 Amigas sold Worldwide
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Computer Man
The Amiga Supermarket

[ Editorial

SPECIAL: Diskettes 3.5" DSDD Cheap $6.49

Amiga 2000 + HD = 52 Meg . . $ 1339.00

Amiga 500 computer $599.00

MEMORY EXPANSIONS
512K with switch and battery $59.95

2Mb A500 Internal i/0 $99.00

2Mb A500 Internal populated $249.00

4MbA500 Internal i/0 : . . $169.00

4MbA500 2Meg Pop $319.00

8MbA500 2Meg Pop $399.00

Action Replay MK 111 500/1000/2000 NOW IN

HARD DRIVES
GVP 52Mb/Q A500 Series II $920.00

GVP A2000 HC8/42MWQ $679.00

GVP A2000 HC8/42MD/Q 80/105/170 CALL

Quantum 52 Meg $495
Quantum 120 and 240 Meg Available CALL

GVP/PC 286 16Mhz Emulator for the A500 HD CALL

DCTV - PAL Digital Composite Television CALL

Digital Sound Studio $159.00

PRINTERS 9 PIN
Epson LX 40Q $229.00

Panasonic KXP1180 $279.00

Star LC10 II $319.00

Star LC15 $549.00

Citizen Colour GSX 200 $399.00

Star NX Coloui7LC10 Colour $369.00
Star LC 200 Colour $419.00
* NEW Panasonic Colour printer ????? CALL

PRINTERS 24 PiN

Epson LQ-200 ???.??

Panasonic KXP1123 $449.00

Panasonic KXP1124 $479.00

Star LC 24pin New model $489.00

Star LC 24-15 $749.00

Citizen Colour GSX 140 $599.00

Star LC 24/200 Colour $649.00

Free Cable this month

3.5in Internal Drive/External $130.00

Miracle Piano Tutor

Modem 9600 V.32

NO ONE

$599.00

$589.00

DEALS!BEATS OUR
Put us to the test.

Easy Joe (New from UK) S2.00 - FREE Catalogues Send SAE

Chips For Sale

1 Meg Fat Agnus $56
2 Meg Fat Agnus $66
Super Denise S54

RAM / SIMM Chips SCheap

P.O. Box E265, Perth 6001

611 Beaufort Street, Mt Lawley, Perth, 6050 WA

09 328 9062 or 018 911 011

Once upon a time there were

only two ways of turning your

creations intohard copy using a

home computer - dot matrix or

daisy wheel. The choice was

simple. Dot matrix was fast,

cheap and some what nasty.

Daisy Wheel suited those jobs

requiring amorepolished look.

Today there are so many op-

tions, making the right choice

can be very confusing; Bubble

Jet, Ink Jet, Laser, Dot Matrix

or Thermal. The Amiga connects to virtually all of these

possible outputoptions, with drivers to match; and thanks to

preferences, gone are the days when you have to configure

every single program you use with your printer.

Citizen are about to ship a new driver for their already

impressive GSX-140. According to one company repre-

sentative, the output is truly impressive.

Ifyou can'tafford tobuy yourown wizz-bang printer, you

can always use an output bureau. Any Mac or IBM bureau

will do - just use Dos to DOS or Mac-2-Dos to move your

files around (or the public domain program MSH:).

One crowd which are well worth checking out if you're

looking for quality colouroutput is Classic Colour Copying,

in west Melbourne. These guys arc pumping out some

absolutely stunning work from a range of computer plat-

forms, inlcuding the Amiga. All the machines are networked

together providing an optimum situation for data exchange.

Output of both IFF and Postscript files is possible to either

a Canon Colour Laser Copier 550 (up to A3) or Canon

Colour BubbleJet Copier (up to Al).

I viewed examples created with Art Department Profes-

sional which compared well with anything other machines

were managing to do. Professional Draw was also able to

produce quality output. The results are suitable for profes-

sional work and short run colour prints.

Outputcosts forA4 startat around $30, with discounts for

quanilites. If you're interested give them a call on (03) 326

6810. ProfessionalPage 3.0 and Professional Draw 3.0 are

both due real soon. Both new versions promise to sort out a

range ofcomplaints, as well as adding a largenumber ofnew

features. On top of our wish list is improved colour separa-

tion. One program Gold Disk have managed to deliver is

Professional Calc, and first impressions arc that this is a

super enhanced rework of Advantage.

It's encouraging to see so many quality programs arriving

this year - many of which are big improvements on old

favourites. Now all we need are some new machines to go

along with our new fangled Workbench 2.04!

Andrew Farrell
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HINK ALL 040

ACCELERATORS ARE THE SAME?

THINK AGAIN!

Asa highpowerAmiga* 3000/3000T

useryou needa 68040 accelerator

board for one reason . . . and one

reason only... SPEED!

And once you know what makes one
68040 accelerator better than another,

the onlv board you'll want is the

G-FORCE 040 from GVP.

WATCH OUT FOR SLOW DRAM BOTTLENECKS

Yes, all 68040 CPU's are created equal

but this doesn't mean that all accelerator

boards allow your A3000 to make the

most of the 68040 CPU's incredible

performance.

The A3000 was designed to work with

low-cost, 80ns DRAM (memory) tech-

nology. As a result, anytime the '040

CPU accesses the A3000 motherboard,

memory lots of CPU wait-states are

introduced and all the reasons you
bought your accelerator literally come
to a screeching halt!

Not true for the G-FORCE 040...

SOLUTION: THE G-FORCE 040'S FAST, 40ns,

ON BOARD DRAM

To eliminate this memory access bottle-

neck, we designed a special 1MB, 32-bit

wide, non-multiplexed, SIMM module
using 40ns DRAMs (yes, forty nano-

seconds!). This revolutionary memory
module allows the G-FORCE 040 to be

populated with up to 8MB of state-of-the-

art, high performance, on-boardDRAM.
Think of this as a giant 8MB cache which
lets the '040 CPU race along at the top

performance speeds you paid for.

SHOP SMART: COMPARE THESE G-FORCE 040

SPECS TO ANY OTHER '040 ACCELERATOR

^ 68040 CPU running at 28Mhz provid-

ing 22 MIPS and 3.75 MFLOPS!
NOTE: The 68040 incorporates a CPU.
MMU. FPU and separate 4KB data and
instruction caches on a single chip.

to 8MB of onboard,

40ns, non-multiplexed, DRAM.
Fully auto-configured, user-install-

able SIMM modules lets you expand

your A3000 to 24MB!

DRAM controller design fully supports

the 68040 CPU's burst memory access

mode.

Full DMA (Direct Memory Access)

to/from the on-board DRAM by any
A3000 peripheral (e.g: the A3000's built-

in hard disk controller],

^ Asynchronous design allows

the 68040 to run at clock

speeds independent of the

A3000 motherboard speed.

Allows easy upgrade to 33Mhz
68040 (over 25.3 MTPS!) when available

from Motorola.

Hardware support for allowing V2.0

Kickstart ROM to be copied into and
mirrored by the high performance on-

board DRAM. Its like caching the entire

operating system!

Software switchable 68030 "fallback"

mode for full backward compatibility

with the A3000's native 68030 CPU.

Incorporates GVP's proven quality,

experience and leadership in Amiga
accelerator products.

TRY A RAM DISK PERFORMANCE TEST AND SS
FOR YOURSELF HOW THE G-FORCE 040 OUT
PERFORMS THE COMPETITION

Ask your dealer to run any "RAM disk" per-

formance test and sec the G-FORCE 040's

amazing powers in action.

So now that you know the facts, order

your G-FORCE 040 today. After all, the

oniy reason why you need an '040 accel-

erator is SPEED'.

/
Up to 8MB at high

speed (40ns) dram
Motorola 68040 CPU

running al 28 Mhz

A3000 "CPU stof connector

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

Distributed
Australia

I n

B y 1 1 tr H l lit s nr iio

III Floor, 257 Hawthorn Road. Caulfield North, 3161

Phone: 10)1532 8553 Fn: (03) 532 8556

Amiga is a registered trademark ot Commodore-Amiga. Inc.



UPDATE COLUMN
At the time of my writing this Update, which

is a couple of days before the Australia/West

Indies Match, Imustsaythatlthinkthe only way

Australia is going to get into the semi finals is in

our fantastic new game WORLD SERIES

CRICKET (I hope I am wrong and by the time

you read this we will be World Champions

again!)Asyou maybeaware,WORLD SERIES

CRICKETallowsyoutoplayusingallthecurrent

teams either in a World Series Competition or

the World Cup itselfand has all the team colours

and rules and regulations pertaining to the com-

petition. LetmejustsayatthispointthatWORLD

SERIES CRICKET is far far superior to any

other cricket game available, including our own

Cricket Amigawhich, unfortunately, was not as

good as we would have liked, but WORLD
SERIES CRICKET is the tops.

Many of you will have already had great

enjoyment out of WHEEL OF FORTUNE and

FAMILY FEUD on the C64.We are now able to

offer you our latest release - THE PRICE IS

RIGHT-anothergreatfun gamefrom Gametek.

Unfortunately all these games are still only

available on C64 and PC and not on the Amiga.

SCANNER NEWS: At last we are able to

offer you a SCANNER with OCR Software so

thatyou can scan textaswellasgraphicsonyour

Amiga. This is theALFASCAN PLUS256Grey

Scale with Migraph OCR. By the time you read

this it should be available in your local stores

although the Alfascan without OCR is already

being sold throughout Australia.

The new No. 1 in Racing Car Simulation -

VROOM! Faster, faster, faster ... till the thrill of

SPEEDovercomesthefearofcrashing.VROOM
is fast! There's no other way to put it This is the

fastest Formula 1 racing game available- BAR

NON E!You can run practice laps, play in arcade

mode or compete against the world's best driv-

ers in the Formula 1 circuit. Do yourself afavour

and check our VROOM!
Finally, for all you Amiga owners - don't

forget the fantastic range of Pactronics books

being sold in all your major book stores, Grace

Bros, and Myer stores which now include new

versions of AMIGA DOS INSIDE & OUT and

DESKTOP VIDEO. Which reminds me - for

those of you upgrading to DOS 2.0 - make sure

yougetholdofPactronicsKICKSTARTSWITCH

which is an integral part of your new Amiga

setup.

PacJoiics Pty Lid, 98 Carnarvon St, Slvwwalef
,
NSW (02) 748 4700

^SiPactronics

Amiga May Be
In Short Supply

Atpress time,newsofpossibleshort-

ages of the Amiga 2000 and 3000

arrived, ata time when some Commo-

dore resellers are reporting very high

demand.

Whilst some have speculated this

could be a signal thatnew machines are

closer than we think', nothing official

has been heard from Commodore.

Whilst it is certain prototypes of

morepowerful models are being tested,

delivery is unlikely within the next six

months. Hopefully, a new low-end

model will be displayed at theWorldof

CommodoreShowalong with the long-

awaited CD-ROM drive, now called

the A570 or is it A690? Who cares, so

long as lots of CDTV titles work on it!

If you're planning on upgrading to

an A2000 or 3000, now is the time.

Prices are cheaper than they've ever

been. At around $3,000, the A3000

stack up nicely against a 486. By the

time you add the costofsound card and

the right software to your typical IBM
compatible486DX, theA3000 starts to

look comparable in cost.

Microsoft Australia

Use Amiga For

Presentation Graphics

Although a carefully guarded se-

cret, Microsoft do use the Amiga for

presentation graphics. They will prob-

ablydeny it. In fact, theyprobably don'

t

even know they do it So next time

you're wondering why the video pro-

jected graphics at their next conference

look so good, you can stop wondering if

Windows PowerPoint or some other

clunky VGA program did all those

fancy wipes and trick fades. No way

Mr. Gates, the software that made all

that happen was none other than Scala.

Don't tell toomany PC heads will you?

IBM to Launch New
Hybrid Desktop PC

The computer media has flipped out

overanannouncementmade by IBM to

launch a new hybrid machine capable

of running several operating systems.

Although details are still sketchy, ac-

cording to one source the new PC can

run a choice of Unix, DOS, Macintosh

or its own proprietary operating system

which fully supports pre-emptive

multitasking.

Clocking in at speeds competitive

with existing lop end 486 technology,

the entry level model also boasts excel-

lent multimedia capabilities. There's

no need to worry about adding expen-

sive sound cards, or hassling over

whether your mouse driver will work

with your chosen software package.

Otherindustry punditshave said they

have already seen a huge range of soft-

ware for the machine, including power-

ful database, wordprocessing, desktop-

publishing, spreadsheet and graphics

packages. All ofthe programs tested by

one expert were said to work along

together without a hitch, with good

support fordataexchange between pro-

grams.

Themachine's strength is in its strong

use of custom chips for handling graph-

ics at speed of up to seven times that of

atypical PCVGA display .Rumoursare

already surfacing ofa major upgrade to

the technology said to ship any day

now. Noofficialannouncementon pric-

ing has been made yet. Formore details

call (02) 427 4888 and ask for Mark.
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MEET THE

CHAIRMAN OF THEBOARDS
68030 Power, Up to 16MB RAM and SCSI Controller All in One

Hw

SERIES II A2000-COMBO

+SCSI Drive Installed

All A2000
Expansion
Slots Free

This single GVP SERIES II A2080-COMBO board gives you more

power, performance and control over your Amiga system than any

4 other boards out there.

You want to expand your Amiga's

memory? ... the SERIES II A2000-

COMBO does it and does it big.

You want to make your Amiga faster

than a speeding bullet?. ..the SERIES 11

A2000-COMBO does that too.

You want to use your Amiga with

virtually every and any SCSI device on
the market -from CD-ROM drives, to

Magneto-Optical and tape-based stor-

age' devices?... the SERIES II A2000-

COMBO does it all.

You want all the storage capacity of a

3.5". 500MB hard drive on a single

card?... Yep -It's an option.

You want to save lots of time with your

desktop publishing,ray-tracing, render-

ing and animation programs?...

Nothing's faster than the SERIES II

I

A2000-COMBO.

|

You want to use your Amiga as a

special effects generator for broadcast

quality videos?. ..the SERIES II A2000-

COMBO perfectly complements New
Tek's Video Toaster'" special effects

system.

Plus, when you install the SERIES 11

A2000-COMBO board directly into your

Amiga's CPU accelerator slot, you still

have all 5 of your original expansion

slots open and free for other uses.

If that doesn't make the SERIES n
A2000-COMBO the Chairman of the

Boards, we don't know what does.

For more information on how you can

put the Chairman of the Boards -

SERIES II A2000 COMBO - to work for

you, call 215-337-8770.
Internal SCSI

Hard Drive

(3.5 available

IT'S LIKE AN ENTIRE

FACTORY ON ONE BOARD

|ust look what you get from this

workhorse, powerhouse:

v'33 or 22Mhz 68030 Accelerator

• Up to 16MB of fully DMA-able 32-bit

wide memory expansion
1
13MB on

22Mhz model)

• High Performance, Auto-Booting,

DMA SCSI Hard Drive Controller

able to DMA directly into ALL
memory

• SCSI Connector for External SCSI

Peripherals

v' Screen Icon-Based 68000 Mode Switch

Optional "Hard-Disk-Card" Conversion Kit

Converts the SERIES II A2000-COMBO board into a

"Hard-Disk-Card" as well! Drive mounts on the back

of the board, saving even more space!

_« ammmmmm^-i

Built-in GVP
Series II DMA
SCSI Controller

l_ - i

1MB(22Mhz)or
4MB (33Mhz)
Surface-mounted

32-bit wide
Memory

up to 500MB!)

Surface-mounted 68030 CPU
and 68882 FPU
(22 or 33Mhz)

Up to 12MB of 32-bit

wide, User-installable

SIMM32 Memory
Expansion



Amiga Floptical Drives

If you fancy the idea ofhaving mega-

bytes of storage, you might opt for a

removable hard drive. However, amore

costeffectivemode ofstorage is thenew

floptical drives. These units hold an

amazing 20 megabytes ofdata on a disk

the size of a normal 3.5" floppy. Each

disk looks and handlesjust like a stand-

ard 3.5" floppy disk but stores a whop-

ping 20 meg of data at a cost of about

$1.00 per meg.

Unlimited backup and storage, with

all the advantages of a removable hard

disk, without the expense. The Floptical

drive requiresa standard SCSI interface

and is compatible with all Amiga mod-
els. It includes cabling, built-in power

supply (for external models) and one

disk. Internal models to suit the 3.5" bay

in either A2000 orA3000 are also avail-

able.

The drive works with GVP, A3000,

A2091, A590, ICD and MAST SCSI

devices. It's compatible with all Amiga
applications including AMlback,
Quarterback and CrossDOS.

When used in conjunction with

CrossDOS you can also read/write

noraml IBM format 720k and 1.44 meg
formats.

Floptical technology is an integra-

tion of precision optical tracking and

traditional read/write magnetic media.

The combination ofthese two technolo-

gies allows the floptical drive to reach

thesehigh data capacities using an inex-

pensive media.

Prices for internal versions A$949

(PvRP), external versions with built-in

power supply (all drives include a disk)

A$1139(RRP).Extra disks areA$35.00.

For more information contact GSoft on

(08)2542261.

Third Party 386SX
Bridge

BoardVortex iscurrently developing

a 386SX based PC/AT emulator that

will convert an Amiga2000 or 3000 into

a 386SX compatible computer system.

The registered name for this product is

"Golden Gate".

Golden Gate is designed as a

bridgeboard thatcloses the gap between

the normal Zorro slotand the 1 6 bitISA-

Slot It has a full AT-board size. The

conception of Golden Gate includes the

full integration of all resources of the

host system such as RAM, floppy disk

drives, hard disk, video, keyboard,

mouse, serial/parallel ports, multi-

tasking, RTC and sound.

Thismeans for example, thataRAM
expansion in a Zorro slot can be used

underMS-DOS for instanceasextended

memory or that partsofthe harddisk can

be used for MS-DOS. Also the built-in

floppy disk drives can be used under

MS-DOS to read and write standard

MS-DOS disks.Goldcn Gate offers the

full ISA-slotstandard in an Amiga2000/

Amiga 3000. ISA expansion boards like

VGA controller, LAN controller, hard

disk controller, RAM expansion can be

used and they are also accessible from

the Amiga side. Also bus-master boards

such as Adaptec 1542 will work.

TheGoldenGatePCBhasa80386SX-

25 MHz CPU, a free socket for an

optional 80386SX arithmetic copro-

cessor, 512kb base RAM, four free

SIMM sockets for standard 1Mb 80ns

and 4mb 80ns SIMMS, a free socket for

an optional Intel 82077AA super floppy

controller (can control 1.2mb, 1.44mb

and 2.88mb floppy drives) with an ap-

propriate 34 pin grid-header for internal

and a 25 pin D-SUB female connector

for external connection.

Golden Gate also includes an IDE-

interface for IDE hard disk drives (40

pin grid-header). A special external op-

tion connector (9 pin D-SUB) is de-

signed to control a little "switchbox"

thatconnectsaVGA or Multiscan moni-

tor to both, the Amiga-Video output

connector and, if available the Video

output connector of a VGA/EGA ISA

graphics card. The switchbox is fully

software controlled by Golden Gate.

Golden Gate uses a C & T super

single chip VLSI, codenamed "SCAT
SX'. The PCB is a 6 layer type using

standard technology and SMT. The

Golden Gate can use Commodore com-

patible hard disks in two ways: direct

assignment of AmigaDOS partitions to

MS-DOS partitions or assignment of

MS-DOS partitions to a fde within an

AmigaDOS partition. Golden Gate of-

fers also a standard IDE-interface for

high performance IDE hard disk drive.

Ifno ISA video controller is installed

the following emulations are available -

CGA with 16 colours, Hercules EGA
and VGA monochrome graphics,

Toshiba 3100andAT&T OlivettiMode.

Display in this case is a standard monitor

(eg 1084S). Flicker Fixer boards are

supported.

Golden Gate has an external 9 pin D-

SUB option connector that can control a

switchbox that connects a VGA or

Multiscan monitor to the Amiga video

output connector and the video output

connector of an ISA EGA/VGA graph-

ics card.

The Amiga mouse is emulated as a

serial Microsoft mouse on COM1 or

COM2.
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GUP's SERIES II A500-HD8+

NOW FEATURES AN OPTIONAL,

PLUG-IN, 1GMHZPC286
EMULATOR MODULE!
Not only have we added a PC286 emulator

option to our best selling A500 hard drive

subsystem but our Series H™ A500-HD8+ units

are now equipped exclusively with Quantum™
hard drives offering the fastest access times and
data transfer rates, unique disk caching and the

highest reliability |MTBF] rating in the

industry. Coupled with our world acclaimed

DMA SCSI controller, everything from loading

software to saving files is so much faster that

you finally have the time to enjoy the fun and

productivity that you bought your A500 for in

the first place.

THE MAGIC BEHIND GUP's SERIES II A500-HD8+

HARD DRIVE MUSCLE
Check out these unequalled features:

Choice of factory-installed 50, 120 or 240MB
Quantum SCSI hard drives. Provides storage

space of 56, 130 or 260 floppy disks!

Game Switch for disabling the hard drive

allowing compatibility with those few badly

behaved games which don't like hard drives!

A2000™ Hard Drive Performance. The
A500HD8+ uses the same Custom DMA VLSI

Chip and FAAASTROM technologies as our

top-selling, high performance, Series D™ A2000
SCSI controllers.

y Up to 8MB of User-Installable Internal FAST
RAM expansion (SIMMs).

External SCSI port for connecting additional

SCSI Peripherals such as Tape Drives, CD-
ROM drives, etc.

Unique Internal "Mini-Slot" Expansion

Connector and Fan for Cool, Reliable Operation.

ADD 286 "PC/AT""

COMPATIBILITY TO
YOURA500
IN A "SNAP"
WITHOUT VOIDING

THE WARRANTY ON YOUR
45001

Includes Dedicated Power Supply ensuring

that your A500 power supply is not overloaded

(a MUST for adherence to Commodore specs).

PLUS, now we offer something NO OTHER
HARD DRIVE SUBSYSTEM can, an optional

plug-in 16Mhz 286 "PC" Emulator!

THE MAGIC OF THE GVP/PC286 EMULATOR

OPENS MICROSOFT WINDOWS— AND MORE.

Our new GVP/PC2S6 emulator module is the

first A500 peripheral specifically designed to be

plugged into our unique internal "Mini-Slot".

Unlike other 2S6 PC emulators, this one fits

right inside your A500HD8+ housing! So

installation is a snap and there's no need to

open and dismantle your A500™ and run the

risk of VOIDING YOUR Computer's

WARRANTY.

In fact your warranty worries are over, because

the A500-HD8+ as well as the optional

GVP/PC286 emulator module are now
warranted for 2 FULL YEARS!!

The GVP/PC286 "Mini-Slot" module features:

• Runs MS-DOS (V3.2 or up), Microsoft

Windows™ and literally thousands of PC
applications. NOTE: MS-DOS Operating

system is NOT Included.

• 16Mhz 80286 CPU. Up to 15 times faster

than IBM's original PC!

• Complete Hercules™, CGA, EGA/VGA
(monochrome) and T3 100 video emulations.

MS-DOS applications can use the A500's™
built-in parallel and serial ports transparently.

• Use the A500's floppy drive(s| to read/write

MS-DOS floppies.

• Let's your A500 runJvIS-DOS and

AmigaDOS
Applications

Concurrently!!

•512KB of On-

board Memory
(RAM) for exclusive

use by MS-DOS.
Transparent access to

the A.SOO's memory for

MS-DOS applications

requiring more than 512KB
of memory!

• Socket for optional 80C287 (CMOS) Floating

Point Unit

PLUS, your Series II A500-HD8+ matches your

Amiga™ 500's good looks line-for-linc and

curve-for-curve.

So.. . Be Smart, before you buy anyone else's

A500™ hard drive or RAM expansion system,

ask the question: "Docs It Have a Mini-Slot"?

Why settle for anything less?

GVP/PC286 MODULE

512KB
RAM

Mini-slot
connector \

Optional
80286 CPU 80C287 FPU

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

Distributed In
Australia By

POWER
FltlrnllllS 111 111

1st Floor. 2)7 Hawthorn Roid, Caulficld North. 3161

Phone: 10)1532 8551 Fi«: (03) 532 8556

Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.



PM DEVELOPMENTS
The AMIGA Specialists for the best advice

and the best price.

GVP Great Valley Products

THE best peripherals by far.

See the full page ads in the firstfew

pages of ACAR for full details on

themanyGVP peripherals designed

to enhance the power of your

AMIGA 500, 2000, 3000.

A500HD8 52Q $900

A500HD8 105Q $1280

PC286 AT Emulator $570

16 MHz Fits inside HD8

A2000HC8+52Q $750

A2000HC8+120Q $1050

A2000HC8+240Q $1540
A2000HC8+420Q $2590
A2000HC8+SQ88 $1440

GVP FASTROMV4.0 UPGRADE

-33% FASTER $50

A2000 COMBO 22MHz

68030/68882/SCSI/1MbRAM $1350

A2000 COMBO 33MHz

68030/68882/SCSI/4Mb RAM $2250

A2000 COMBO 50MHz

68030/68882/SCSI/4Mb RAM $2750

G-Force COMBO 25 25MHz

68030/SCSI/1 Mb RAM $899

Trade any A2000 SCSI controller tor Bis price. Riig tor details.

RING FOR OTHER GVP PRODUCT PRICING

OTHER PRODUCTS
A500 AXRAM 4.0MB RAM exp with 2Mb $340

A500 AXRAM 4.0MB RAM exp with 4Mb $490

A2000 SCSI Controller card $140

Virus Detector Hardware $35

MIDI Interlace $50

5.25" Ext Floppy Drive $210

3.5" Ext Floppy Drive $130

DCTV-PAL $1120

A500 0.5Mb exp $70

AT-ONCE $470

Qtronlx Mouse $45

LQ-400 EPSON $450

MEDIA-STATION $310

GVP Digital Sound Studio $175

POWERCOPY + HARDWARE $80

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
Full Range - S2.50 each including disk

Dispatched next day C.O.D.

RING FOR A FREE CATALOGUE

1/1421 HIGH ST. MALVERN 3144

PHONE (03) 822 5873

The Amiga parallel port is emulated

as LPT1 and the serial port is emulated

asCOMl orCOM2. Golden Gate has its

own PC/At RTC.PC/AT sound with an

extra speaker. The Amiga keyboard is

emulated as 84-key PC/AT keyboard.

The physical dimensions are 336.50

mm x 106.75mm x 1 .75mm.Golden Gate

will be released in Australia in April

1992, as yet no retail price has been set.

For more information contact Fonhof

computers on (02) 639 7718.

Virgin Commitment
to A570 Drive

Virgin Games has confirmed that it

will be fully supporting Commodore's

new A570 (previously known as the

A690) CD-ROM drive for the Amiga.

"We have been developing full mul-

timedia titles for CDTV for a while

now"commented Steve Clark, Virgin's

New-Media Manager, "andhave already

been developing enhanced versions ofa

number of games, which include full

CD quality music, sound effects and

speech. The first of these is Spirit of

Excalihur which will be available in

early March."

The majority of Virgin's forthcom-

ing Amiga titles will be specially en-

hanced to take advantage ofCDTV or

the A570 drive and most are expected to

retail at thesame price as the floppy disk

versions.

Virgin has also announced two full

multimedia educational titles which are

in the final stages of development;

Musicolour and North Polar Expedi-

tion, both of which will retail at $49.99

(UK).

Sound Enhancer

Get CD quality sound from your

Amiga? It seems too good to be true.

After all isn't thatwhy people have been

askingCommodore to upgrade the sound

chip? But as therave reviews ofthe new

Sound Enhancer pour out of the UK
Amiga press, it is clear that a revolution

in Amiga sound is occurring.

Sound aficionados will be pleased to

know that the astonishing Sound En-

hancer designed by UK firm Omega
Projects is now available in Australia

through Kaotic Koncepts. This amazing

piece ofhardware plugs into the back of

your Amiga and totally transforms the

quality of your sound output.

The Sound Enhancer works by

straightening out the somewhat dodgy

frequency response curve that a stand-

ard Amiga pumps out.

The result is a so called "flatresponse

curve" up to 20 KHz, which is the sortof

response you'd expectfromaCD player.

ACAR 8



-AND ORIf/E-ING HARD
TO STAY THAT WAY!

Only GVP Factory Installed

A2000 HC8+/52Q, 105Q or 200
SCSIHard Disk+RAM Boards have a
track record this good—over20,000
satisfied Amiga® users and now a
2-Year Warranty!

Don't waste your valuable time or money
building a SCSI+RAM Controller from
parts . .

.

Because of our unprecedented pricing

structure you can now get GVP's, brand

name, factory installed A20O0HC8+/52Q,
105Q or 200 at a very competitive price.

GVP's A2000 HC8+/52Q, 105Q or 200
-THE SAFEST CHOICE

Look for the GVP Factory Installed Drive
Seal . . . it's your assurance that your A2000
HC8+/52Q, 10SQ or 200 has been installed

and tested in GVP's own factory . .

.

And the 2 year limited warranty protects

you better and longer than any third party

installed drive. And with third party drives

you run the risk of a run around if anything
does go wrong.

GVP's A2000 HC8+/52Q, 105Q or 200
-NOW 33% FASTER WITH
FAMSTROM

All A2000 HC8+/52Q, 105Q or 200 have
been redesigned and equipped with GVP's
newest fastest SCSI Driver- FW\STR0M 4.0.

Plus, we've also doubled

Western Digital's SCSI

Controller clockspeed to

14Mhz-for a tremendous,

33% increase in speed . .

.

GVP's A2000HC8+
/52Q, 105Q or 200
-JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES

• Custom chip design for the fastest

possible data transfer rates and DMA
performance - even in a multi-tasking

environment.

Easy-to-Install SIMM memory modules
for configurations up to 8MB—and
support BridgeBoard users with the 6MB
FAST RAM.

• Support for virtually any SCSI device.

• Fastest and easiest SCSI installation

possible.

GVP's A2000 HC8+/52Q, 105Q or 200
-JUST LOOK FOR THE GVP FACTORY
INSTALLED SEAL

Remember if the GVP Factory Installed seal

shown in this ad isn't on your A2000
HC8+/52Q, 105Q or 200 box

... it isn't the fastest, most powerful, longest

warrantied, safest A2000 HC8+/52Q, 105Q
or 200 you can buy.

Ask for and accept only GVP A2000 HC8+
/52Q, 105Q or 200 with the Factory

Installed seal. For more information

call 215-337-8770.

D isi ribu t
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r LIEN
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Not only Australia's largest, and

not only Australia's best

PD Collection . .

.

but Now . .

.

LICENCEWARE
Australia 's only distributor of

DEJA VU Licenceware

Top quality software at a price all

can afford - $8.00 Yes $8.00.

Contact us for details

Virus Buster, Paint Box,

Monster Island, Video Lab,

Power Base, Power Planner.]

Music Engine, T-Tecmaze,

Word Factory, Big Top Fun,

C.Y.A.D. Icon Bank Editor,

Rocket Maths, Music Box,

Magpipes Clip Art,

C-TeXt (AMOSreq), Sprite X (AMOSreq)

(Full list 81 Titles)

• All disks 100% guaranteed.

(We will replace or refund)

Owing to increased demand

all P.D. disks only $4.00 each

All orders add $2.00 p&p

ALLLSi T Ph: (03) 725 3379

COMPUTER SUPPLIES Fax: (03) 723 1780

where you will get more for

your dollar! /
Call us on (03) 725 3379/^>
Fax (03) 723 1780 /&

#

432 Dorset Road, /,/b .©<$?

Croyon Vic. 3136 / V«F ^ <^

/ V* c*>-

U3 VISA

In non-technical terms the sound quality

improves so dramatically that you'll

thinkyou've been listening to theAmiga

through a wet blanket all these years!

With tie Sound Enhancer plugged in,

your Amiga can finally do justice to a

good hi-fi system.

RRP $109. Distributed by Kaotic

Koncepts Pty. Ltd, (03) 879 7098, fax

(03) 819 5531.

NASA ... The 25th Year

Troika Multimedia is shipping the

first interactive motion picture on com-

pact disc available to consumers: NASA
...The 25th Year. Developed for Com-

modore's CDTV player, NASA ... The

25th Year is a 50 minute overview of the

early decades ofAmerica's quest for the

stars and is the first title in Troika's

Heroic Age of Spaceflight series.

The viewer simply can watch the

movie from beginning to end or jump

directly to any of 12 different subjects

covered within the movie. In addition,

dozens of insightful discussions and

colour images of famous spacecraft and

their missions are only the touch of a

button away.

Troika are excited about the pros-

pects for both this title and CDTV.
NASA ... The 25th Year is designed to

display properly on PAL tv screens.

Super Desk Jet

Colour Printer Driver

Owners of HP Colour-Deskjet com-

patible printers will be happy to hear a

new driver is available featuring superb

graphic prints - exceptional colour cor-

rection, all 4096 colours, 16 greys, pro-

portional grey balancing, eight shin-

gling/depletion options andoutstanding

grey scale images.

Superior text control is offered - with

preferences access to internal fonts,

choice ofLetter, Legal, A4 or envelope,

suppress unwantedpagefeeds, enhanced

AmigaDOS control codes, 14 powerful

extended commands.

The driver requires AmigaDOS 1.3

or 2.04, RRP~of A$59.95. For more

information contact Stetronics on (03)

305 5001.

IBM Drive Controller

Adaptor

Stetronics are also importing the

Palomax-125 Autoboot Interface

adapter. This allows the connection of

up to four IBM compatible hard disk

controllers to be used on any Amiga

computer system and is Version 2 com-

patible.

Recommended retail price to handle

a single controller will be A$349.00.

The MAX-125 autoboot Interface

Adapter allows you to connect IBM
compatible hard disk controllers and

drives to all Amigacomputersystems. It

works with many 8 and 16 bit XT and

AT, ST506/412& ESDI controllers and

virtually all hard drives of these inter-

face types.

The A2000 version takes only one

slot position to handle two controllers

when inserted in the rightmost expan-

sion slot and can be configured as a

HardCard with an optional mounting

bracket.

Priority selectable booting/mounting

ofup to four controller boards for a total

of eight hard drives is supported. Con-

troller types and drive sizes can be inter-

mixed.

The device is compatible with A500/

A1000/A2000/A3000, and most CPU
coprocesser boards; supports all ECS
display modes and A3000 cache and

burst modes and can coexist with other

manufacturers' autobooting controllers.

The MAX-125 is fully compatible with

theFastFileSystem andAmigaDOSV 1 .3

and 2.0.Disk data transfer is done with

multi-sector (up to 256) blocks at a time

through programmed I/O. A write-thru

track buffer with selectable read thresh-

old sensing greatly speeds up short file

transfers. Transfer rates clocked to over

567kb/sec write, 768kb/sec read with

030 CPU. (Faster than most other hard

disk systems). Supports software and

hardware bad track remapping. MAX-
1 25 boards are assembled and tested and

have a one year warranty. Some assem-

bly and soldering is required. Specify

computer model when ordering.

For details call Stetronics on (03) 305

5001.
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TechnoSound
Turbo $79
Hardware plus Software:

Upgraded version of New Dimensions' acclaimed
hardware and software stereo sound sampler. Simply plug

your sound source into the unit and fire up the sampling
software. New multi-tasking software features a MIDI
sequencer, and a host of exciting special effects including

real-time echo, phasing, pitch shifting and other voice

synih effects,

"...no-nonsense, low-cost, easy-to-use system..." 81%,
Amiga Format, September 1991

Audio Engineer
Version II

Audio Engineer software only $99
Audio EngineerPlus $369
Audio Engineerjunior $189

RocGenPlus $299
Use your Amiga to create special effects on video with this

Genlock from Roctec.

Video Digitiser/Colour Splitter

TM $499
Combines colour splitter and DigiVicw compatible
digitiser in one box. Featuring saturation control. S-V11S or

composite input, manual or auto colour select, external

power pack, cables for connecting Auto-Select Module and
ColorVicw software.

DigiFixer Stall
This Australian-made product allows DigiVicw to be used
with colour home video cameras without messv interference.

Video Breakout Box $89
With S-VHS, RCA and Scan inputs and outputs, this unit

allows any video equipment to be connected together.

Flicker Free Video (ICD) $call
Eliminates flicker on any Amiga. Plugs into Denisc socket.

Optical Mouse $98
Top quality Golden Image Mouse. Deal those mechanical
blues!

Amiga Beetle Mouse $69
High resolution (320 DPI), crgonomic mouse for the

Amiga. Lots of colours available!

Analog Joystick Adapter$30
Get the most out of your flight simulator. Allows IBM and
Apple analog joysticks to be used with the Amiga

Amiga Hand Scanner$398
400 DPI scanner from Golden Image. Touch Up software

included.

Phoenix A1000 Motherboard
Includes 68881/2 socket, SCSI controller, A2000 expansion
slot and video slot, 8 MB daughterboard connector,

battery-backed clock, sockets for 4 Kickstarts (1.3 supplied),

drive swap switch.

1 MB chip RAM S895 2MB chip RAM $1095

KAOS KRUNCHER
14 MHz Accelerator <b r|£

- Australian designed and made ^fc^w ^^
- Simple no-solder installation *|» -^ *-^
- Makes multi-tasking practical

- Doubles processor clock speed to 14 MHz
- 100 % software and hardware compatibility
- Switch between 7 <S 14 MHz while running software - no
need to reset

- Unbeatable price!

KCS Power PC Board
PC Side Amiga Side
Video support;Hcrculcs/ 5I2K Ram expansion

CGA/EGA/VGA 512K Ram Disk
Disk support: Int 3.5. Ext 3.5 Clock/Calendar

& 5.25, Totally transparent

Extensive Hard Drive Support Fits into A500 trapdoor

Phoenix-Bios-NEC V30 8MHz Adapter for A2000/A3000
Uses all Amiga ports

Clock/Calendar + many more
features

KCS Power PC Board for A500 $475
KCS Power PC Board with DR DOS 5 S535
KCS Adapter Card for A2000/A3000 $185

Boot Selector $29
Internal disk boot selector.

Mouse Master $39
Mouse/joystick switch box.

MIDI Interface $45
Standard MIDI interface:! MIDI in 2oui, 2 thru.

Data Switch $29
A/B printer data switch.

Swifty Mouse $49
300 DPI 3-button oplo-mcchanical mouse.

Pan Mouse $39
2-bulton optomechanical mouse.

C64/C128 Mouse $29
Mouse for C64/C128.

Canon BJlOe Little Squirt
Hubble Jel Printer $call

Kickstart Swap Board $59
Choose between any 3 Kickstart ROMS at the flick of a

switch. Plugs into A500/A2000 ROM sockets. Ribbon
cable lets you locate the board out of harm's way. Supports
Workbench V2.0. Three position switch can be mounted
anywhere.

C64
KCS Power
Cartridge

Power Reset, Printer Tools

20 new Basic commands
Fast disk/tape loader

Machine Language Monitor

$49

TurboPrint Pro
$149

Say goodbye 10 your printing

nightmares wilh this new
software package /rom
G

Contact $65
Name and address organiser

Directory Opus
$69

Audio Gallery
Talking Picture

Dictionaries
Astonishing new language tutorial packages from the USA!
German, French, Russian, Spanish $119
Japanese, Chinese. Korean $159
Demo disk $5

Coming soon: Italian, Portugese

2 Meg Board for A500
Fully populated!

$239
4 Meg Board for A500

Fully populated(4.0 MB)

$449
Populated to 2.0 MB $269

1/2 Meg Expansion
with Real-Time Clock $59

Comms Starter Pack
Maestro 2400 Baud Modem

+ Free JRComm
+ Free NComm Software

$299

Kaotic
KonCeptS

Pty. Ltd.

Trade enquiries welcome.

Phone orders: (03) 879 7098 or (050) 94 6358
Fax: (03) 819 5531

Please quote your credit card number, card type (Bankcard,

Mastercard or Visa) and expiry date.

Mail orders:

P.D Software: Hardware / Software:

Kaotic Koncepts P/L Kaotic Koncepts P/I.

c/- Undcrbool PO GPO Box 2150T
Victoria 3509 Melbourne 3001

Cheques/Money orders payable to "Kaotic Koncepts Ply

Ltd". Please add $3.50 P&ll for hardware orders.

Courier service $10. E&OE

P.D.

Software
Paks

Kaotic Koncepts supports the intentions of
public domain authors, namely to allow
wide distribution of software with minimal
copying charges. All Pak prices

INCLUDE postage and handling. These

disks plus FISH and maov more are

available INDIVIDUALLY for $2.50

each (plus $1.00 P&P for any size order).

Kalalog disks S2.50 including postage.

All disks supplied arc Nashua brand.

Blank disks $15 per box of 10. Nashua
disk boxes (hold 90 3.5" disks) $17.

Kaotic Arcade Parlour Paks:

S disk Paks of arcade action

SUpcr Pak

Kaotic Arcade Pak I

Mcgaball, Missile Command,
Shall, pragoncavc. Car. 7-Tiles,

Grid-Runner, Rebound,
Invaders, Miniblast

Kaotic Arcade Pak 2

Sys. Slotcars, Tion, Cat &
Mouse. Shark. Galactic. Worm.
Ball. Moonbasc, Minorwars.
Stcinschlag. Running, Drip,

Spacewar, Cosmo2, Flaschbcir.

Blizzard.

Kaotic Arcade Pak 3

Pacman-87. Girl-Action,

Hemroids, ST-Bash, Grav
Attack. Eal Mine, Ilovertank.

Humartia, Triclops Invasion.

Mega Kaotic Arcade Pak (all

3 Arcade Pak*)

$34

Kaotic KlipArt

Paks
10-disk Paks

Kaotic Klip-Art Pak I plus

***NEW!!***
Klip-Art Pak II

Klip-Art Pak HI

Anj I Kllp-Art Pak $23
Any2Klip-ArtPaks$43
All 3 Klip-Art Paks $60

Kaotic Brain Strain Games
7 disks of Brain Taxing Games

$17
Kaotic Kampaigns

Bull Run. NukiMetro.
Kingdom at

Wat, King, Scalance. Empire,

Jeopard

S12
Kaotic Koncepts Kaov

Knmpilation
7 disks of stunning Mandelbrot

St Julia sets

$17

Kaotic Text Utilities

7 disks: text editors &
utilities -t a Woidworlh demo

$17
Kaotic Video Utilities

3 disks with over 20 video

utilities and fonts

$8
Kaotic Font Themes

3 disk set containing fonts &
utilities

$8

Kaotic Icon laboratory
2 disk set wilh 15 Icon

Programs and many icons

ready to use

$6
Kaotic Business Utilities

5 disk set with 30 finance,

database, budgeting and

calendar programs
$12

Kaotic Label Laboratory
2 disk set containing

Labelbase3. RLC210,
Diskprint, SuperRctLab plus

ready-made labels

$6

Kaotic Games Paks
5 DISKS OF PLAYABLE

DEMOS PER PAK

Kaotic Games Pak 1

Turrican II, Xenon II,

X Out.Blood Money,Dan
- Dare II

Kaotic Games Pak 2

Gods. Magic Pockets, New
Zealand Storv, Flood, The

Plague. The Secret ol
Monkey Island

Kaotic Games Pak 3

Hammerfist, The Power,
Moonshine

Races, Wipcout.

Ghoslbusters 11.

Mcga-lo-Mania

Kaotic Games Pak 4

Armalytc. Moonstone, A
Hard Day's Knight, Lotus II.

Champion ofthe Raj.

Ummings

***NEW!!***

Kaotic Games Pak 5
Exile. Prehistorik, Captive,

Plpemania. The Untouchables.

MadDog Williams

Kaotic Games Pak 6

Yolanda, The Ultimate Ride.
Cadaver. Battle Isle. Supaplcx.

Fuzzball

Kaotic Games Pak 7

Beast Busters, PPHammcr,
Another World. Baby Jo.

Hcimdall. Siegemastci, Tftrghan

***
Any I Games Pak $12
Any 2 Games Paks $23
Any 3 (lames Paks $34
\ ii 4 Games Pak' $43
An) 5 Games Pak* $52
Any 6 Games Paks $60
AH 7 Games Paks $68
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User Report : Upgrading

Your Amiga 500+A590

to Workbench V2.0

Although still in short supply, hundreds ofAmiga
owners have already upgraded to the new operat-
ing system. Here's a first hand look at what's
involved, byAlan Stuart.

After a lot of waiting, I finally

received the phone call I had been

waiting for. "Mr Stuart. This is

Sandra from Hcadlam Computers. Your
Amiga Workbench version 2.0 has ar-

rived. Do you still want it?"

"What!", I thought. That is like ask-

ing mc if I want a million dollars for

nothing. After my third or fourth "Yes!",

I asked "How much?"

"$130, plus postage."

"The cheque is in the mail," I replied.

Four days later there was a large pack-

age waiting at the Post Office. "Can't be
my Workbench v2.0- too big", I thought.

I was wrong. What you receive in the

package is very impressive.

The Workbench v2.0 upgrade con-

tains a new Kickstart chip of512K size,

a three ring binder entitled "Using the

System Software", the contents for the

binder, a small book entitled Amiga
Release 2, Getting Started and four disks

labeled Workbench v2.04. Extras v2.04,

Install v2.04, and Fonts v2.04. Also

included arc the usual licensing agree-

ments and warranty cards.What follows

is a description of the installation of the

new operating system on my computer,

an Amiga 500 with A590 20Meg hard

drive and 3Mb RAM. Most of what

applies here equally applies to an Amiga
2000 user upgrading.

Safety Precautions

Firstly, I backed up the complete

contents of my hard drive. Using

Quarterback this is a painless operation.

If anything went wrong with the instal-

lation, I wanted to be able to recover my
old information.

Normally, your authorised Commo-
dore Dealer will arrange for fitting of

your new Kickstart ROM. However,
since in Port Hcdland, I am over 1700

kilometers from the nearest Commo-
dore dealer and my computer is well out

of the warranty period, I elected to fit the

Kickstart myself. If faced with this op-

tion, it is a relatively easy task.

The fitting of the ROM chip is ex-

plained very clearly on a separately

supplied sheet. The only hard bit is the

removingofthe six-pointed screwsCom-
modore uses to hold the case together.

An alien key of the right size does the job

nicely. However take heed of Commo-
dore's warning.

WARNING! HARDWARE IN-
STALLATION BY THE USER WILL
VOID THE WARRANTY FOR BOTH
THE ROM AND THE AMIGA. COM-
MODORE ASSUMES NO LIABILITY
FOR IMPROPER INSTALLATION.

Clear enough!

Inside the Preference Draw you'll find many new icons Setting screen preferences
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I
Animagic $169
AudlUon 4 S125
ARexx $ 65
Art Dept Pro v2.0 $ 319 !

AssemPro $140
AudloMaster Hi $ 119 !

Bars & Pipes $199
Bars & Pipes Pro $469
Bars & Pipes Multimedia Kit . $ 79
Blitz Basic S 99 !

Buddy System/Imagine $ 69
Buddy Syslem/Pagestream ... $ 69
Buddy Systcm/WB 2.0 $ 69
Broadcast Tltler 2 $379
BT2 Font Enhancer $189
CanDo 1.5 $145
CDROM FileSystem $ 75 !

Copyist Professional $369
CrossDos $ 45
DeluxePaint IV $179
Deluxe Music $ 95
Deluxe Video HI $ 95
Design Works $149
DlglVlew Gold 4.0 $239
DlgiView MedlaStation $319
Director 2.0 $159
Directory Opus $ 65
Dr Ts Tiger Cub $1 19
DynaCADD $1099
excellence! $189
Express Copy $ 55
Foundation $329
Gold Disk Office $329
High Speed Pascal $275 I

Imagine v2.0 $call

Imagine Companion $ 49
Interchange $ 65
InterFont $130
Karafonts $ 89
Kara Anlmfonts $ 75
KCS 3.0 Level n $369 !

MapMaster $ 85
Masterpiece Fonts $249
Masterpiece 3D Fonts $128
Math Vision $229
PageStream 2.2 $289
Pen Pal $149
Perfect Sound $149
Photon Transport Controller . $349
Pixel 3D v2.0 $call

Professional Page $359
ProWrite v3.2 $239
Pro Video Post $399
Pro Video Fonts $ 72
Pro Textures vol 1 $ 79
Quarterback $ 75
Quarterback Tools $ 95
RxTooIs $ 65
Saxon Publisher $369
Showmaker $439
SpectraColor $ 99
SupcrBase Personal $ 99
Surface Master $ 85
TcchnoSound $ 75
Trax $165
VlstaPro v2.0 Scall

UltraCard $ 99
Sculpt 4D $ 599 !

Wordworth $289
and many, many more!

mwu(

Quantum 52Mb now only $ 475

Quantum 120Mb now only $685
Quantum 210Mb now only $1289

Fujitsu 425Mb now only $2199

2 yr warranty on Quantum*

All drives are SCSI 3.5"format

Fujitsu 90Mb now only $ 549

Fujitsu 105Mb now only $699
Fujitsu 182Mb now only $999
Fujitsu 330Mb now only $1999

Fujitsu 520Mb now only $2299

5 yr warranty on Fujitsu >300Mh

SyQuest 44Mb and 88Mb drives - call for bcsl prices!

External cases for 3,5" SCSI drives & SyQuest* from $199

US Magazines air-freighted in:

Amiga World, Amazing Compuiing, Amiga Video (AVID)

Special! A2(X)0 52Mb drive & SCSI controller only $699 !!

SCSI & Specialty cables - custom cables

Commodore, GVP, Supra & Phoenix producis -

Hard drives (A5OO/A1000/A2OOO), Accelerators (68030/040)

SCSI CD-ROM drives - call us for the best prices!

Smart T6Ch - Crystal Growing Kits - Grow spectacular, colourful

crystals up to 8 inches in diameter

We Will Match Our Competitor's Prices !

f@w IPffOtta©^

CrystaCSound
The highest quality 8 bit sampler yei designed, CrystalSound features extremely fast

sample rales (up to 70,000 Hz) in full stereo, noiseless sampling, anil new crystal

locking, ensuring consistent sample periods and giving the most accurate

samples possible. Full featured software and utilities are included, for only $ 1 99

Alfa GreyScale Hand Scanner
Hxcelleni value for money. This scanner gives up to 256 scales of grey, unlike the

black and white offered by other scanners of comparable price. This gives you
much greater quality when scanning photos & pictures. Scanning and ,
editing/merging software is included. A must for DTP. and a steal at only $499

S.A.M
SPMTE And MIDI interface

The missing link between Audio and Video. With SAM. you can synchronise your
MIDI score or animation to video with single frame accuracy. SAM will read and
write SMPTE code, forwards and backwards, at a wide range of speeds. Micro-
processor controlled for superb accuracy. A rugged case and printer pass-

through make SAM ideal for the studio or travelling professional. $249

DKB 2632 RAM board
Al last! Those of you who have Commodore A2630 boards, your RAM problems
have been solved! This board attaches to the A2630. and expands your RAM by as

much as 1 12Mb!! The memory added is full 32 bits wide for maximum speed, and
uses I. 2. 4, 8. 16, or 32 Mb SIMM modules. Reserve yours now. Call for pricing.

New Software
New software comes in all the lime. Two we thoroughly recommend arc Imagine
2.0 (the best 3D ray-tracer just got better), and VistaPro 2.0 (Landscapes with freer.1

I don't believe it!). And naturally, wc sell them cheaper. Also, why wail for those
hot new 'wares you sec in American mags? Ask us. we'll gel ihem in direct!

fj.

M.A.S.T. Micromegs - 512k RAM + Clock & Switch $ 79
M.A.S.T. Minimegs - 2 Mb Fast RAM for A500 $299
M.A.S.T. Minimegs - 2 Mb Fast RAM for A1000 $399
M.A.S.T. Enhanced Unidrive - track display. Antivirus $149
M.A.S.T. Twindrive - dual external floppy with no click $259
Internal A500 & A2000 drives $169
IVS Printerface - extra printer port $ 99
ICD Flicker Free Video $549
PP&S Doubletalk - AppleTalk compatible networking $699
PP&S 68040 Accelerator for A20OO $2995
PP&S 68040 Accelerator for A3000 $2795
MAS! Colorburst - New Special Prices! Scall
Kawai FunLab (Special Price! One Only!) $799
Miracle Piano Tutoring System $599
Prism Professional Colour Splitter $499
Maestro 2400 baud modem $299
Maestro 9600 baud V32 modem $599
Maestro Fax Modem - includes Amiga Software! $379
Maestro Fax Modem with MNP, V42, V42bis & software . $449
Dakota SketchMaster graphics tablet $699
CD ROM for Amiga - packages from $699
CBM A2320 - Flicker Fixer for A2000 $399
CBM A2322 - 7 port Serial card $329
CBM A2630 - 68030 Accelerator board with 68882/2Mb ... $1299
CBM A2630 - 68030 Accelerator board with 68882/4Mb ... $1579
DKB 2632 - up to 112 Mb RAM for A2630 $call
M.A.S.T. Flash 2000/8 8 bit SCSI/RAM card $299
M.AS.T. Flash 2000/16 - 16 bit Turbo model $399
Alfa 1 land Scanner - 256 Grey Scales $499
DCTV - Composite colour display/animator/digitiser $1149
DCTV Pro Pack includes Draw 4D Pro & Tutorial Video ... $1299
M.A.S.T. CrystalSound - Professional 8 bit sampler $199
HAS.I. SAM - SMPTE and MIDI interface $299
Kickstart ROM Multi switcher board $ 55



KickStart Options

Ialso fittedaKickboardfrom Unitech

Electronics in Sydney (02-8203444), an

Australian product available from most

goodCommodore dealers forabout $40.

This plugs in where the KickstartROM
goes and allows two KickstartROMs to

be installed in the machine. By flicking

a switch (ONLY when the computer's

power is off), I can switch between

Kickstart vl.3 or v2.0.

I strongly recommend that you read

the Getting Started manual thoroughly

before proceeding. It is extremely well

written (that's a new one for Commo-
dore) and sets out what to do clearly.

Basically, the installation ofWB v2.0is

as follows. Boot the Amiga with the

Install disk, open theWorkbench screen,

then click on the UpdateWB icon.You

will be asked various questions. The
program will then go ahead and copy
various files from the four disks to your

harddrive anddeletesomeold un-needed

files from the hard drive. When the

"Software installation complete" mes-

sageappears, you can rebootthe system.

One goodpartofthe installation is the

creation of a directory named OLD on

your hard drive. To this directory is

copied your old Mountlist, Startup-se-

quence and Shell-startup.

Reformatting

Next, to get the most from your hard

drive, you are encouraged to reformat it

under 2.0. Commodore claims that

reformatting under 2.0 can cut disk ac-

cess times by up to half compared to 1 .3

- much cheaper than buying a faster

drive! Because formatting will erase

everythingon thedisk, youare instructed

to back up the drive up with a 2.0

compatible program.

Fortunately, Commodore supply a

program called HDBackup, which can

be found in the TOOLS drawer. Unfor-

tunately, thisprogram is extremely slow

compared to something like

Quarterback. Once again, follow the

instructions for formatting your drive

exactly andyouwillnotmakea mistake

.

When the drive was reformatted, I

decided to completely reinstallmy soft-

ware, instead of recovering files from

my backup. To do this, I rebooted from

the Install diskandrerun theUpdateWB
program. This put a complete copy of

Workbench on my hard drive. Next, I

booted from the hard drive and installed

various programs. Some of the pro-

grams I use {Pagestream. Excellence!)

have programs to install them to hard

drives and they worked fine. Finally, I

customised the environment to my lik-

ing with Preferences.

Preferences

Preferences under 2.0 is completely

different to what I have been used to.

There are 12 preference icons in the

Prefs draw. These represent 12 different

COMMODORE 128 COMMODORE 64 LOOK !!

THE ULTIMATE C128 PROGRAM COLLECTION
ELEVEN (DOUBLE SIDED!) DISKS CHOCKERS WITH THE VERY

BEST ON OFFER FOR THE C128 or C64 !

This "LEGEND" collection is easily the best set of Commodore 128 public domain software ever assembled in one package in Australia,

and has been specially compiled from the cream of the library of the Island Software Club to offer a bit of everything to C128 owners
starved of good C 128 generic programs ! It's all here from Word-Processing to Games with everything in between, enough to keep you
busy for months

!
There's also a similar set for C64 owners as well ! It's called the LEGEND collection because the eleventh disk contains

all the instructions and documents necessary to use all of the programs, this opens up the program disks for much more great software!

Why not order yourLEGEND collection right now? It's probably just what you have been looking for, and all for just $99.50 for either

set and $3.50 P&H.

PLEASE RUSH ME MY 'LEGEND' DISK SET! Tick set required: C128 [ ] C64 [ ] BOTH [ ]

Name: Bankcard [ ] Mastercard [ ] Visa [ ] Amex [ ]

Address: Diners [ ] Cheque [ ] Money Order [ ]

State: P/code:

Card Number l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l Card Expiry Date / /

Card holders signature Today's Date: / /

We've been serving the Commodore public since 1987 so send your order now. you need ho stamp.

ISLAND BY MAIL. POST PAID 49, PO BOX 381, YVERRIBEE, VIC, 3030. Pli: 03-741 9981
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preference programs. All the usual set-

tings can be changed, plus a host ofnew
settings such as Overscan and Font con-

trol. To describe even the basics on the

new preferences would require its own
article. I will write a complete review

on preferences for the next edition.

The whole lookand feel ofmyAmiga
is completely new. The drive hums
along significantly quicker. I am em-
barking on a whole new learning curve.

So, what are the main differences?

What's New?
Workbench can be set to 2, 4, or 8

colours. The more colours, the slower

the machine runs. Background patterns

can be set on Windows and Screens.

Tools are included for screen blanking,

auto activation of windows, Click to

Front for windows, programming func-

tion keys, etc. All these features make a

lot of Public Domain/Freeware pro-

grams redundant.

Ed, the standard text editor, now
supports mouse control and user defin-

ablemenus. OutthedoorgoesTxEd.The

AREXX programming language is in-

cluded.The powersofthis language will

be recognised as more programs are

written supporting its features. Some
software currently availablewhich works

with AREXX includes AmigaVision,

CanDo, DigiPaint3 and SuperBase.

Compugraphic

Outline fonts are supplied forjaggy-

free printing. There is a program called

Fountain that will produce the necessary

files from Compugraphic fonts (such as

those supplied with Professional Page)

to work with the new system.

Many commands once found in the

'C directory (DIR, COPY and so on) are

nowmemoryresident, meaning less disk

access and faster operation. An Icon

editor with the ability to merge two

icons is supplied. You can also view

files as icons or by name. And much
more!

Compatability

Now, down to the basics. How com-
patible is 2.04 to existing software?

From various magazine reports, many
games won't work. So, if you need to

play a lot ofgames, install a Kickboard.

KDVIII crashes the system. I am sure

this very goodprogram will be enhanced

soon. Excellence! v2.0 operates fine

unless you try to use an outline font.

Wordworth vl.l works very well and

supports outline fonts.

Using outline fonts and Wordworth

UltraprintSuper outputproducesalmost

laser quality output from a dot matrix

printer.

Pagestream v2.1 and DataRetrieve

Professional work fine. Quarterback

v2.3 worked on backup and restore,

however once the program was exited,

the floppy drives were no longerknown

DEALER OF THE
YEAR,

DEALER OF THE
DECADE,

NO JUST A DEALER
WHO CARES

Computa Magic Pty. Ltd.
44 PASCOE VALE ROAD, MOONEE PONDS. 3039

PHONE 03 326-0133 FAX 03 370-8352

WHEN THE PRICE IS

SUPER LOW.
SO

MUST THE SERVICE
LEVEL FOLLOW,

ITS A FACT OF LIFE

GOLDEN IMAGE
3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE $ 129.00

HAND SCANNER $ 379.00

AMIGA/ATARI MOUSE $49.95

OPTICAL MOUSE $ 99.00

A500 2 MB RAM $ 299.00

A500 4 MB RAM $ 449.00

A2000 2-8 MB RAM $ 429.00

BRUSH PEN $ 99.00

GENIUS
NEW!! NEW!!

DRAWING TABLET
$ 339.00

TRIPLE MOUSE
$49.95

AMIGA HARD DRIVES
BY

COMMODORE, GVP. & ROCTEC
(SPECIAL PRICES ON RAM BOUGHT WITH DRIVE)

CALL
FOR PRICES AND CONFIGURATIONS

GENLOCKS
BY

NERIKI,
ELECTRONIC-

DESIGN
^ ROCTEC
COMMODORE

DCTV
BONUS PACK

1/2 PRICE
PROGRAM

DCTV
THE VIDEO
NOW AVAILABLE
CALL US NOW!!
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to the system, and a reboot was required.

Also, using Spliner, a screen blanking program,

stopped floppyaccesswhen the screenwas blanked. As
HDBackup had some problems, I will still use

Quarterback. The public domain program MemoPad
works. Power Packer Pro works very well and pro-

grams crunched with this program decrunch without

any problems.

Even the old stand-by word processor, Textcraft

Plus, works. Many public domain utility programs

such as Mymenu, etc. will not work under v2.0. Also,

the Getting Started manual lists two pages ofprograms

from numerous companies that have been tested OK
under release 2.0.

Documentation

The manual, Using the System Software, is well

written and presented. There are four main sections,

Workbench, AmigaDOS, AREXX, and Appendices.

These are each broken down into smaller sub-sections.

Also, a handy fold out reference sheet is included.

So much has changed with this new operating

system, that a complete read of the manual is

mandatory.Anyone who thinks they don't need to read

the whole manual is only kidding themselves. Almost

every aspect of the Amiga's operating system and

system files are discussed in great detail, even down to

the absolute basic files that are required on a floppy to

make it bootable. A lot of information that basic users

have needed is now given.

All through the manual there are screen shots, and

handy hints. Also sections specific to hard drive sys-

tems are clearly indicated by a hard drive symbol. I

haven' t yet found any typo errors in the manual. I hope

this will become the standard for future documentation

from Commodore.

Conclusion

One problem I had was that the suppliedHDBackup
program would not do selective restoration of files

from the backups. 1 was continually presented with

BRU error numbers. BRU is the actual hard drive

backup program, HDBackup is aWorkbench interface

to BRU. Nowhere in the manual are the meaning of

these error numbers given. A sad oversight.

Luckily, I had another set of disks that contained a

backup using Quarterback, and I was able to resurrect

all my word processor and desktop publishing files,

along with other needed programs and utilities.

All in all, I am very impressed with the final

package, and have no regrets in upgrading. Programs

will be released that require version two of the operat-

ing system. Ifyou do more than play games, spend the

money and upgrade.

Pt\ Kiel \\GSOFTp,
(08) 254 2261

Orders/Enquiries 9am-12pm 7 Days

Audio Engineer Plus .... $369
Audio Engineer Junior.. $ 1 89

AudioEngineer Software. .$99

•-Australian POSTCODE $29
CanDovl.6 $145
Contact! (NcwVosion) $89
Deluxe Paint IV $169
Directory Opus Pro $69
•-Hisoft PASCAL $266
(Turbo Pascal for the AMIGA!)
Inova Tools $99
Populous II $69

Professional Page $369
Quarterback (New Venrion)...Call

Quarterback Tools Call

TurboPrint Professional $140

ICD Flicker Free Video. .$540

Syquest Removable HardDisks

44Meg S850
88Meg...S1100

Cartridges 44M-S190 88M $240
A500 VXL-30 Accelerator S680

HP DeskJet Refills Black $25.00

Rcd.Grcen.Bluc Yellow.. $25.00

ATOnce PLUS for A500 and A2000 $499

D'FIXER (Gets ridofthe 'Jaggies ' when usingDIGMEW').... $55

AX-RAM 4 (A500 internal Memory AUSTRALIAN MADE)
Supports 2Meg Chip Meg $195
with the Super Agnus 2 Meg $345

4 Meg $495

ROM SWITCHER Boards (holds 2 Roms) $45
Got your 2.0ROMS yet? This board allows you to switch

between the new and old WorkBench. Quality AUSTRALIAN
made circuit board with digitally buffered switch logic!

AMIGA BEETLE Mouse $69
High Res (320DPI) ergonomicalfy shaped mouse, realty great to use.

HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR! $1595

HP DESKJET 500C Printer Driver $59
ROCGEN Plus Genlock $399
Australian AMIGA Disk Magazine Features; detailed

reviews, interviews with Australian Amiga developers, their

programs and with Aussies using the AMIGA. Only $8.00 per
issue. Subscriptions available. Got an article? Call us!

FLOPTICAL DISK DRIVES
This is it!. You've probably considered tape backups or

removable hard drives for backing up your hard drive, well

now there is a better way. The new Floptical drives will

read/write more than

20MEG on a $35 disk
And,, they do it at nearly hard drive speed As a bonus, they

can be installed in the internal 3.5" slot on a A2000 or A3000

and will read/write IBM 720k and 1.44Meg formats.

Models to Suit A500 as well! (SCSI interface required).

Internal Models $949

External Models $1139

Disks (One disk is supplied with all drives) $35

Educational Software
Australian Graphical Atlas V3.0 $69
(With Amiga Vision $189.00)

Journey through a CELL $69
(With Amiga Vision $189.00)

Antarctica Module $59

GSOFT Pty Ltd
PO Box 59
Elizabeth SA 51 14
Phone (08) 254 2261
Fax (08) 254 2261

Supporting AUSTRALIAN products

Call us if you have a product to sell!

:
j
,

-
.

•
|
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Commodore
Authorised Commodore Education / Retail Dealer GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

(CIITV
\multi;media

Misc Products
*LARGERANGE ofAmiga/C64/CDTVSoftware
*HandScanners
* OpticalMouses

*
Grapliics tablets

*A500/A2Q0QFlickerFREE Video Cards
* KickstartSwapBoards
* GVPA5Q0 286 Emulator
* GVPImpact Vision 24Bit Graphics Card

NewTek
NewTek Media Station
* Digl-View Gold V4.0
* I-llan 1'crfarmer
* Digi-Palnt V3.0

$299-

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

GVP SERIES II A2000 HARD CARD EXPANDABLE TO 8Mb RAM

52Mb SERIES II HARD CARD ORAM S 799
80Mb SERIES II HARD CARD ORAM (Special) $ 899

1 20Mb SERIES II HARD CARD ORAM $1099
240Mb SERIES II HARD CARD ORAM $1549

GVP SERIES II A500+ SCSI CONTROLLER,
EXPANDABLE TO 8Mb RAM. CUSTOM MINI SLOT

52Mb SERIES
105Mb SERIES

I
SCSI CONTROLLER

I SCSI CONTROLLER
$ 949
$1269

GVP A2000 SCSI CONTROLLER EXPANDABLE TO 8Mb RAM

A2000 SCSI CONTROLLER ORAM
A2000 SCSI CONTROLLER 2MB RAM

2MB RAM TO SUIT GVP HARD DRIVES

$399
$499

$160

^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^m^^^M

lyl

ill

El

= -=~ " ~ r — ~
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GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

* Accelerator Cards*

* GVP A2000 Combo 22Mhz/1 Mb RAM
* GVP A2000 Combo 33Mhz/4Mb RAM
* GVP A3000 G-Force 040 Board

^ Call For Latest Prices

HARD

DRIVES

2 YEAR WARRANTY

52Mb

$495

120Mb

$695

240Mb

$1299

Includes DCTV Paint Package
Full colour Composite Video Digitizer

Full PAL Video
Complete Picture manipulation

Millions of colours

Use any composite colour camera

to Digitize images

NEW! $1099.00

MIcroBotics, Inc.

TJCL&H High Speed 68030
Acceleration for your Amiga

A500 / A2000
- Soiderless no modification installation.
- Advanced Technology AIJTOConfig design.
- Supports CPU clock speeds of upto 50 Mh/.,
FPU clock speeds of upto 60 Mhz.

- Optional 2 or 8MB 32-Bit Burst Mode RAM.
- Fully compatible with other expansions including
Great Valley Products disk systems.

- Software/Hardware switch to 68000 mode.
- Workbench 2.0 chip socket on memory board.

25Mhz 6S030
25Mhz 6X030I68X8I

2MB 32Bit RAM Expansion
8MB 32BH RAM Expansion

$725
$849 ("Special)

$649
$ CALL

r*
Call for FREE

rB Professional Advice.
LAY-BY

AVAILABLE

Computer Supplies'^ srsr
i'ty. Ltd.

AMIGA Specialists

Mail Order Welcome!

Me Iway Ref: Page 51 A8|

IS 506 Dorset Road,
Croydon, Victoria, 3136.

-a Ph: (03) 725 6255
nar Fax: (03) 725 6766

E&OE
Ct WE DON'T JUST SELL AMIGA'S WE USE THEM.

THIS DOCUMENT WAS PRODUCED ON AN AMIGA DESKTOP PUBLISHING SYSTEM !

Prices Subject to change without Notice



Technosound

Tur • ;•

Our resident sound expert, Daniel Rutter, checks

out another entry to the sound digitising world.

A
little while ago I reviewed a gadget

called the Phon v5. This is a

mono sound sampler, made in

Australia, which comes with PD sam-

pling software. The makers, Nonchalant

Design, are due to release a stereo ver-

sion as soon as they write the software

for it. The big attraction of this other-

wise unexciting package is its price -

$89. Now we have a stereo sampler,

complete with quite impressive soft-

ware, which comes in at a frankly ex-

traordinary $79.

The gadget in question is the clum-

sily titled Technosound Turbo (TT for

short). It comes with a comprehensive

sound sampling and editing package

which includes song composition fea-

tures and MIDI capabilities.

This startlingly cheap package actu-

ally contains a range of features which

belies its cost, although it must be said

that these features are of-

ten less useful than fun.

Upon plugging in the

sampler, powering up and

booting the software, the

user is presented with a

complex array of gadgets

and buttons. The accom-

panying manual, while

not a typographical work

of art, explains all the fea-

tures pretty adequately, if

in a mildly peculiar for-

mat. The absence of an

index doesn't really hurt,

since there are only 15

small pages to hunt

through.

First Impressions

Initial impressions of Technosound

Turbo arc good. It's easy to get a sample

loaded or digitised from outside, and a

lot of buttons work pretty easily first

time. Once I got past the pure mucking

about stage, it became apparent that this

inexpensive package contains some

quite unusual features.

To start with, Technosound Turbo

has a number of effects built in. These

allow the user to extensively manipulate

a sample in memory, or a real time audio

feed from outside. None of these effects

arc studio quality, of course, since they

are only 8 bit and run at a comparatively

low sampling rate.

For fun applications, or where people

aren't listening too hard, they're more

than adequate. Available direct sample

effects are:

• Echo, which gives a single repeti-

tion of the sample overlaid at reduced

volume;

• Reverb, which produces continu-

ous decaying echoes (a plate type reverb,

if you know what that is);

• Hall, which does the same thing

only more so;

• Room, which produces shorter

revcrbs for a more enclosed sound;

• Amp, which cranks the sample's

volume; Soft, which does the reverse;

• Filt, which passes the sample

through a top cut filter to reduce noise;

• Pack, which halves the length of the

sample by excising every other byte;

• In and Out, which produce fades in

or out. All these effects can be restricted

to any part of the sample in RAM.

On The Fly

Real time effects, which affect what-

ever you're sending to the sampler as it

happens and pump it straight out of the

stereo or monitor speakers, include Echo,

Reverb, Hall and Room again, except

the reverb effects seem to be reduced to

a single echo by the constraints of the

real time mode, making them less use-

ful.

Added are Thru, which lets you hear

the unadulterated input signal, Vibrato

to vary pitch and Phaser, which executes

a harmonic sweep to change sound tone,

but doesn't do it nearly as well as pro

packages like Audio Engineer II.

But for the money,

whaddaya want? Three fur-

ther echoes are also possi-

ble - Stereo Echo, Mega

Echo and User Echo. The

first two are, respectively,

a simple delayed channel

echo and a reasonable

multi-echo effect. User

Echo, however, is fully

configurable and allows all

foursound channels to have

their own delay and vol-

ume settings, allowing

some quite complex effects

to be created.

Further real time effects

are designed to be used

with a microphone, which
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is a tad odd since the

Technosound Turbo won't

accept mike level input. If

you pre-amp your mike,

though, by passing it through

a regular pre-amplifier or

similar to get a decent one

volt signal, they're fine. The

effects are Dalek, oh, very

original; Exterminator, more

of the same; Voice Synthe-

sis, hard to describe; Intoxi-

cation, a slow pitch slide;

and Legless, a virtually ran-

dom pitch and speed varia-

tion. None of these have any

valid reason to exist, but are

undeniably quite fun to muck
about with.

'"'"irrraamuB:

Going Loopy

Technosound Turbo also features

simple and easy to use looping - allow-

Monitoring a stereo source

ing the user to play, a sample or chunk

thereof forward, backward or each way
in turn.

A "Seek Zero" function is

provided, to prevent clicking

when loops suddenly hop from

one sample value to another.

Innovatively, it also includes a

"Seek Loop" function, to hunt

for peaks in the data if zeroes

don't occur just where you want

them. I've not seen this feature

before, and it's a nice touch.

Other miscellaneous buttons

are Cross Fade, which fades the

start and end of a sample for

smoothness, and Mulli Task,

which flicks the Technosound

Turbo screen to the back to allow

other programs to run. To do this

you must also click Release

Memory, which instructs

Technosound Turbo to release

the death grip on your RAM which it

automatically executes upon startup.

Only the indicated part of the sample

window will be kept as work space.

Australia's Leading Mail Order source of

software and accessories for

Commodore
AMIGA

Commodore

64E
For your Free Catalogue

Phone (02)457 8111 Fax (02)457 8739
or write to: P.O. Box 5A, Mt. Kuring-Gai. NSW 2080

Trade names belong lo their respective registered owners

Technology

scramb
500

,irmnut*etundj

CD ROM
Compatible

]
• AutoConfigure Rk*3 £"»*m<**

• 8 Mag Feat RAM *SSS?
• AutoBoot ROM Stvpcn

• 500KB/S SCSI Port

• 46mm Slimline footprint

• AutoBoot Disable switch

Meg $349.00

2 Meg $440.00

4 Meg $550.00 D
8 Meg $890.00 D

SCRAf
2000

• 1.5 MB/Sec Transfer

• Hardcard Mounting

8 Bit SCSI
Meg $299.00 D

2 Meg $449.00 D
4 Meg $599.00 D
8 Meg $899.00 O
16 Bit SCSI
Meg $399.00 D

2 Meg $499.00
4 Meg $649.00 D
8 Meg $949.00

SPECIAL OFFER!!
SCRAM 500 plus 2 Mb RAM (using 256 x 4 ZIP DRAMS - whilst

stocks last) $399 or $1069 with Quantum 62Mb Drive (Inc power
box and cables)

SCRAM 2000 8 2Mb (256 x 4 ZIP DRAM) $449 add $469 for

Quantum 52Mb drive.

SCRAM 2000 16 2Mb (256 x 4 ZIP DRAM) $449 add $469 for
Quantum 52Mb drive.

MegaMicre Technology Pty Lid Mi (02) 980 6986
P.O. Box 511
Bondi Junction N.S.W. 2022 r«» (02) 363 1246
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There's also Ramscan, which allows

you to play your way through RAM,
making it easy to hunt for samples left

there by games or demos after a warm

(three key) reboot. Mind you, merry

cutting and pasting in this memory map
can cause a harmless but spectacular

crash.

The Page function allows fast RAM
to be used for sampling. How this works

is not clearly explained in the manual,

but suffice to say over 700K can be

accessed for sampling into or manipu-

lating it on a stock 1 meg Amiga, and on

my 3meg machine a great deal more -

much the same as Audio Engineer.

A less useful but nonetheless unusual

feature is the option to switch to four bit

sampling, instead of the usual eight bit.

In this mode none of the effects work

and sound quality is lower (since there

are only 32 possible amplitude levels

instead of 128), but samples take up half

the RAM.
Play HO allows the user to play sam-

ples recorded at a high sample rate with

the rest of the computer locked, improv-

ing sound quality somewhat. Another

feature not typically found on cheap

samplers.

Technosound Turbo also allows the

user to sequence samples. Up to 9 differ-

ent samples can be strung together in

any order and up to 48 playing events

can happen. It's not at all sophisticated,

but for sticking together simple sound

effect sequences without splicing up a

monster sample for every one, it's not

bad. None of the effects can be used

while in sequencing mode.

MIDI Support

There is also a MIDI (Musical Instru-

ment Digital Interface) option for the

sequencer, which allows up to 19 sam-

ples, in up to four voice polyphony, to

be played over up to three MIDI oc-

taves. If I were to call this feature much

more than a toy I'd be lying, but it's cute

if you happen to have access to a MIDI

instrument and interface and want to

clown around a little. The core of a

modern recording studio it ain'l.

The only real problems I could find

with the software, when you overlook

the lack of high end power features,

centered on the glossy impression it

initially presents. When, for example,

you click the disk icon to bring up the

bar of disk options, the bar scrolls left to

right across the screen, covering which-

ever bar was there before. Now this is a

cute effect the first time you see it. but

gets less appealing after a few more

uses. The programmers seem, to be

highly enamoured of scrolly bits. The

aforementioned icon bars scroll. The

file requester scrolls. The status screens

scroll.

i- - isnnpi.eTinii>i><>i aranim.," pboe:^

I Editing

a mono
sound

[
sample

You could get sick of scrolling. But

apart from that, the software docs what

it sets out to do. It's a remarkably good

package for the home samplerwho hasn't

the least need for the sort of whizz-bang

gubbins that behemoths like Audio En-

gineer 11 and the like can deliver, and

who really just wants to give the kids

something to keep 'em (relatively) quiet

the next time it rains, and not too bad for

low-level "serious" applications.

The sampler is enclosed in a box the

size of a pack of cards, which plugs into

the parallel port (A1000 users will need

a "gender bender"). Stereo input is via

standard RCA jacks, and New Dimen-

sions provides an adaptor cable and jack

to connect these to any stereo headphone

jack, 1/8" or 1/4". Inside, everything

hangs off one small PCB, with the RCA
jacks securely bolted to the case. It all

look's very secure, although this is de

rigcur with samplers anyway - hardware

failures are rare.

Conclusions

Audio quality isn't too hot compared

to monsters like AEIPs Audio Imager,

and actually sounds a bit noisier than the

Phon v5. Since I didn't have the two

samplers side by side, though, I can't be

sure. Certainly the sound quality while

using the real time effects is, to me,

pretty dire. Mind you, I normally run a

16 bit, 44kHz Boss effects module,

against which all others pale. The home

user ought to be happy.

Overall, the Technosound Turbo is a

darn good sampler for people who basi-

cally want to muck about with sampling

and have fun. It's not a professional

package, but nonetheless should prove

more than adequate for people like game

authors and presentation creators, who

just want reasonably good sounds with

minimum fuss and plenty of flexibility.

The software isn't up to Audio Engineer

11 's standard, but for the price the quality

is extraordinary.

A recommended product.

For more information call Noncha-

lant Design (049) 52 3177.
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AUSTRALIA'S QUALITY
AMIGA MAIL ORDER

COMPANY
Bringing you the BEST for your AMIGA, with the BEST service!!

A
R
C
A
D
E

ANOTHER WORLD 62.90

ARMOUR-GEDDON 49.90
BABY JO 62.90

CISCO HEAT 67.90

CONAN 57.90

ELVIRA (ARCADE) 72.90

FINAL FIGHT 52.90

GODS 52.90

HOME ALONE 56.90

LEANDER 66.90

LEMMINGS 54.90

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO II 56.90

MEGA TWINS 52.90

NEBULUS II 52.90

ORK 62.90

OUT RUN EUROPA 52.90

PIT FIGHTER 46.90

RAINBOW COLLECTION 42.90

ROBOCOD 52.90

ROBOCOP 3 57.90

TERMINATOR 2 52.90

THE GODFATHER 62.90

THE SIMPSONS 62.90

WWFWRESTLEMANIA 52.90

AUEN BREED
$52.90

MAGIC POCKETS
$52.90

LEMMINGS DATA
$42.90

RODLAND
$58.90

SF
TL
R I

AG
TH
ET
G
YS

I

&M
S

AIRBUS A320 77.90

BATTLE CHESS II 55.90

BATTLE ISLE 62.90

BLUE MAX 59.90

BRIDGE V6.0 49.90

CASTLES 65.90

CIVILISATION CALL
DEUTOROS 58.90

F15 STRIKE EAGLE II 65.90

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER 65.90

FLIGHT OF INTRUDER 62.90

FLAG CALL
HARPOON 59.90

HARPOON DATA 4 47.90

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY 77.90

MIDWINTER II 65.90

MIG 29 SUPER FULCRUM 69.90

MOONSTONE 62.90

PERFECT GENERAL 75.90

PERFECT GENERAL WWII 49.50

POPULOUS II 55.90

POPULOUS EDITOR 37.90

POWERMONGER WWI 37.90

RAILROAD TYCOON 65.90

REALMS 69.90

RED BARON 68.90

RISE OF THE DRAGON 69.90

SARAKON 46.90

SILENT SERVICE II 67.90

SPACE 1B89 76.90

STAR FLIGHT II 62.90

STRIKE FLEET S£90
THEIR FINEST HOUR 59.90

THEIR FINEST MISSION 34.90

THIRD REICH 56.90

WORLDS AT WAR 52.90

AIRBUS A320

$77.90
MEGA-LO-MANIA

$62.90
THUNDERHAWK

$55.90

CASTLES
S65.90

RAILROAD TYCOON
$65.90

POPULOUS II

$55.90

UTOPIA

$65.90

HUNTER
$58.90

AmigaLlXK
Disk Magazine $3.00

A
D
V
E
N
T
U
R
E

BLACK CRYPT 58.90

BUCK ROGERS II 57.90

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 58.90

DEATH KNIGHTS KRYNN 49.90

DUCK TALES 49.90

ELVIRA II 72.90

EPIC CALL
EYE OF BEHOLDER 56.90

GATEWAY SAVAGE FRONT 65.90

GEISHA (R-RATED) 65.90

HEART OF CHINA 62.90

HEIMDALL 65.90

KINGS QUEST 5 69.90

KNIGHTMARE 65.90

LORD OF RINGS II CALL

MAUPITI ISLAND 58.90

MEGATRAVELLER 1 69.90

MIGHTS MAGIC III 77.90

OBITUS 67.90

POOLS OF DARKNESS 57.90

ROBIN HOOD 58.90

ROMANCE 3 KINGDOMS 2 87.90

SEARCH FOR THE KING 62.90

SECRET MONKEY ISLE 54.90

SHADOW SORCEROR 58.90

SPACE QUEST IV 69.90

TURTLES II ADVENTURE 67.90

ULTIMA VI 78.90

WIZARDRY VI BANE FORGE 74.90

WOLFCHILD 62.90

ELVIRA II

$72.90
LORD OF RINGS ULTIMA VI MEGATRAVELLER 2

$56.90 $78.90 $69.90

G B
R U
A
P
H N
I

C
S

AMOS (with Club Momb ) 1 19.50

AMOS 3D 75.90
AMOS COMPILER 64.90

CANDOV1.6 CALL
CROSS DOS VS 86.90

DELUXE PAINT IV 177.90

DEVPACKV3.0 179.00

DIRECTORY OPUS PRO 58.90

EXCELLENCE 199.00

HISOFT PASCAL 279.00

HOME ACCOUNTS II 1 29.00

PAGESETTER III CALL
PELICAN PRESS 119.00

PEN PAL
PROWRITEV3 2

QUARTERBACK V4.3

QUARTERBACK TOOLS
QUICKWRITE
SASCDEVV5.1
SUPERBASE4PRO
SUPERPLAN
SYSTEM 3E
TV TEXT PROF.
WORDWORTHV1.1
X-COPY PRO
YOUR FAMILY TREE V2

179.00

179.00

89.90

99.90

89.90

399.00

399.00

69.50

149.00

189.00

269.00

99.50

99.50

EXCELLENCE V2.0

$189.00

SUPERBASE 4
$399.00

PEN PAL
$179.00

PAGESTREAM V2.2

$399.00

MAXI PLAN V2.0

$159.00
PRO PAGE V2.1

$389.00

DELUXE PAINT V4.0

$174.90
DIGI-VIEW MEDIA ST.

$295.00
IMAGINE 2

$549.00

DEVPACK V3.0

$179.00
PROWRITE V3.2

. $179.00
QUARTERBACK

$89.90

EM ILIIS

TWARE PTY.
LTD.

"The best value-for-money
Amiga games Disk Mag..

s
p

4D SPORTS BOXING 58.90 NASCAR CHALLENGE 58.90
40 SPORTS DRIVING 58.90 PGA TOUR GOLF 52.90

R
BO JACKSON'S BASEBALL 67.90 PLAYER MANAGER II CALL
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX 76.90 PRO TENNIS 2 57.90
GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET 58.90 R.B.I 2 BASEBALL 58.90

T
S

K-OFF GIANTS OF EUROPE 34.90 RUGBY - WORLD CUP 58.90
K-OFF SUPER LEAGUE 34.90 WORLD CLASS RUGBY 65.90

MANCHESTER U. EUROPE 58.90 WORLD SERIES CRICKET 57.90
MICROPROSE GOLF 72.90

JIMMl f WHITE SNOOKER GOOCH'S CRICKET WORLD CLASS RUGBY
$58.90 $58.90 $58.90

(06)293-2233
All Enquiries, Prices and

Availability

9am-5pm Mon-Fri (EST)

008 020 633
Credit Card Orders Only

No Enquiries

9am-5pm Mon-Fri (EST)

(06)293-1437
MML

P.O. Box 1155
Tuggeranong ACT 2901

ORDER FORM
PRODUCT NAME COMPUTER PRICE QTY

Pleasa add $5.00 postage per software order, for hardware please call.

Overnight delivery is $10 per parcel (weight and size restrictions apply).

NAME

ADDRESS
DAYTIME
PHONE NO L

Cheque fj Money Order fj VisaQ Bankcard Q Mastercard fj

EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE
.



Turbo Print

Professional
We all know the Amiga can produce fantastic

graphics, but what do you do when you feel the

need topreserve them forposterityin print. George

Kimpton examines a method which guarantees

improved results!

While there will always be some

limitations to what the me-

chanics of a printer can do, the

software drivers are currently the great-

est weakness. Short of resorting to an

expensive desktop publishing program,

graphics output from the majority of

programs have created mixed results.

If you have the facilities to do com-

parisons of early printers and early driv-

ers, around the time when the Amiga

was born, with the present day drivers

and Workbench 1.3 or 2.04 you will find

a marked change even with old printers.

It is amazing the quality which can be

produced by the latest drivers and even

a 9 pin printer when it comes to text.

TurboPrint Professional offers to im-

prove even further using the same im-

proved driver principles.

First Impressions

The package includes a single disk,

which is copy protected, and a compre-

hensive manual which explains in detail

each control used in setting up the pro-

gram. The Workbench in use must be

1.2 or higher. Installation on a hard disk

is recommended but not mandatory.

You can try copying TurboPrint any

which way you like with any program to

make your legal work copy but it will

still ask you to insert the original disk for

verification. This can be a nuisance,

especially with a hard disk based sys-

tem. You can send off to GSOFT in

South Australia, enclosing your serial

number and proof of purchase, and they

will organise a code which will allow

floppies or hard disk installations to

work without the master disk.

TurboPrint is certainly a very com-

prehensive program covering just about

every variation in printer controls and

parameters possible. H is this very thing

which makes TurboPrint look rather

daunting. Added to this is an ominous

sounding warning which reads:

"TurboPrint must not be used in con-

junction with important data or pro-

grams not yet saved to disk. Always save

your data prior to installing TurboPrint

or commencing a printout".

There arc four separate multi-choice

screens used to set up a wide range of

parameters, all the way from what printer

you are using to what size poster you

need and how you intend to handle the

colour separation. Entry to each of these

screens is by clicking on one of four

icons present on each screen.

Printer Selection

The first screen gives a choice of

eleven printer brands including Epson,

Canon, Hewlett Packard, Oki and Star.

Without knowing just what various

models of printers have in common I am
left wondering at the selection of drivers

made available. Epson is fairly well

catered for with the EX, FX, LX, LQ and

SO series drivers available - although

the Epson LQ500 is apparently not sup-

ported as a friend tells me he gets some

weird results using the LQ drivers.

Star is somewhat limited with

LaserPrinter 8, LC10, LC & XB-24 and

the NB-24 only, however Epson drivers

may suffice here for other models. A
Cannon 300 series driver is in the pipe-

line I am told. Drivers can be imported

from other disks if required. It surprises

me that a program of this type, originat-

ing in early 1990, has so little in the way

of new drivers after nearly two years.

After nominating the printer, the print

density is selected. Next the grey shade

dot pattern is chosen from 14 possible

dot arrangements including two Floyd-

Steinberg algorithms, a half tone and a

special 9 pin arrangement. Each of these

patterns can be rotated 90 degrees for

additional effect.

The print type control selects the

TurboPrint

colour

control,

Gamma~~

correction

and file menu
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All Enquires
9am to 5pm

Monday to Friday

02-550-0727
Fax 558 1884

Just because you dont see it -

Doesn't mean we don't have it.

LOGICO
PO Box 572 Marrickville NSW 2204

24hr Order
HOTLINE

016 284 793
Cost of a local call

AMIGA AMIGAKMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA"64/128 C64/128

PRODUCTIVITY AT THE RIGHT PRICE
Superbase Pro V4.0

Form Design Application Developmen and Relational Database

Management Software. Now Only $359

Bars & Pipes Pro

Will open your eyes to a new vision of music software. It's expandable

design and innovative architecture increase the creativity and productivity

of the modern composer. Now Only $449

Media Station

"Digi View Gold V4.0 "Digi-Paint "Elan Performer Now Only $319

Imagine

Hot New 24-bit 3D Rendering and Animation Software Now Only $369

Naksha Mouse Now Only $98

AMIGA NEW ARRIVALS
Barbarians II 57.95

Birds of Prey 66.95

Blues Brothers 57.95

Buck Rogers II 54.95

Double Drgn 3 66.95

Elvira II 66.95

Fate gate of Dwn74.95
Final Blow 64.95

Gateway SvgFtr 51.95

Gaurdians 65.95

F1 Grand Prix 71.95

Home Alone 54.95

Kys to Maramon 45.95

Knights ol the Sky 76.95

Leander 74.95

Lord ol the Rings 55.95

Mad T.V 64.95

Man United Eur. 57.95

Master 3D Golf 71.95

Paperboy II CALL

PGA course disk 37.95

Pit Fighter 45.95

Pools of Darkns 54.95

Populous 2 64.95

PowermongrWWI 38.95

Realms 61.95

Robocop3 56.95

RocJands 57.95

Rugby Wld Cup 57.95

Shadow Sorcerer 57.95

Simpsons 61.95

Super Spce Invdrs48.95

World Series Cricket

67.95

AMIGA ARCADE Thunder Jaws 46.95

Alien Storm 64.95 Toki 57.95

Amnios 51.95 Total Recall 64.95

Baby Jo 69.95
Turrican 2 64.95

Battle Isle 64.95 Utopia 57.95

Beast Busters 51.95 Viz (Adults Only) 57.95

Captain

Chart Attack

64.95

64.95

Zone Warrior 40.95
AM/G/l ADVENTURE

Continium 61.95 AD & D gold p'k 84.95

Cyberblast

Cybercon III

Darkman

69.95

48.95

51 95

Bards Tale 3

Bloodwych

Cadaver

51.95

44.95

54.95

Defender II 45.95 Cadaver d'ta d k 33.95

final Fighl

Golden Axe

51.95

52.95

Captive

Chaos st'k's bck

51.95

54.95

Hard Nova 54.95 Corporation 54.95

Last Ninja III

Lem'q oh mre
51.95 Cruise lor corps 57.95

64.95 Death k'ghl kryn 51.95

Lemmings Dat
Logical

Lotus Esprit 2

Magic Pockets

41.95

47.95

Demoniak

Double d'ble bill

57.95

77.95

57.95

51.95

Dungeon M ster

Eye of Beholder

47.95

51.95

Mighty Bombjck
Narco Police

64.95

54.95

Gauntlet 3
Geisha R rated

64.95

64.95

Nebulus2 51.95 Heart of China 64.95

Never end stry II

Pang
Panza kick bx'ng

Pegasus

Predator 2

57.95
52 95

Hero Quest

Hero Quest D'ta

57.95 i

46.95

54.95 Kings Quest 5 64.95

64.95 Maupiti Island 47.95

64.95 Quest for Glory 2 64.95

Robin Hood 57.95 Secret monkey island 51.95

Rolling Ronny
Speedball 2

64.95

54.95

Secret silvr blade

Space Quest 4

51.95

64.95

Switchblade 2 62.95
Spirit ol Excalibur 64.95

SWIV(silkworm4) 56.95

Teen Ninja T'tles 39.95

Terminator 2 51.95

Mail Order Form
PO Box 572 Marrickville NSW 2204
Name:

Address:

Post Code:

.

Phone: ( ) Date Sent:

.

Payment: C Bankcard T! Visa H Mastercard

DAMEX Money OrderC Cheque

Card No: I I I I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I

AMIGA STRATEGY
Battle Chess2 54.95

Card'l Kremlin 51.95

Centurion 51.95

Deutoros 67.95

Escape Colditz 64.95

Germ Crazy 51.95

Gunboat 52.95

Harpoon 58.95

Hunter 57.95

Life and Death 54.95

Medival War's 54.95

Midwinter 2 64.95

I

Mega-lo-m'nia 61.95

Monopoly 57.95

Moonbase 54.95

I

Napoleon 61.95

I
North & South 44.95

i Railroad Tyc'n 64.95

I Rise of Drag'n 71.95

,
Sarakon 47.95

i Silent Serv 2 68.95

1
Sim City 74.95

Swords Galleon 47.95

AMIGA FLIGHT SIMS
Blue Max 54.95

F15 strike e'gl 2 64.95

F19 Stealth 74.95

Falcon Collec' 84.95

Flight ol Intruder 61.95

Mig 29 Spr Fulc 74.95

Pro Hight 78.95

Red Baron 67.95

Their Finest H'r 63.95

Thunderhawk 68.95

Tower FRA 53.95

AMIGA SPORTS •

3D Sports Box'g 57.95

J.WhiteSn'ker 69.95

Nascar Ch'nge 61.95

Omni Basketball 64.95

PGA Tour Golf 51.95

Pro Tennis 2 56.95

RBI 2 Baseball 57.95

Ultimate Golf 54.95

ENTERTAINMENT
AT THE RIGHT PRICE

Champ Krynn 29.95 '

Curse azure bnd 29.95

Dragonstrike 29.95

F1 6 Combat Pilt 29.95

Pool of Rad'nce 29.95
Kings Bounty 29.95

Might 8 Magic2 29.95

Populous 29.95

Powermonger 29.95

BUSINESS
Advantage 229.95

Becker Text 1 24.95

Cygnus Ed Pro 115.95

Data Retrieve 87.95

Data R've Pro 178.95

Day By Day 54.95

DBman V 347.95

Desktop Budgt 84.95

DG Calc 77.95

Easy Ledgers 364.95

Excellnce V2.0 189.00

Gold Disk Offe 336.95

Gold Disk Type 74.95

Halcalc 62.95

Home Accounts 81.95

Kind Words II 89.95

Pen Pal 179.95

Pretext 174.94

ProwriteV3.2 157.00

Prowrile Fonts 54.95

Superbase 2 115.95

Superb' Pro 4 369.95

Superplan 84.95

System 3 119.95

System 3E 145.95

Wordworth 259.95

Works Platin'm 144.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Outline Fonts 259.95

Pagesetter II 145.95

Pageslream 2.2 294.95

Pagestr'm fonts 47.95
[

Pro Page V2.1 379.95
|

Pro Draw 2 249.95
i

Publisher choice 184.95

GRAPHICS /ART
3D Professional 319.95

Animation Studio 189.95

Art Department 104.95

Art Depart. Pro 269.95

Broadc'st Tiller II 459.95

Deluxe Paint 4 174.95

Deluxe Photo lab 92.95

Deluxe Print II 87.95

Deluxe Video III 87.95

Design 3-D 87.95

Design Works 115.95

Digi-Mate 3 48.95

Digi-Paint 3 104.95

Digi-Works 3D 145.95

Imagine 369.95

Introcad Plus 97.95

Modeller 3D 97.95

Moviesetter 119.95

Page Ripper + tx 164.95

Pelican Presst 115.95

Photon Paint II 184.95

Printmaster Plus 47.95

Pro Video Plus 279.95
Provector 339.95

Promotion 97.95

Scala 489.95

Scene Generator 57.95

Title Page 135.95

Turbo Silver. 3D 154.95

TV Text Prof. 179.95

Ultra Design Pro 234.94

Vista 72.95

Vista Pro 169.95

X-Cad Designer 189.95

MUSIC
AMAS 197.95

Audio Engineer* 329.95

Audio Master III 119.95

Audition 4 115.95

Bars & Pip's Pro ',49.95

Deluxe music c.s 88.95

Dr T's Copyst ap 139.95

DrT'sCop'stDtp 399.95

Dr T's Tiger Cub 139.95

Master Sound 109.95

Mast'r tracks Pro 499.95

Perfect Sound 169.95

Quartet 94.95

Sonix 62.95

Sound Express 119.95

UTILITIES/LANGUAGES
Action Replay 3 179.95

Ami Alignm'm kit 64.95

Amiga Vision 159.95

Amos 115.95

Arexx 63.95

Aztec C Pro 289.95

Benchmrk mod II 245.95

Can Do 138.95

Can Do Pro pack 54.95

Cross Dos V5.0 85.95

Devpack V3.0 174.95

Directory Opus 2 57.95

Disk Mechanic 97.95

Doctor Ami 54.95

GFA Basic 125.95

GFA Compiler 98.95
i

GPTerni 96.95

Hi-Soft Basic 119.95

Hi-Soft Extens'n 94.95

Pixel Script 124.95

Quarterback V4.3 104.95

Quartrbck Tools 114.95

Sas/Lattice V5.1 379.95

Starsoft HD back 69.95

Syncro Exprss 3 121.95

X-Copy Pro +hrd 104.95

COMMODORE
64/128

ENTERTAINMENT
Battle Chess 38.95

Battletech 36.95

Blasteroids 16.95

Bloodwych 29.95

Castlevania 36.95

Champ's of kryn 34.95

Chase HO 34.95

Curse azure b'nd 38.95

Darkman 46.95

Death knghf kryn 47.95 I

Double Dribble 36.95
Dragon Breed 24.95

Dragons of flame 24.95

Dragonstrike 29.95

Drag'ns of Flame 34.95

Eye of Horus 24.95

F16 Combat Pilot 29.95

Final Blow 47.95

Fire King 34.95

First Strike 24.95

Galaxy Force 34.95

Gateway Savage 47.95

Gauntlet 3 36.95

Ghostbusters 2 24.95

Grand Prix curc't 34.95

Incredible Sphere 24.95

Jet 46.95

Keys to Maramon 29.95

Kings Bounty 29.95

Last Ninja 3 38.95

Line of Fire 36.95

Magic Candle 29.95

Man United Eur. 38.95

Might & Magic 29.95

Might & Magic 2 29.95

Netherworld 24.95

Ninja Remix 38.95

Ninja Spirit 34.95

Soldier of Light 24.95

Heroes of Lance 29.95

Hillsfar 34.95

Passing Shot 34.95

Pool of Radiance 38.95

Rodland 47.95

Rolling Ronny 47.95

Rugby world cup 47.95

Secrt Silver Bide 38.95

Shadow Dancer 36.95

Soldier of fotune 24.95

Space Harrier 2 34.95

Star Control 34.95

Steel Thunder 34.95

Strider 2 54.95

Super Monaco 36.95

Terminator 2 46.95

Terrapods 24.95

T. Russa basebal 47.95

Total Recall 36.95

War of the Lance 34.95

PRODUCTIVITY
Action Replay VI 129.95

Blitz compiler 38.95

Create Calander 38.95

Data Manager

Electronic Cash

38.95

86.95

Expert Cartridge 94.95

Fast load Cartr. 47.95

Fleet System 2 + 64.95

Home Vid. Prod. 64.95

Mini Olfice 2 44.95

Paperclip 3 74.95

Paperclip Publis. 49.95

Pocket Series ea 66.95

Print Power 28.95

Print Shop 74.95

Stop Press 74.95

Superbase 64/128 64.95

Superscript 64/128 64.95

Swiftcalc 38.95

Word Publisher 64.95

Word Writer 6 74.95

GEOSTilles

Geos64 V2.0 64.95

Geos128V2.0 74.95

Geoscalc 64 42.95

Geoscalc 128 45.95

Geochart 64/128 42.95

Geofont Plus pk 42.95

Geofile 64 42.95

Geofile 128 45.95

Geo Print Cable 67.95

Geoprogrammer 42.95

Geopublish 64/128 49.95

Geo Int'nal fonts 42.95

% Exp. Date I ) Signature:

.

Susan's Message Board. Hi to all back at- the office. Now I know why most of our

customers arc from Queensland, great one day perfect the next. Ha Ha Ha Ha.

Qty. Product/Program Name Computer Disk Type Price

~^

Postage $ 3.00
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number of pins used on each sweep.

Aparl from a normal arrangement there

is a half line mode and there is also a 2/

3 mode which only uses two thirds of the

pins available. These extra modes are

said to belter utilise the printer ribbon

and reduce the grainy line effect be-

tween sweeps.

There are also two further adjust-

ments, one is to compensate for pixel

size variations between the screen and

the printed page while the other allows

you to fine tune the spacing between

printed lines. It is possible with this last

control to close up the gap between lines

or where overlapping occurs to move

the lines apart.

Preferences

The preferences screen takes over a

number of settings from the Workbench

preferences. Clicking on one of the icons

allows you to choose between black and

while, grey scale or colour output, posi-

tive or negative and/or vertical or hori-

zontal aspect prints. The black and white

i;rTaiTT7n»frmi^^w
TURBOprtnl Profess ic 1.2 (CM99S IrseeSoFt Ol 5501

ls:i

|pr i ntors/Cinon

LBP-4.8III
LBP-8II
PJ~18fl8A

II
isj-tsa

Or tvesl IParei3
Lln» dap Corr. • 1 * L

i BHxiaWdP
188x36BdP
368x1 QfidP

Pattern m
f
9^m S3
HL W} -»

Print Tv

Rf.t ore

Load Save

Load.

.

Sett mgs

I* I * I"" I

Halftone pattern and printer driver selection

threshold is adjustable and three levels

of smoothing are provided. The levels of

smoothing differentiate between the

steepness of lines.

A wide and narrow paper choice is

provided along with the ability to use

inches or centimetres as measurement

units. Paper dimensions, offsets and jus-

tification can also be controlled from

this screen. Picture format and scaling

can also be set.

Finally you can direct the program to

recognise either Workbench or Turbo

settings and which output to use: paral-

lel, parallel two. or serial. Parallel two is

a special output which utilises Turbo's

parameters.

Additional Functions

Here it is possible to decide how
many copies are needed, whether to

have automatic form feed, how many

lines space between pictures on the same

Coming soon
at your dealer's

Professional Page 3.0

30 new automatic functions or "Genies"

Automatic page creation; UnDo button

Table generation from spreadsheet

Mail merge from database (first in DTP)

7 scalable typefaces; Irregular text wrap

ARexx support, over 300 functions

Auto-tiling for large formats

Hot link to Professional Draw
Improved colour separations

Desktop Utilities

PO Box 3053, Manuka, ACT 2603

Phone (06) 239 6658 Fax 239 6619 BBS 239 6659

SPECIAL
3.5" DSDD DISKS $6.00 BOX LIFE TIME WARRANTY
AX RAM WITH 2Mb RAM FITTED $330.00

AX - RAMWITH 4Mb RAM FITTED $475.00

2MB CHIP AGNUS $85.00

125 Mb IDE internal hard drive for the A500inc Controller $990.00

DCTV PAL DIGITISER & GENLOCK, DISPLAYS 24BIT IMAGES $998.00

A2000GVPSERIES2, 52 MB QUANTUM HD $782.00

A500GVP SERIES 2, 52 MB QUANTUM HD $899.00

GUP FASTR0M UPDATE, INCREASESSPEED BY 50% $50.00

RAM to suit all GVP HARD DRIVE + RAM controllers per 1MB $75.00

AT 286 16 MHZ GVP INTERNAL EMULATOR $580.00

AMIGA HARDWARE VIRUS DETECTOR $35.00

AMIGA MIDI INTERFACE • IN/THRU/OUT $55.00

MOUSE /JOYSTICK SWITCH $50.00

ALL AMIGA AND IBM REPAIRS AND UPGRADES CALL

A500,2000 3.5"REPLACEMENTDRIVE . $125.00

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
Prices subject to change without notice

,

PCM COMPUTERS PTY LTD
PO BOX 70 NOBLE PARK 3174

Phone: (03) 701-0343 • Phone: (03)70 1-0077

ACAR 24



page and whether to mirror the output

horizontally or not for heat transfers.

There is also a postermode where, by
juggling several factors, it is possible to

print out a picture in sections which are

then joined together to provide the fin-

ished poster. The instructions in this

section are not well written and tend to

be rather confusing.A little experiment-

ing is needed toclear things up. A switch

is also provided to allow automatic

height-width ratio correction in this

poster mode.

There is aHard Copy Mode whereby

you are able to either print out the cur-

rentAmiga screen orpartthereof(screen

dump)orsaveittoRAM orplaceofyour

choice. Hotkey arrangements are avail-

able to recall preferences for last minute

adjustments before printing out the

dumps.

A FastMem control facility is pro-

vided for programs that are fussy about

extendedmemory. Much ismade ofthis

program being reset proof (more about

this later) and on this screen you are able
to choose whether you store the program

code at the "top" or "bottom" of your

memory.

Colour Conversion
Screen

This last screen deals entirely with

colour or grey shade controls. It is pos-

sible toproduce colourseparationprint-

outs. Wjth the "Extra" button you can

also create a more intensive saturation

of black surfaces by laying down each

primary colour simultaneously when-

ever black is used.

Those familiar with colour printing

will know that there are inherent prob-

lemsin matching screen colours to those

produced by the various printers. With

this in mind we are allowed here to

choose one of seven preset colour cor-

rections to match our printer. Three of

these correction settings are adjustable

to suit printers not catered for in the

presets. The RGB settings in these last

three are adjusted by slider controls.

Lastly we have a series of slider

controls which set the upper and lower

brightnesslimits ofthe screen andprinter.

The intervening levels ofbrightness are

automatically adjusted as in the spread

instruction in DPaint. TheGammaslider
allows you to boost brightness around

the middle of the image colour range

without losing definition at the dark and
light ends of the spectrum. This adjust-

ment has to be seen to appreciate its

capability. While I talk about colour

here, grey scales could be substituted if

applicable for non colour printers.

Roundup
From the experimenting I did both

with a nine pin dot matrix and a Canon
Bubble Jet, it was possible to vary the

printresultsconsiderably. Withthenine

pin printer I found itwas possible toprint

out an almost transition free grey shade

test picture. Of the sixteen grey shades

presentten were clearlydiscernible. The
remaining six were dark shades and

difficult to separate. With more time,

adjustment of the Gamma Control may
have improved this.

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
• Free delivery • 1,000's of programs
* All orders despatched next day

INTRODUCTORY PACK
comprising

2 CATALOGUE DISKS

Lisbng I,000*8 of Programs

SAMPLE DISK

10 great games/programs

HINTS AND TIPS DISK
I.S Megabytes of hinlstjps

TUTORIAL DISK

Amiga Tutor/DOS Helper

GAMES DISK

7 fantastic games

UTILITY DISK

5 IrBrcd tie Unities

ONLY $19.95

FUNNIES PACK.
II you're a brt strapped for cash,

Ihen why not fry our Funnies Pack.

Well send our 2 Catalogue risks

will a FREE game and VIRUS

CHECKER.
PLUS

Our very own JOKIN'AROUND
Disk, comprisftg over 350 pages ol

jokes. Noting is held back, no
tcpic is immune. Have a giggle, a

chudde, a chatlea even a good

old fashioned bely laugh'

ONLY $5.00

We carry he popular

FISH, FAUG.TOPIK, AMOS,
TBAG, AMICUS, 4 AMIQAN disks

PLUS

Our own collections of ALPHA
SLATENIGHTER disks.

ONLY $2.50 per risk.

AMOS risks $3.00 per disk.

We also have a collecicn ol

DISK PACKS relafng to specific

subjects will several disks in

each pack.

E.Q. EDUCATION.

HAM RADIO, MUSIC,
GAMBLING, ANIMATION,

BUSINESS, PICTURES etc

BEST OF P.P.

This is a series of disks that we
have been steady compihg

for the past two years. There

are presently over 650 ol tiese,

all self booting will al required

Nes and categories on cur

Catalogue Disks.

A selection of some of our Best

of P.O. disks is shown in the

next column.

LEEJAN ENTERPRISES

489 Marion Road,

Plymptcn South, SA 5038.

Tel (08) 371 2655

MAILORDER
LEEJAN ENTERPRISES

P.O. Box 66,

Happy Valey.SA 5159

TRADING HOURS
Tuesday to Sakrday

10.30am -4.30pm

Catalogue Disks $3

2 risk set

Cheque ' Money Order

BankCard ' MasterCard ' Visa

SELECTION OF
BESTOFP.O.S2.95r.»

CRIBfSAGE

TtC-TAC-TOE

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
BACKGAMMON
CHESS
POWERPACKER
VDEO POCKER
MONOPOLY
BLACKJACK
WORDSCRAMBLE

OS HOUSE INVENTORY
100 SPELLING
102 MATH
112 CONCENTRATION
120 BIORHYTHM
115 TRIVIAQUE
144 SKETCHPAD
161 POLYDRAW
183 MOONBASE
IN OIETAD
181 HYPERBASE
228 PCOPY
280 SNAKEPfT
261 STOCKBROKER
270 TEXTPLUS
276 SOLAR SYSTEM
318 DEFENDER
323 GERMAN TUTOR
327 CHECKERS
331 STUD POKER
333 MISSLE COMMAND
345 BUOGET
362 1YPNG TUTOR
365 DISKMASTERV3
366 LCD CALCULATOR
370 CRAYONPANT
371 SCRABBLE
375 BODYPARTS
385 CHNESE TRIANGLE
389 WORD PUZZLE
400 JEOPARD
416 LANDSCAPE
433 BLrrzcopy
435 TETRACOPY
448 SPECTRUM EMULATOR
506 DOMINOES
522 CHINESE CHECKERS
516 JUMPER (FROGGER)
521 ATARI ST EMULATOR

HI-TEK MONITOR FILTER
COMMODORE 1081: 1084: PHILIPS 8833: 8854:

ALL OTHER TYPES TO ORDER_
Our high quality filters are made
from hi-grade optical 3mm Acrylic

which is specially tinted.

Its unique filtering qualities have

been extensively tested and
approved by Amiga user groups,
doctors and government offices.

Our screens can be made to order.

No screen is too big or too small.

IpOy.yO inc P& P Made in Australia Pat. 107266

ENHANCES ON SCREEN COLOURS
INCREASES IMAGE SHARPNESS
MAKES INTERLACE MODE VIABLE
TOTALLY ELIMINATED MONITOR GLARE
RESOLVES LONG EXPOSURE ADVERSE AFFECTS
WITH 100% UV & 18% INFRA RED PROTECTION.

HARRIS HI-TEK PTY. LTD.
A.C.N. 003 814 846

19 Maloney Street, Blacktown NSW 2148
Tel: (02) 671 1856 Fax Ph: 829 1113

MONITOR TYPE

PLEASE DEBIT MY
PAYMENT: PLEASE INDICATE METHOD LU CREDIT CARD

VISA - MASTERCARD - BANKCARD

D
|

|
CHEQUE - P.O.

MR/MS/MRS SURNAME

EXPIRY DATE

INITIALS SIGNATURE

AOORESS

POSTCODE
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Suite 2, 1st Floor

1 04 Cronulla Street

Cronulla NSW 2330

mobile : (018)25 7471

(ocsimile:(02) 544 1873

phone: (02) 544 1872

Absolutely the BEST price on al

S 5 GVP products. FREE delivery

anywhere in Australia.

FULL after sales service

li^JJiDVLlijiy /il^dlll

44 Mb drive with

cartridge $749
88 Mb drive with

cartridge $999

Verbatim

NIW
Amiga
500 plus
motherboard
upgrade for

A500 owners
- call fo

details

II I GVP Digital Sound Studio $189

I^ShI^^ Digi-View video digitser pack $299

Call for the best prices DCTV 24-bit digitiser $ 11 99

on all ICD products
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Amiga 500 $449
Amiga 500 starter kit S499
1084 Monitor S299
XT Bridgeboard S249
AT Bridgeboard 5599
A500 2Mb RAM expansion $249
A500 hard drives CALL
A501 expansion5 12K $49
Extenal drives $99
Flicker fixer CALL

'11 .

.

We happily trade-in

any Amiga equipment

CALL US

INTERNAL NEW GVP IBM 1

HARD DRIVES EMULATOR
FOR AMIGA 500 • 16Mhz 80286

• Runs Windows

52 Mb Quantum with • Leaves Amiga free for

ICD controller $699 accelerators

1 05Mb Quantum with
• Slot for Maths co-processor

ICD controller $999
• Supports up yo VGA

DATA FLYER HARD CARDS FOR A2000
A high speed low cost alternative using

Quantum hard drives

40Mb $399
52 Mb $499
1 05Mb $799
Larger sizers CALL

A590 Owners
Upgrade your drive now

40Mb Quantum $299
52 Mb Quantum $499
105 Mb Quantum $699
210 Mb Quantum $1299

Call for other sizes

STOP PRESS
SIGMACOM now
guarantees to
slaughter any

competitors price on
high-end software
Call for details

We have moved to a new premises
Call in and see us at:

Suite 2, 1st Floor

1 04 Cronulla Street (enr Surf Rd)
Cronulla NSW 2230
Phone: (02) 544 1872 • (018) 25 7471

Csigmacom
// *—' Suite 2, 1st Floor 104 Cronullo Slreel

£j
Cronulla Slreel

Cronulla NSW 2230
mobile:(018) 25 7471- facsimile:(02) 544 1873

phone:(02) 544 1872

ENTER
HERE,

SURF RD



GENIUS
Genius Digitising Tablet
Add a professional touch to your drawing/CAD

work. The Genitizer graphics Tablet utilisies

latest technology at the tip of a Stylus. Fits in

the serial port of your Amiga 500/1000/2000

and co-exists with your mouse.

Only $399.00

A Top Quality 400DPI

Handy Scanner for the

Amiga at a truly

Unbeatable Price!

Marstek
Scanning couldn't be simpler

Unmatched range of edit/capture

facilities and keyboard control

simply not offered by other

Scanners. Marstek gives you the

ability to easily scan images, text

and graphics and even offers

200dpi dual scan mode.

Only $399.00

Video Digitzer II

Completely newly designed interface

that plugs into the Expansion Port of

the Amiga 500 or the internal

connector of the Amiga 2000. Frame

grab in 1/50 second, record update up

to 3 frames per second. Times lapse

feature adjustable in one second

increments to one hour between each

frame. Ideal for capturing flowers

opening etc. Please state A500 or

A2000 when ordering. RGB Splitter

extra

Only $262.50

Now with full COLOUR option
With the addition of the RGB splitter, to the video digitiser II you

can obtain colour images in only 1 second!

AMIGA
Boot blocker $44.50

AMIGA tablet & stylus $399

Action Replay A500 $199

Action Replay A2000 $229

Marstek M-105 hand scanner

plus phtoton paint $399

Video digitizer MK II $262.50

Internal MIDI (A2000) $99.50

MIDI Master $99.50

Micro MIDI $64

Mini Sampler $78.30

RGB Splitter $230

Commodore 64
Centronics cable $54

Mouse and Art Studio Pack $1 1

Parallel Printer Lead $38

Sprint 128 (Cable)

printer adapter $90

Action Replay VI Pro. $91

Digital Sound Sampler $145

MIDI C64 $75

MIDI & Adv. Music

(Available only on disk) $1 1

5

OCP Adv. ART Studio

(Tape or Disk) $41 .50

OCP ART Studio (TAPE) $22

OCP ART Studio (DISK) $29.50

IBM Compatibles
Small tablet with stylus $399

Large Genius tablet (with puck) $750

Geniscan with OCR S/W
Music Studio III

MIDI Package

Synchro express

Genius trackball

Infrared cordless mouse

Sega
Action Replay

$399
$175
$305

$229

$159

$159

$150

"Ptcucdlq Setoitty /fudtnali>si- f m

Rflrtacro-son
PHONE (08) 234 5050

Mail Order

B'l

G.P.OBox 1121

Adelaide, S.A. 5001

Accepted

Dealer Enquiries

Welcome
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THE WORLDS MOST POWERFUL FREEZER-UTILITY CARTRIDGE
JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK
Spoci.il compacting techniques onnblo up to 3 programs la lit on ono disk. Now saves directly
to disk as Amiga Doe • reloads Independently o( the cartridge - oven transfer to hard drlvo!
Works with up to S Mogs ol Ram - oven 1 Meg Chip Mom (Fatter Agnus),
^^fk SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE -

^••sB**? h now with DEEP Iralnor. Evan better than before • allows you to generate more orWM^^^ ovon infinite lives, fuel, ammo. Perfect as a Trainer Mod-- to <i< 1 van past thai

yif^^^ "impossible' level. Tlnsy to use.
• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR

Tho full Sprite Editor allows yau to viow/modity tho whole sprito sot Including any attached"
sprilo*. PLUS A RANOE OF IMPROVED FEATURES.
• VIRUS DETECTION
Comprahonsivo virus detection and removal features to protect your software investment.
Works with all presently known viruses.

^^tu BURST NIOBLER.
^g#fr Now this super disk copier program is bulll into Action Replay Mk III. Just ImsginoiMai^ a «uporfast, efficient disk copier program at tho press of a key - no more waiting.

y/fif^^ • SAVE PICTURES ANO MUSIC TO DISK
Pictures and sound samples can bo saved to disk. Files are saved diroclly in IFF format

suitable lor use with all tho major graphic and music packages. Samples are displayed as
screen waveform.
^^gL PAL or NTSC MOOES SELECTAOLC

^•Pn Usoful lor removing ugly borders when using NTSC software. (Work-, only with
^n\os|l^ nower Agnus chips).

^^"^ • SLOW MOTION MODE
Now you can slow down tho action lo your own pace. Easily adjustable from full speed to

20*o speed. Ideal to holp you through the tricky parts!

^^fL MANY MORE INSTANT CLI COMMANDS -

^^Ep^m^ "ko Rename, Relabel, Copy, etc.

fJyjP • RESTART THE PROGRAM
Simply pross a key and tho program will continue where you loft off.

• FULL STATUS REPORTING
Al tho press ol a key now you can vlow tho Machine Status, including Fast Ram. Chip Ram,
RamDisk, Drive Status, otc.

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR
Now you can manipulate and search lor scroons throughout memory. Ovor 50 commands lo
odit tho picture plus unique on screen status 'overlay shows all tho information you could
ever need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering such dynamic i

handling of frocon programs!!

^^0k JOYSTICK HANDLER -

^P^fc allows the user to select Joystick Instead of Keypresses -

^n\^j^? very useful for many keyboard programs.

• MUSIC SOUND TRACKER
With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music In programs . domos,eto. and save them

lo disk. Saves in format suitable for most track player programs. Works with loads of
programs!!
• AUTOFIRE MANAGER
From tho Action Replay III proforence soroen you can now set up nulollro Irom to 100*«.
Just Imaglno continuous tiro power? Joystick 1 and 2 nro sot soparaloly for that oxtrn
advantage!

^^t IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT.

^^0P*%k Nowmnn lr more oxternol Ram Expansions -----
T 1 work with .ill

^FX^P Action Replay III commands.

\fj^^ » DISKCODER
With Iho now "Diskcoder' option you can now 'lag' your disks with a uniquo codn ihnt will

prevent tho disk from being loadod by anyone olso. Tagged' disks will only reload when you
enter the code. Vory useful for soeurily,

^^^ SET MAP

.

^^sj(mV nllows you to Lond/Snvo/Edll n Koymap.
^^\^£s • PREFERENCES

Action Roplay III now has screen colour preferences with monu sotup. Customise
your screens to suit your taste. Very olmplo to uso.

• DISK MONITOR
Invaluable disk monitor • displays disk information In onsy to understand formal. Full
modlly/navo options.

^^0L IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT

-

^^Ky^L '"eluding comprossod/sm.»n character command,
¥^\ai^ • DOS COMMANDS

Now you have a selection of DOS commnnds available at all limos - DIR. FORMAT,
COPY. DEVICE, otc.

^^fL FILE REQUESTOR .

^j^F^k " vou onl1'' ° command without a filename, then a Wo
^TM^plIp requestor is displayed.

V*^ • DISK COPY
Disk Copy at tho press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. No need to load Workbench -

available at nil times.

^gjfk PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS -

^^gJPfnl including Mom Watch Point-, and Traco.

\z\3g^^ • BOOT SELECTOR
Either DFO or DF1 can bo selectod ns tho boot drive when working with Amiga Dos

disks. Vory usolul lo bo oble to boot Irom your external drive.Voryv

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!!
EVEN MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 60 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING:-
• Full M660O0 Assemblor Disassembler • Full screen editor • LoadSave block • Write Siring lo memory • Jump lo specific address • Show Ram as lesl • Show Irwen
picture • Play resident sample • Show and edit all CPU registers and Hag • Calculator • Help command • Full search lealure • Uniquo Cuslon Chip Editor allows you lo see
and modify all chip registers • oven write only registers • Notepad • Disk handling - show actual track. Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling • Show memory as
HEX. ASCII, Assembler, Decimal • Copper Assemble Disassemble - now with sulln names

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT'S "FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT -

INVALUABLE FOR THE DE-BUGGER OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE!

isk, "PntKtdttf, SewAu^-TGuatntUca, f>&

^•Macro-soir
|08|234505°

FAX: (08) 352 8305
G.P.O. BOX 1121 ADELAIDE .S.A 5001



YouCanCanDo
If you've had it with AmigaBASIC, and C is just a

way to heavy duty, CanDo offers a slick, fast and
verypowerfulplatform fordevelopingapplications

fromgames to productivity. GregAbernethy kicks

off a new column looking at CanDo and the many
uses to which it can be put.

I

have been programming with CanDo
for about 18 months, and have found

it to be an excellent high-level lan-

guage. I had been programming in

AmigaBASIC for about three years, and

had reached a stage where I was looking

for something a bit more powerful. I had

tinkered with C and Modula2 but had

found they required a large amount of

effort to gain the best results.

Looking for a language that I could

use to design applications quickly, with-

out the tedium of writing large amounts

of code, 1 purchased CanDo VI.02. Af-

ter seeing a demo, it looked to be exactly

what I wanted. 1 have now upgraded to

V1.5 and found it to be a vast improve-

ment on VI.02. I would recommend it

highly to anyone who wishes to program

on the Amiga but is put off by the

complexity of lower level languages.

CanDo uses scripts attached to ob-

jects to perform operations in a pro-

gram. This is called event driven pro-

gramming. Some of the objects are But-

tons, Fields and Documents. By creat-

ing an object and then attaching a script

to the object you can

perform an operation.

For example, you may
wish to create a button

that will play a sound

when it is selected. Af-

ter creating the button

you could attach the fol-

lowing script.

PlaySound

dfO:Sounds/crash.snd

When the button is selected the sound

will be loaded and then played. This

example shows the ease with which

operations can be performed using

CanDo's scripting language.

I am currently writing educational

software for the Amiga with Martin

Fitzgibbons, computer co-ordinator at

Kiama High School. We have found that

we can develop appli.cations quickly,

and with minimal debugging work. We
have completed six projects with a fur-

ther four currently under development.

These include a Teachers Markbook, a

First Fleet Database, an educationalgame

and a teachers Test Kit.

I have decided that the best way to

demonstrate the capabilities of CanDo
is with a series of projects, ranging from

an IFF picture viewer, to a simple data-

base for LP's and CD's. The first project

will be the Picture viewer. With this

project we will create a small window

that will reside on the Workbench screen.

It will contain a Button and a Field. The

button, when selected, will display a file

requester asking for the filename of the

picture file to load, and the field will be

used to display any information or mes-

sages for the user. The project will be

done in a series of steps to maintain

readability.

Starting Out

Firstly, we will create the window on

Workbench. Click on the WINDOW
button on the Main Panel. Click on

DIMENSIONS and set the following; X
= 20, Y = 20, Width = 210, Height = 60,

4 Colours. Select OK and then click on

OBJECTS. Click on the following OB-

JECTS; Close Gadget, Window Move-

ment Gadget and Drag Bar Gadget. This

will enable the window to be closed,

moved around the Workbench screen or

moved in front of and behind other

windows. Select OK and then click on

OPTIONS. Toggle the Screen option

until it displays: Try to open the window

on Workbench.

We will set this option to enable the

window to be displayed on Workbench.

Select OK and then enter IFFViewer as

the WINDOW TITLE.

The CLOSEBUTTON script has a

default script of Quit which is all that is

required when the Close gadget is se-

lected. Select OK to return to the Main

Panel.

A window should now be seen on the

Workbench Screen with a title of

IFFViewer and the gadgets we previ-

ously selected.

Adding Buttons

Next we will add a button to our

window. Click on Add and then click on

the Button gadget. Click on OK on the

requester and then draw a >box in the

Origin
!

Horiz flg~

Vert |59"

Width

Width |192
|

Ok Cancel |

Text 30
Integer I

Border
POUBLEBEVEL |

Justification
w-1

Scripts .

.

Selectl

Return!

Step 3 Cesisnins the Message Field
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Designing the Vi ewer Button

IFFViewer window. The Button Editing Panel will now
appear. Set the Name Field to GctFile. Set Horizontal to 37 and

Vertical to 17 on the Button's origin section. Click on Text to

set the text for the button. Set the Text field to: View a Picture.

Ensure that there is a space before and after the text, as I

have found that this improves the look and readability of Text

Buttons. Set the Text Style to OUTLINE. This will show the

text as white with a black outline, when using standard

Workbench colours. You may wish to experiment with

different text styles and colours. Click on OK and then select

Shadow from the Border options. I set the foreground colour

of the button to orange with a black background. Once again,

your personal preferences may differ, so experiment with the

styles to sec which style you find most suitable.

Next we need to create a script for the button that will be

performed when the button is selected. Click on Released as

we only want the script performed when the user releases the

left mouse button. We are now in the Script Editor for the

Released script of the GetFile button. Enter the following text

into the Script Editor.

Let File = AskForFileName(SYS:,Select Picture to LOAD...,0,0)

If FileOf(File) =
;
No picture file selected

SetText Message.No FILE selected. ; error message

ExitScript ; leave the script gracefully.

Elself FileType(File) <> Picture
;
File selected is wrong type

SetText Message.Not an IFF File. ; error message

ExitScript ; leave the script gracefully

Endlf GotoCard ShowPic
;
everything's OK. Show the picture.

This script opens CanDo's File Requester and asks for the

user to select aapicture to load. The default directory to be

displayed in the File Requester is the main directory of

wherever SYS: is located. The user will then be able to change

directory to the location of the picture file to view. When the

user selects OK from the File Requester, we can check that he

has selected a file, and that the file he has selected is in fact a

picture file. If there are any problems, we display an appropri-"
-

ate error message in our message field and exit the script to

avoid any nasty problems. If there are no problems, we then

go to the picture display card we have set up.

Click on OK and then click on OK again to return to the

Main Panel.

Adding A Field

Now we will add a field to our window. Click on Add and

then click on the Field button. Click on OK on the requester

and then draw a box in the IFFViewer window. The Field

Editing Panel will now appear. Set the Name Field to Message.

Set Horizontal to 10 ,Vertical to 39, and the width to 192

on the Field's origin section. Click on Text, set the Maximum
Characters to 24 and the Initial Text to Ready! or something

similar. Click on OK and then set the Justification to Centred,

which is the icon of two arrows pointing towards each other.

Select DOUBLEBEVEL as the border selection. Click on

OK and return to the Main Panel. Now the window should have

a button with text in it, and a field with the message Ready!!

displayed in it. All that is required now is to name this Card and

set up our picture display Card.

Click on the Card button on the Main Panel. Select Edit to

edit Card#l. Simply enter GetFile as the Card's Name and

click on OK, as we do not require any Attachment scripts.

Next, click on Add to create a new Card. Enter ShowPic as the

Card's Name, and then click on AfterAttachment to set up the

Card's AfterAttachment script. Enter the following text in the

Script Editor;

>

ShowPicture File ; Display the picture the user has selected

ScreenTo FRONT ; ensure we get the picture displayed on

the Front Screen.

This script will allow us to load and display the picture file

the user has selected. Any IFF picture file, from low-res to

HAM mode, can be displayed automatically using the

ShowPicture command. The screen is adjusted according to

the dimensions and number of colours of the picture file being

loaded. This command is one of CanDo's most powerful

commands. Click on OK, OK and then Exit to return to the

Main Panel. Select the Window button to set the initial
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dimensions for our display window.

Click on Dimensions and set the di-

mensions to 320 x 256 and 4 colours.

This is set merely as a default for our

purposes. In the Options section set the

Screen option to Always open the win-

dow on itsown screen. This is important

aswe will neverbe able to determine the

screen dimensions. Set theWindow Bor-

der option to The window's borders are

invisible. We do not wish to have any

borders messing up our display. In (he

Borders option set all Gadgets to OFF,

as we do not wish to have any gadgets

attached to our window. Click onOK to

return to the Main Panel.

Final Adjustments

All that is required now is to create a

button to enable the user to return to the

Workbench and the IFFViewer win-

dow. Clickon Add and then click on the

Button button. Click on OK on the re-

quester and draw a box from the top left

hand comer of the screen. When the

Button Editor window appears, set the

following dimensions; Button Name :

Done, Border: NONE, Horizontal : 0,

Vertical : 0.

Click on Area and set the Width to 1

3

and the Height to 14. Clickon Releasein

the scriptsection andenterthe following

text in the Editor;

FlushAII ; Flush the picture file from

memory as we no longer need it

GotoCard GetFile ; Return to Workbench

and our IFFViewer window.

The button will not appear on the

screen as it is invisible, but if you click

in the lop left hand comer, it will appear

inCOMPLEMENT (inverse) mode and

will return you to the first Card. This is

to avoid displaying a button on the pic-

ture displayed.

Click on OK and return to the Main

Panel. Save the Deck under an appropri-

ate name, perhaps IFFViewer. Return to

the first Card and test the program to

ensure it is working correctly. If there

are problems, check the scripts for er-

rors. Usually CanDo will display ahelp-

ful error message for you. If all is work-

ing correcdy, the picture you selected

should be displayed on your monitor.

Simply click in the top left hand corner

to return to Workbench.

Final Notes

This small project displays how
quickly applications can be developed

usingCanDo. I hope that this is a helpful

introduction to CanDo. If you have any

questions regarding this project or any

CanDo topic, please send your ques-

tions to me via The Australian Commo-
doreandAmigaReview. Thenextproject

will be a System Information Window
that will reside on the Workbench and

can be viewed at any time.

Vtja Vi

If you're serious about AMOS - you need

TOME, Why do think that commercial software

houses use TOME to produce games such as

Ghouls 'N' Ghosts by US GOLD and Rainbow

Island by OCEAN / GRAFTGOLD?
TOME is a total map editing system allowing

you to create playing worlds for your games.

You won't need megabytes of memory to

create huge game maps. TOME enables you to

create giant screens in memory using a series of

builbing blocks, taking up much less memory than

a conventional IFF of that size.

If you are serious about

AMOS - you will get TOME.

Only $60.00

Goodies Disk add $13

LicenseWare is a new way for software publishers

to distribute their titles. Top guality stand-alone

software, everything from pre-school educational

titles and utility programs to fantastic games,

Unlike public domain these are professional

guality. Software you'll come back to - Dejd Vu.

Call NOW for a free catalogue

only

$60 00
j

Goodies disks 13 ^T'

Dejd Vu AMOS add-ons ,

SPRITE X vl .33 This is o modified version of the original

AMOS sprite editor, for 1 Mb or greater. Versions for

both AMOS 1 .23 & AMOS 1 .3 ore Included on the

disk. Also on the disk is rem maker which allows

design of fancy rem statements. Disk: DV55 S8.00

C-TEXT vl .32 C Text stands for colour text, and is an
extension of the AMOS language which allows you
to use Icon based fonts, which can be drawn in up
lo 64 colours, can be displayed on the screen

proportionally and with kerning if needed. Can also

be editor with SPRITE X. Disk: DV56 S8.00

AMOS TOME requires AMOS vl .23 and at least 1 Mb of RAM COMPUTER 3UPPLIE'



Education Outlook
by Stan Nirenburg

How often have you bought soft-

ware only to discover at home
that it is not quite suitable for

your application or that it does not per-

form as well as you had expected? I am
often faced with this problem whenever

I look for educational software for my
son. Apart from having to decide what

represents good educational software, I

must also choose the package that fits

my particular requirements.

Visiting a computer store does not

always provide the answer. Faced with

numerous educational packages on the

shelf, purchasing software can prove to

be a a less than satisfactory experience.

The information provided on the box is

not always i(J9% accurate and gives no

indication of the software's payability.

Worse still, very few stores allow you to

try out programs before buying.

One source of information that 1 rely

on is the pages of computer magazines

such as ACAR. Another source is the

bookstore. Bookstores are wonderful

places where you can spend hours brows-

ing through hundreds ofbooks and maga-

zines on the subject of computers (who

needs to go to a public library?). After

many hours of hunting, I dis-

covered two books that are

aimed at helping parentsmake
a sensible choice when pur-

chasing educational software.

The Parents
Guide

The first book I will re-

view is called The Parent's

Guide to Educational Soft-

ware, written by Marion

Blank and I .aura Berlin. Both

of the authors are psycholo-

gists who work with children

and have been involved in

bringing children and com-

puters together. It was pub-

lished by Microsoft Press in 1991 and

retails for about $25.

This book reminds me very much of

an academic text. Despite this, it is

written so that people with little or no

computer knowledge can use it. The

book concentrates on a narrow defini-

tion of education, concentrating on the

"four R's" of Reading, Writing, Arith-

metic and Reasoning. However, I found

it extremely useful in helping mc find

the right software.

The book comprises two parts. The

first few chapters define what the au-

thors consider to be desirable traits in

educational software and the criteria

that they have used to select "good"

educational software. It describes the

developmental stages associated with

learning the four R's and how software

might be implemented to achieve these

goals. This information can be useful in

understanding which software packages

target particular educational areas and

their suitability for particular age groups.

I was particularly pleased to see that

the authors advocate software that is

appealing to children, enticing them to

use the computer to ultimately learn

new skills. They see good quality graph-

ics, sounds, speech and appealing ac-

tivities as being important to good qual-

ity programs. Another aspect they men-

tion is that software must be non-threat-

ening, particularly to young users, and

should provide ample feedback and as-

sistance to help the child.

By far the biggest part of the book is

devoted to software reviews. Four"quick

selection" tables are provided for easy

reference. These list programs under

(he four learning categories of reading,

writing, arithmetic and reasoning. Each

table also indicates other skills that are

addressed by the software and the age

group for which the programs are suit-

able. I found these tables useful in mak-

ing a short list of suitable programs.

The software reviews themselves are

very comprehensive indeed. The name

of the program, its publisher, date of

publication and its US price are shown.

In addition, the age group catered for by

the program is provided. Next, the

computer platforms on which the soft-

ware will work are listed along with any

additional hardware that is required or

desirable.

This is the area in which the book falls

down somewhat - it appears that the

authors have heard of IBM, Apple,

Macintosh and Commodore 64, but not

the Amiga. I overcame this problem to

some extent by consulting Australian

distributors' catalogues and the shelves

of computer shops. Unfortunately, only

a small number of software

titles have been ported across

to the Amiga.

However, the good news

is that there is enough good

quality software available for

the Amiga to fill most peo-

ple's needs, particularly at

the younger age group (tod-

dler to about 7 or 8 years).

Older kids are also catered

for, but as with educational

software for any computer

platform, there is little

uniquely Australian software

that exactly matches our lo-

cal curriculum. I hope that

this situation will be rectified

someday.

continued on page 36
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More than

,000,000
Amigas Worldwide!
o

The world's best loved computer
When Amiga Annual was released early last year, it was reported that 2 million

Amigas had been sold worldwide since its inception a few years before.

It took just on 12 months for an additional one million.

% Amiga has simply taken off!

Ihis is good news, not just for Commodore. As a result of an ever expanding user

base, more developers in both software and hardware see that Amiga is here to

stay and therefore commit to provide better software and hardware to the benefit

of Amiga and all users.

Amiga graphics and multitasking capabilities are just part of the reason for this

growth. The real reason is that it is the easiest and most adaptable Computer

around. Amiga has found its way into just about all areas of human applications,

research, education, science, video, music, animation, business, desktop

publishing, art etc etc. The list goes on.

Amiga has whetted our appetite for creative expression and it shows in

numbers that are enviable to the competition.

>

What other computer could better this?

Perhaps the next Amiga now on the drawing boards of todays Amigas?!

The Future is Amiga.

Commodore
AMIGA



Are you
ready for I

Workbench m
2.0?

^fitrcA*DOS
ease '

Coming soon for your

AMIGA

Part No. 590204-03

AS 214 V2.0 Enhancer Software and ROM
(Installation recommended by authorised service agent at additional cost)

RRP $149.95

This major upgrade is the result of intensive efforts by Commodore to bring the Amiga
operating system to a new level of functionality. WB 2.0 offers profound improvements in

stability and flexibility while retaining the combination of power and ease of use that are the

hallmark of Amiga.

Demand for WB 2.0 will be very high as most Amiga owners, following in the WB 1.2 to

WB 1.3 upgrade tradition, are now looking forward to WB 2.0. In Australia and NZ there are

over 200,000 Amigas. Place your order now to avoid lengthy delays and enjoy the

transformation of Amiga soon!

O
Commodore
AMIGA

Over 3,000,000 Amigas sold Worldwide



The review then proceeds to describe

what abilities are needed by the user of

the program (with special mention of

applicability to disabled children), the

educational area covered by the soft-

ware and a description of the activities

available in the program. Unfortunately,

no screen shots of the game are pro-

vided, something that helps me visual-

izehow thegame will lookwhen played.

A Parent's Handbook

The second book is called Kids &
Computers: A Parent's Handbook and

is written by Judy Salpeter. It was

published by SAMS in 1992 and retails

for about $34.

This book takes a completely differ-

ent tack to the first one and is more of a

resource forparents. Itsaim is to address

many of the issues that might confront

parents regarding computers, educa-

AMIGA PD
CHOOSE ANY 4 QF THESE

DISKS FOR QEELEiHi
TJ202 DCOPY Fast & efficient disk copier. One

drive or more

G100 DRIP Top Quality game. A cross between

Pipcmania & Pacman.

G104 ZERG Ultima-style adventure game. Also

Pontoon, Dalcks & more.

Gl 08 YELP Good game. Paint the grid, avoid

monsters, collect bonuses.

G113 FRANTIC FREDDIE Platform game with

unlimited lives option.

G120 JUMPY Addictive ball game and level editor

to make your own.

U204 MASTER VIRUS KILLER Powerful & easy

to use. Knows 124 strains.

U210 ICON DISK Icon designers & over 220

sample icons. All you need.

B 1 1 AMIBASE Good budget priced database.

Easy to use.

B102 CLERK &BANK'N Two of the best PD
accounts & chequebook programs.

D003 IMPACTDEMOS 5 Demos from Europe.

Great graphics & sound.

E00 1 TALKING COLOUR BOOK Draw and

colour in. Great for kids.

The latest and the best ofAmiga PD.

Free Catalogue with every order.

All disks thoroughly checked.

4 Disks - $16. Additional disks $4 each.

Quote the disk numbers you require and enclose

cheque or money order payable to Brunswick

Publications.

We pay postage. Immediate delivery.

ORDER FROM: BRUNSWICK PUBLICATIONS

PO BOX 458

BONDI JUNCTION NSW 2022

tional software andchildren. Itis written

in a less academic manner and also

assumes no knowledge of computers or

the learning process of children. It is

specifically aimed at parents ofchildren

in the age range of2 to 12 years.

I should point out that it is written for

American families because its extensive

list of contacts is based around US ad-

dresses.

The book covers many topics that

might conceivablycome up. The topics

include a discussion of the benefits of

computers in thehome, explaining what

parents should know about computers,

what may be considered educational

software, and how to integrate comput-

ing into family life. In addition, infor-

mation is presented on the effects of

computers on health (particularly elec-

tromagnetic radiation from monitors),

the age to start children on computers,

children with special needs, girls and

computers, and the role schools play.

The second section of the book is

devoted to technical issues such as se-

lecting a computer, peripherals and

maintenance. Unfortunately, very little

is mentioned about Amigas (reflecting

the sales of the Amiga in the US relative

to other platforms for home use). How-
ever, the information presented is of a

general nature and is suitable as a refer-

ence source for most people.

The third section discusses software

selections, sources of software (public

domain and commercial products) and

how to stay informed about new re-

leases. "The final section comprises soft-

ware reviews of a number of products

that were available asattheendofl991

and considered by the author to be good

examples of educational software.

The review section is considerably

smaller than that of the first book re-

viewed. However, it does include some

titles for the Amiga. In addition, the

reviews are not as dry, and instead con-

centrate on describing the flavour of the

software. In addition, most of the re-

views include a screen shot from the

package to give the reader some visual

idea of what the package is capable of.

The review section does not attempt to

be a comprehensive listing of what is

available, but rather to provide a basis

for setting up a good quality software

library athome and to give ideas on how
to select additional software at a later

stage.

The classification of the reviewed

software is slightly different from the

first book. The subject areas covered

include publishing packages, software

for preschooler (an area that is well

catered for on the Amiga), arithmetic,

reading and writing, social studies and

science (very much US based unfortu-

nately), miscellaneous topics (reason-

ing, music, etc.) and games.

Both books address similar needs but

in different ways. 77k Parent's Guide

concentrates on a narrowerdefinition of

education, focusing on the "four Rs",

defining children's learning processes

and classifying educational software

according to how it meets these criteria.

The review section is very comprehen-

sive and the software descriptions accu-

rate. The only drawback is that it does

not address the Amiga specifically.

A Parent's Handbook, on the other

hand, should be viewed as a resource,

addressing many of the questions and

issues faced by parents with regard to

computers and children. The software

review section is treated less rigorously

than in the first book and it is also

considerably shorter. In addition, itdoes

list software that is available for the

Amiga.

I find the two books complementary

and I wouldrecommend the purchase of

both.

This is the first article in what I hope

will be a long running series. My inten-

tion at this stage is to base the series

around software reviews, with occa-

sional diversions into other areas of

interest related to the use of computers

in the home as another facet of educa-

tion. I hope the articles are of interest to

both paients and younger readers of

ACAR.
lam open to suggestion and urge you,

the ACAR reader, to write in with com-

ments, questions, suggestions and re-

quests as to what you would like to see

in tbis column. You may write to me
care ofACAR or directly to me at PO
Box 136, Forest Hill, Victoria, 3131.

Happy computing till next month.
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CDTV

CDTV's $999
CDTVSVHS Genlock. $399
Keyboard $149
Infrared mouse $149
Disk Drives from $159
Trackball $199

Supra

A500 1mb SupraRAM $299
A500 2mb SupraRAM $399
A500 Supra 52mb/1Mb Ram $799
A500 Supradrive 105mb $1275
A2000 Supradrive 120mb $1099

If you slay long enough, I might

even decide to make you a coffee!

DCTV

DCTV. $999
Full 24-bit composite video

display system with powerful

paint software and digitiser. Play

24-bJLsnims in real time!

BEST PRICES EVER ON AMIGAS!
Amiga 2000 $975
Amiga 2000 W/52 Meg Hard Drive $1350
Amiga 3000 25 MHZ W/52 Meg Hard Drive Call
Amiga 3000 25 MHZ W/105 Meg Hard Drive Call

Move up to a new machine while prices are down!

GVP Impact Vision 24 Call

DCTVPAL $999
ProVector Drawing. $299
PP&S 68040. from $2500
Professional Calc. $299
Final Copy. $179

The Right Add Ons
Quantum SCSI Drives Cheap
Brush Mouse $199
Prism Colour Splitter. $499
Amiga Light Pen $149
Draw4D Pro $375
MegaCHIP2mb Chip $399

Amiga GPFax Software. .$149.95

Maestro FAX/Modem, Cble .$399

Maestro v32 Modem, Cble. .$599

Hi-SpeedPASCAL Call

Pixel3D v2.0. $99.95

Commodore 68030 2meg. $1 125
Don't forget about our large range ofAmiga and IBM Educational Software.

Call Now
(02) 979 5833

Tutorial Video
With 16 programs $29.95

or FREE with all Amigas
sold here.

Ouanlilics may be limited. Prices subject lo change withou! notice.



££ The strength of a chain is determined by the weakest LINK

GAMES
5lh Gear
ActioD Fighter

Action Station

AD&D Collector's Set

Alrtca Corps
AMOS Game Creator

Anne Driod - Budget
Att of Chess
BSS. Jane Seymour
Badlands
Batman - Caped Crusader
Battle Chess II

Battle Command
Bill & Ted's Excellent Adv.
Bio Challenge

Birds of Prey
Blitzkrieg Strategy

Bloodwych
Borodino
Brain Scrambler - Jigsaw

Castle Warrior

Chaos Strikes Back
Chariots of Wrath - Special

Chase HO II - Spec. Criminal Invest

Chess Champion 2175
Chrono Quest II

Codename Ice Man (Sierra)

Colorado
Commandos Pack
Conflict Middle East

Conquests of Camelot (Sierra)

Corporation Mission Disk
Crazy Shot - Uses Gun/Mouse
Crossword Construction Set

Dark Century
Dark Side

Dav of the Phnroh
Day of the Viper

Demons Tomb
Demons Winter ^
Dr. Plummets House of Flux
Dtagon Flight

Dragon Spirit - Special

Dream Zone
Drgaonscapc - Bugdc^
Dungeon Masters Assistant - Vol !

Dvnastv Wars
East V West
Emperor of the Mines
Escape - From planet robot monsters
Eye of the Beholder

Eye of the Horus - Budget
Faces Tris 111

Fiendish Freddy - Special

Fighter Bomber Mission Disk
Finale Compilation
Fitc Brigade - Strategy

Fireteam 2000
First Contact
Flippit Magnose
Forgotten Worlds - Special

Formula One Grand Prix

Frenetic

Fusion
Future Bike (Sim)
Fuzzball

Galactic Empire
Germ Crazy

Go - Ancient Chinese Strategy

Gold of the Aztecs

GoldRush - Sierra

Grand National (horses)

Harpoon Battle Set 2 Nth Atlantic

Harpoon Battle Set 3 Mediterranean

Heart of the Dragon
Hero's Quest - Quest for Glory

Hypcrforee - 2 games in one
Infestation

Interphase

Ishido

Jack Nicklaus Courses Vol 3

Jet Instrument Trainer

Jimmy Connors Tennis
Jimmv White's Whirlwind Snooker
JokerX-Word
Jupiter Master Drive

Keef the Thief - Adventure
Knights of the Sky
Kings Quest I

Kings Quest II

Kings Quest 111

Kings Quest IV
Kings Quest V
Last Ninia3-Al last!!

Leisure Suit Larry

Leisure Suit Larry II

Leisure Suit Larry III

Leisure Suit Larry V
Lemmings - Dare Yoo to Put it Down
Life & Death
Little Computer People

logical

o Alberto

39.95

59.95
69.95
59.95

69.95
125.00

19.95

16.95

69.95
69.95

4S.00
49.95

59.95

49.95

fM
.95

79.95
59.95

49.95

29.95

69.95

59.95

49.95
69.95

69.95
79.95

59.95
69.95
59.95

59.95
59.95
49.95

49.95

59.95
49.95
49.95

49.95

49.9S
54.95

59.95
54.95

45.95
49.95
79.95

39.00

39.95
16.95

45.9S
59.95
59.95

49.95
49.95

59.95
19.95

59.95
49.00

59.95
69.95
49.95

59.95
59.95

59.95
49.95
89.95

S9.9S
45.00

39.95
69.95

Call

59.95
59.95

59.95
59.95

61.95
49.95
49.95

49.95

49.95
69.95

19.95

59.95

59.95
69.95
49.95
99.95

69.95
79.95

19.00
69,95
45.95

79.95
59.95
49.95

49.95

59.95
Call

69.95

59.95
19.95

59.95

69.95

MI Tank Platoon 89.95
Manhunter - New York (Sierra) 49.95
Manhunter 2 (San Francisco) 59.95
Mannix 59.95
Matrix Marauders 59.95

Mega Phconix 69.95

Microprosc Golf 79.95

Micropjose Soccer . 59.95
Midnight Resistance 59.95
Midwinter 79.95
Midwinter II - Flames of Freedom 89.95

Mighty Bombiack 09.95
Mr. Hcli 49.95

Murder 59.95

Night Breed 59.95

Night Hunter 59.95
Oh No More Lemmings lOONLvl 59.95
Oh No Mote Lemmings add on to 1 49.95

Ommcron Conspiracy 59.95
Onslaught 49.9S
Operation Combat 79.95
Oriental Games 69.95

PGATour Golf 59.95
Phantasm 29.95
Pipe Mania 59.95
Police Quest 61.95

Police Quest 2 61.95
Populous II 69.95
Powcrdrornc 49.95

Powermonger WW1 Call

Projcctvlc 45.95

Prospector - Budget 12.95

Puz/nic - Addictive 59.95

Quadralien 69.95

Ouailrel 59.95
Quartz 49.95

Railroad Tycoon 69.95
Realm of the Trolls 61.95

Rod Baron 69.95

Return to Genesis - Budget 1 9.95

Ruse of the Dragon -Huge! 69.95
Roadwa's 19.95

Robin Hood 69.95

Rock and Roll 49.9S
Rodland 69.95

Rogue Troppcr 64.95

Ruff* Ready 39.95

Rules of Engagement 69.95

S.D.I. - Cincmawarc 69.95

S.T.U.N. Runner -Special 35.00
Safari Guns 49.95

Scramble Spirits 49.95

Silent Service 2 89.95

Sim City 79.95

Sim Citv Graphics 1 - Ancient Cilies 59.95
Sim Citv Graphics 2 - Future Cities 59.95

Sim City Terrain Editor 34.95
Sleeping Gods IJc 59.95
Solitaire - Vol 3 Accordion 39.95
Solitaire - Vpol 2 Calculation 39.95

Space Ace 89.95

Space Quest 44.95

Space Quest II 59.95

Space Quest III 59.95
Space Racer 49.95

Space School Simulator 39.95

Spv v Spv - Arctic Antics 16.95

Star Blaze - Budget 12.95

Star Breaker 49.95

Star Cursor J/s - 3 yr guarantee 59.95
Star Goose - Budget 12.95

Steel 49.95

Stun Runor 69.95

Subbuteo Soccer 59.95
Super Puffy's Saga 59.95
Swap - New Puzzler 69.95

Switchblade II 69.9S

The Big One - Ijiuo Systems 19.95

The Plague 69.95

The Sentinel - old classic 19.95

Theme Park Myslerv 59.95
Thunderhawk - Great 1 leli Sim 69.95

Thunderstrikcs 59.95

Time Machine 59.95

Tom and the Ghost 69.95

Toobin' 49.95
Total Fxlipse 49.95

Tower of Babel 59.95

Tower Fra - Air Traffic Controller 59.95
Turrican II 69.95

Two Up - the Aussie Game 29.95

Twylile 16.95

Typhoon Thompson - Budget 19.95

U.M.S. II - Slrateitv 89.95

Ultima IV
"

79.95
Ultima V 79.95
Vaxine 59.95

Vector Championship Run 49.95

Vindicators 49.95

Virtual Reality Compilation Pack 79,95 *

Voyager 59.95

While' Death Strategy 79.95

Wicked 59.95
Willy Beamish 69.95
Win^s of Death 49,95

Wizard's World 29.95

Wolf Pack 79.95

World Championship Squash 59.95

Wrath of the Demon 89.95
Xenomorph 59.95
Xybots 45.95

PRODUCTIVITY
3D Professional (with Video) 350.00

Artistic Clips -Clip Art 69.95
AudioGallcry - Learn German 89.95
Australian Graphic Atlas 69.95

A Talk 3 -Special 69.95
All in One - by Gold Disk 99.95
AMax- Special!!! 149.95
Amiga Vision - Special 1 50.00

AMOS 125.00
AMOS 3D 79.95

AMOS Compiler 69.95
Art Dcpt Pro Conversion Pack 1 19.95

Art Depl Professional V2 299.00

Audio Engineer S/warcWwarc Plus 359.00
Boardmastcr 119.00

Broadcast Backgrounds II 59,00
Broadcast Tiller V2 PAL - the best 375.00
Broadcast Backgrounds 59.95
Broadcasr Tiller Font Enh 179.95
CanDovI.6 125.00
Comic Setter 95.95
Contact 59.95

Cross DOS - v4.0 64.95
O. gnus Ed Pro 129.95

Deluxe Music Construction Set 99.00

Deluxe Paint IV NEW 175.00

Deluxe Help for D/Paini 111 34.95
Deluxe Photo IJib (Posters Too) 99.00
Deluxe Print II 99.95

Deluxe Video 111 99.95 .

Demo Maker - Red Sector/Abacus 69.95
Design Works 129.95
Desktop Budget 49.95
DigiPaint 3 - 135.00

Dinosaurs - Turbo Silver Objects 49.95
Directory Opus Professional 59.95

Draw4D Pro 375.00

D J Helper 59.95

Easy Ledgers (with job costing) 499.00

Fiisy ledgers Accounting 375.00
Eclips-ProDraw'PaccClipAll 139.00

Eclips2-ClipArt 139.95
Elan Performer 69.95

Electric Thesaurus 69.95
Electronic Debtors System 299.00
Enuneiatoi 34.95

Flashback - IID backup 79.95

GFA BASIC v.'.O 159.00.

Gold Disk Type Fonts 79.95

Goldspell 2 44.95

G.P. Term - Terminal Program 99.00
Ham It Up - Works with DPainl 69.95
Headline Fonts I 99.00

Headline Fonts 2 99.00
Headline Fonts Sub 99.00
HiSoft Extended Library 69.95

Home Builders CAD 299.00
Hvpcrbook 139.95

Hyper Helpers 79.95

Imagine 2.0 PAL 349.00
Imagine Companion Book 49.95
Imagine - Map Master add on 89.95

Interchange S/V 79.95
InttoCAD 2.0 Call

Kara Anim Fonts 79.95

Kara Fonts -Various Available Call

Kara Starfields 79.95

KDV- Kill Da Virus 24.95

Lattice CV5.1 399.00
Linkword French 59.95
Linkword German 69.95

Linkword Italian 59.95

MAC-2-DOS 189.00

Maxiplan Plus v'.O 99.95
Mcdiasiation-DigiView 4/Elan Performer

275.00
95.00

129.95
29.95
269.00

179.95

59.95

299.00
169.95

199.00

29.95
99.95
99.95

89.95
49.95
299.00
99.95

59.95
149.00
399.00

275.00
79.95
79.95

399.00
59.95

129.95
199.95

49.95

Duluxe Paint III

Movicsctler - be an Eric Schwartz!

Norgcn Genealogy
Optical Dreams
Outline Fonts for P

Pagesettcr II

-"-'Jim Fonts Vol 1.1

Pagcsucam V2-0
Pelican Press - great for the kids

Photon Paint V2 - Ham Paint

Photon Paint Surfaces 1 & 2
Pixel 3D
Pixel 3D 2.0

Pixmate
Printmastcr Art Gallery 1

ProVector

Posldriver - Postscript driver

Printmastcr Pius

Pro Video Fonts (set 2)

Pro Video Post

Professional Draw V2.0
Prof Page - Structured Clip Art

Prof Page Templates
Professional Page V2 4 Video
Professional Clip Art vol 1

Proper Grammar
ProwritcV3.2 POSTSCRIPT!
Prowritc - German Dictionary

Prowritc - Profonts 1 (extra fonts) 49.95
Prowritc - Profonts 2 (extra fonts) 49.95
Quarterback (HD backup) 99.00
Quarterback roots 99.00
Real 3D Professional 675.00

Rhyming Notebook 54.95

Scab 499.00
Scene Generator 74,95
Sculpt Animate 3D .sccncs/objeclS 24.95
Seasons & Holidays ClipAn 49.95
Showmaker 399.00

Sottclips vol II - people 109.95

Spritz Paint Prog 99.95
Superback 99.95

Super DJ 34.95
System 3 (Accounts) 129.011

The Amiga Graphics Starter Kit

'Hie An Department
119.00
129.00

The Office * Gold Disk 399.00
rranswrik' 95.00
TV TExt Professional 259.00

Ultra Card Plus 99.00
Video Tools 299.00
Vintage Aircraft - 1 urbo Silver 49.95

Vista 149.95

Vista Pro 179.95
Vista Scapes - California I 129.95

Vista Scapes - Vallcs Marincris (Mars) 129.95
Vista Scapes - Yomscroitc Valley 89.95

Walt Disncv Animation Studio - Hoi 249.00
Wordsworth 299.00

MUSIC
Advanced MIDIAMIGA sampler 220.95

Audio Engineer Jun 1S9.00
Audio Engineer Software 89.95
Audio Engineer Plus (Stereo Hware.

Burs and Pipes

Bars and Pipes Professional

Call

199.00

399.04)

Bars and Pipes Extra Modules Call

Deluxe Music Construction Set 99.95

Dr. T's Copyist Apprentice

Dr. T's Copyist DTP
Dr. T's Midi Roc Studio

149.00

449.00
109,95

Dr. T's Tiger Cub 119.00
Harmoni 149.95

JAM! Great w/Bars and Pipes 199.00

Kawai Fun Lab Keyboard - 100 off 799.00

Keyboard Editors Call

Midi Magic- 299.00
Midi Inrcrface 89.95

Music X 299.00
Music X Junior Oil
Perfect Sound 3.0 199.00

Sonic 2.0 Music 99.00

XoR 299.00

After Darren (our resi-

dent DCTV player) has

spent a fair bit of time

closeted up with the

Beast, he has come out

and stated categorically

without a shadow of a

doubt that DCTV has

stolen the digitizing

crown from you know
who! And the anima-

tion, WOW! says Daz-

za.

Call for a list

and prices on
our 'Home

Made' bundled
software.



Ph: 02 - 979 5833
Fax: 02 - 979 6629

sMr NEW • Guy Spy • Ore • Moonstone • Space Quest • NEW -bit

CDTV TITLES
A Bun for Barney Bear 69.9S
Advanced Military Systems - eneve 59.95
All Dogs Go To Heaven - colouring 69.95
American Vista 99.95
BasketBall - Great Sports game 69.95
"Baltic Chess - .Animated Chess Call

Batilestorm - Arcade style shwt-cra-iip 59.95
Case of (he Cautious Condor 69.95
CD Remix - become your own DJ 69.95
Eyes of the Eagle - roleplaying adv 69.95
Falcon F16 Flight simulator 99.95
Fred Fish on CD - 530 disks +Sub Offer99.95
Fun School Scries 69.95
Garden Fax - Care for 400 Varieties 69.95
Hound of the Baskervillcs - Sherlock 69.95
lllust. American Heritage Encyclopedia 99.95
Illustrated Bible 69.95
Illustrated Sherlock Holmes 69.95
Illustrated Works of Shacspcare 69.95
Karaoke disks - Great family fun 69.95
Learn French with Astcrix 79.97
Lemmings - Incl Planetside Demo 79.95
Mind Run - Cerebral Games 69.95
Music Maker - Music Maker and Trivia79.95

My Paint - Paint Program for Kids S9.95
NASA - 25th Year w/animation 49.95
"Ninja HtRh School Comic for teens Call
Paper Bag Princess - Interactive story Call
Psycho Killer - acrion/mvstery 79.95
Power Pinball 59.95
Raffles - Adventure game 69.95
"Road to Pinal Four Call
Sim City - Rewritten specially for CDTVCall
Spirit of Excalibur 69.95
Super Games Pack - 3 great games 59.95
Team Yankee - Tank Simulator 79.95
Timetable of Business 79.95
Timetable of science 79.95
The Night Before XMAS - Interactive 69.95
Thomas Snowsuii - Interactive Story 69.95
Women in Motion - Great for ammatorso*9.95
World Vista - Atlaswd asstd info Call.
Wrath of the Demon 69.95
Xenon II - Inc. 12 music tracks • 79.95
CDTV Keyboard 149.00

EDUCATION
Adventures in Maths 49.95
Aesop's Fables - Unicorn 34.95
Algebra 69.95
Algebra Vol I High School 79.95
Algebra Vol If High School 79.95
Alphabet Preschool 49.95
Arithmetic 69.95
Arithmetic High School 69.95
Associe 39.95
Associated - Word Association Age 3-8 39.95
At the Zoo 39.95
'Australian Animals Colouring Book 29.95
Bambinos Jigsaw Puzzle Age 3-3 39.95
Basic Gramme Ace 7 & up 49.95
Belter Spelling 8 to adult 59.95
Calculus 69.95
Comic Setter An Disks - Funny Fieures39.9S
Comic Setter Art Disks - Super Heroes 39.95
Comic Setter An Disks - Sci Fiction 39-95

fr.oss
Out the Intruder Age 3-8 39.95

Esignasaurus 59.95
iciniiil Dungeon Age 5 & up 69.95
inosaur Discovery Kit 54.95

Discover Alphabet Aec 6 & up 39.95
Discover Chemistrv Age 12 & up 39.95
Discover Maths Age 10& up 39.95
Discover N tuners Age 6 & up 39.95
Discovery 2.0 59.95
Discovery Geography expansion disk 29.95
Discovery Historv Grade 9-12 29.95
Discovery Maths Master Dsk Grade 1-759.95
Discovery science cxp. dsk Grade 9-12 29.95
Discovery Social Studies cxp. dsk 9-1229.95
Discovery Spell Master Disk Grade 1-7 59.95
Discovery Trivia 1 exp. dsk various 29.95
Discovery Trivia 2 expansion dsk 29.95
FiZ-Gradc (Teachers Gradebook) - 89.95
First Letters and Words 54.95
Fraction Action 69.95
Fun School 2 Under 6 49.95
Fun School 2 Age 6 - 8 49.95
Fun School 2 Over 8 49.95
Fun School 3 Under 5 49.95
Fun School 3 Age 5 - 7 49.95
Fun School 3 Over 7 49.95
Hooray tor Henrietta 59.95
' Imdliiype - * • Special

*

'

34.95
Introducing Maps 89.95
Katies Farm 59.95
Kids Collection Age 3 - 7 59.95
Kids Talk 5- 12 54.95
Kinderama Preschool - 6 69.95
Learning the Alphabet 49.95
Lei "s Spell at I lome 49.95
Let's Spell at the Shops 49.95
I-ct's Spell Out & About 49.95
Little Red Hen 34.95

McGec I.ower Primary 59.95
Magic Math 4 -8 49.95
Match It 49.95
Match A Magician 49.95
Math Blaster Plus - Primary 69.95
Math Mania 8 - 12 59.95
Math Talk 49.95
Mavis Beacon leaches Tvpine 69,95
Medal Winner 49.95
Memorise Age 3-8 39.95
Mixed Up Mother Goose 49.95
•Nations of the World 79.95
Prc-Calculus 59.95
Probabililv High School 69.95
Puzzle Storv Book 54.95
Read A Rama Age 5 & Up 69.95
Read N Rhyme 69.95
Reading & Typing Age 3-6 39.95
Robot Readers - Ac-sops Fables 34.95
Robot Readers • The Little Red Hen 4-834.95
Robot Readers - The Tnrcc Bears 4- 8 34.95
Robot Readers -Three Little Pigs 4-S 34.95
Robot Readers - Ugly Duckling 4-8 34.95
Roddy & Mastico II 39.95
Sesame Street - Letters for You 49.95
Sesame Street - Numbers Count 49.95
Sesame Street - Opposiies Attract 49.95
Smooth Talker 54.95
Space Math Age K & up 39.95
Spell Book Age 4 - 6 39.95

Spell Book Age 7 & up 39.95
Sum-it Mountain 49.95
Sunnyside Up 49.95
Tales of the Arabian Nights Age 8 - 12 69.95
Talking Colouring Book Pit-School 49.95
The Birds & Bees - sex education 7-12 39.95
Things to do with Numbers Primary 39.95
Things to do with Words Primary

'

39.95
Three Bears 5 - 10 49.95
Trigonometry High School 69.95
Uncle D's Consoundration 39-95
Wherein World is Carmen SanDiego 79.95
Where in Time in Carmen SanDiego 79.95
Where in Europe is Caimcn SanDiego 84.95
Where in the USA is Carmen SanDiego 84.95

HARDWARE &
ACCESSORIES

Amiga 500 Video Packs 1399
Amiga 500 Video Add On Packs 499
Amiga 500 Music Packs 199
Amiga 500 Starter Kit+ Video Tulor-fS/w799
Amiga A590 Hard Drive Call
Amiga A590 Hard Drive wilh 2mb RAMCall
Amiga A501 RAM Expansion * Clock 99
Roclec Slimline Drive 139
Amiga 2000 Special price Call
Amiga 3000's lOOmb or 40mb Call
Amiga 500 Deluxe Kit Call
Supra 8mb RAM Board w/2mb 399.00
Progressive oSWOtSmb RAM
- buy a dozen at this price 3499
Supraram 2000 0.2.4,6 or Smb Ram Call
Dcnise Mover - A.klitionril Video Slot 199
Syqucst 44 mb removabledtcartridge 1 129
SyQuest 88 mb rcmov. case. p/s. fan 1 799
1960 Hi-res Monitor (A3000 & Vcrs2.0)Call
Amiga 2000.0500/3000 Internal Genlock399
Electronic Design Genlock Pal Call
Neriki Desktop Genlock VHSVSVHS 1199
Vidlek Scanlock Genlock VH&SVHS 1699
Vidlck VideoMaster Genlock & Splitter 2395
A2000 AT Bridgcboard * 5 1/4" drive 875
A2000 XT Bridgcboard & 5 1/4- drive 475
A500 XT Card w 512K Clock & DOS 4.1699
Vcr 2.0 Enhancer Kit 149.95

Keyboard Cover Skins for Amiga 2000 39.95
Keyboard Cover Skins (or Amiga 500 29.95
Joystick Extension Cable 10.95
Mouse/Joystick Adaptor - back in slock54.95
DigiView/Prteter Switch Box S Cable 69.95
Harris Hitck Filter Screen 39.95
Prism Colour Splitter * Extra Cable 499
vicii Amiga Frame Grabber BAV 399
BAV Video Camera (The Old Wav!) 699
Sharp JX-100 Colour Scanner 1495
Kurta Graphics Tablet (sAvarc EXTRA)799
Kasvai Funlob Keyboard & Midi I/Face 799
New Canon ION (SVHS1 Still Vid Cam.1375
A2320Dc-InlerlacerCard 375

PRINTERS
Commodore 1 230 9 pin Printer BAV 325.00
Citizen 200GX Colour 9 Pin Printer 475.00
Star LC24-200 Colour 24 Pin Printer 750.00
Citizen CSX-140Clr 24 Pin Printer 699.09-.
Canon BJlOe Bubble Jet 649.00
KPSON LO400 24 Pin BAV printer 499.00
'Allprinlcrt, come wilhfreeprinter cable

Mai's
Monthly Hits
Grand Prix (again!)

Space Quest IV
PGA Tour Course Disk

Populous II

Ore
Guy Spy

Abandoned Places

G'DAYS
Thanks to Chris

Dunbar who helped
us out at the

Collaroy teachers
conference. Brickbats

to Dick Bridge who
pinched all our raffle

tickets at the dinner.
Mi to Todd Arthur in

Cooper Pedy S.A.
who is playing
underground

adventure games,
underground.

GVP
Call for the latest on

GVP accelerators -

including 50Mhz
'030 cards and the

mighty 68040!

NEWS 'N' STUFF
Come and check out range of

Amiga books and our newest

range ofAmiga videosnow on

sale. We also carry hint books

for whateverwe can get our

hands on.

It's official,we are

Commodore's number one

specialist dealer in the land of

Oz.Andwedont sellsecond

liandAmigas!

Chips

Galore!
1 MB Agnus $59.95

2MB Agnus $69.95

Super Denise $59.95

Kickstart 1 .3' $34.95

ORDER FORM
Name: ph:

Address:

Post Code:

Cheque Bank Card MasterCard!! VisaD
Card Number///

(Expiry. Date
(

nn/On:J/L

Signature
Allow 14 days delivery • Add $3.00 Software postage • Hardware call for

arrangements • All prices subject to change

DO NOTSEND CASH TOTAL
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Andy's Alio'

byAndrew Leniart

Howdy folks and welcome back

to another trip though the mys-

terious nooks and crannies of

Andy's Attic. This issue we'll be look-

ing at some fab PD software, answering

a letter or tfiree and throwing in some

miscellaneous hints and tips.

Oldies But Goodies

At time of writing, the popular Fred

Fish Public Domain collection has

reached the 570 mark. 570 disks cram

packed with free and interesting soft-

ware. By the time this issue goes to print,

thatfigure willbemuchhigher. (Indeed,

we just received up to Fish 590! - Ed.)

With PD disks being pumped out at

this rate, it's easy to get lost in the newer

disksand forgetabout the olderones and

some of the gems which they contain.

I'm going to talk about a couple of my
favorite PD programs that I found of

great interest when first starting out on

the Amiga.

How many times have you looked at

ademo ofsome sort in sheeramazement

and wondered how in the world the

programmer did it? I remember sifting

through various disks and wishing I

could find a program that would allow

me to do a demo ofmy own.

I eventually found not one, but two

little beasties, which I'll tell you about

now.

Rainbow Writer V1.

6

By "Skull & Rainbow Trio", allows

you tocreate yourown space, like intro's

complete with flying stars in the back-

ground, incorporatemusic intoyourcrea-

tions via the use otSoundTracker music

modules and impress anti Amiga people
no end when they see what you have

done and how simply you could do it.

A simple matter ofstarting itup via a

CLI, help and instructions on its use are

available from within the utility.

The configurability of the writer is a

buddingdemo writer's dreamcome true.

You can select from various different

Charsets (fonts) which are built into the

writer with which to present your text.

Cursor shapes are numerous as is fore-

ground and background colour selec-

tion. Text can be presented scrolling

every which way you choose and there

are various screen wipesavailablewhen
moving to the next page of text.

Scrollsalong thebottom ofthe screen

are catered for and there are numerous

other features that can be discoveredby

playing around with the utility.

I first got a copy of this utility by

downloading it from a bulletin board

and had hours offun creating intrcs with

itand uploading them tootherBBS' and

showing them to friends. With z bit of

effort, the finished product is very im-

pressive and provides you with a great

deal of self satisfaction once you have

mastered using the utility.

On the negative side, I found it a

shame thatno matterhow hard I looked,

I could not find a .Doc file for this utility

anywhere. Written instructions would

help a new user no end as RainBow

Writer was programmed somewhere

overseasanddoesnotuse anOZkeymap,

so letters are not always what they ap-

pear to be. For example, to answer "Y"

to arequest from the writer, one needs to

press "Z". Despite this though, perse-

verance as always will pay off and you

will soon find yourself getting used to

the strange keymap that the utility uses.

Spacewriter V1.0

By"MrMagic ofThe ProphetsAG&
Unicorn", is another good little intro

writer but withoutmany ofthe bells and

whisUes which RainBow Writer has.

Quite easy to use, it still produces

very good results with a scrolling star

background and can incorporate Sound

Tracker music modules to help give a

foot tapping touch to your creation.

Again I know of no doc's written for

SpaceWriter, however help on use can

be obtained from within it by pressing

(oddly enough) the help key. A big

disadvantage with this writer is that it

does not take advantage of expanded

memory and will actually crash if your

computer has over 512k of memory.

Thiscan beeasily overcomehoweverby

turning fastmem off if you have it orby

using aNoFastMem bootblock installed

on the disk you are booting up from with

NoVirus or ZeroVirus.

You should be able to get RainBow
Writer from mostPD outlets. Ifyou have

trouble, thenmodem users are welcome

to log onto my BBS and download it

from there. If you don't own a modem,

send a cheque ormoney order for $8.00

to: Andy's Attic, P.OBox 1335 Hoppers

Crossing 3030, with a short note re-

questing the HCS Intro's Disk and I'll

send you a copy of it along with a few

other fab utilities which are on the disk.

Alternatively, give Prime Artifax or

Megadisc a call (both advertised in this

issue) and grab a copy from them. Both

have copies of the disk.

ACAR 40



Computer Monitors

If you've paid good dollars for a
computer monitor, then it makes good
sense to take steps to look after that

investment. Apart from the usual things

ofkeeping itclean and in a safe spot, you
should also consider the tube within the

monitor and the harm that can come to

it when left on for long periods of time.

The problem ofburn-in is morecom-
mon with the old type green screen

monitors used mainly with IBM clone

type machines. Burn-in can occur when
the monitor is left on with the same
display sitting there for a long length of

time. What happens is that you end up

with an ugly border on the monitor

which is next to impossible to get rid of.

While the problem is not so common
on most colour monitors, it still pays to

take precautions against it. As an old

adage says, "better tobe safe than sorry".

The way to protect your monitor from
this is either switch it offwhen not using

it while the computer is on, or use a

screen blanker which will blank the

screen after a certain amount of inactiv-

ity time.

I used to use a neat little utility called

StarBlanker V1.0 coded by Chris Bai-

ley. I liked this program because it was
not just a boring screen blanker which
made the screen black. It actually re-

places whatever is on the screen with a

scrolling starfield which looksquite neat
A little bonus was that it used two

differentdisplays atrandom so you never

knew which display you were going to

get when you activated it. It is also one
of the few which I found that could be

activated via an icon from Workbench.
Inactivity timedelay isfully configurable

and clicking on its icon a second time

removes the the utility and gives the

small amount ofmemory it uses back to

the system.

StarBlanker can be found on Fred

Fish disks from the PD outlets I men-
tioned earlier. Look through the listings

for other similar utilities or for an up-

dated version of this one. There are

many available and all it takes is a

browse through a PD catalogue to get a

slice of the action.

Aussie Shareware
Authors Look Here!

I try to support the sharewareconcept

as much as I can and had intended to

have a follow up piece to the last one I

did a while back devoted to the subject

printed in this issue. Unfortunately, I

lost the article I wrote in a hard drive

crash so will have tore-write it, however

in the meantime, if you are a shareware

author, then the following offer may be
of interest you.

I intend to cover various pieces of

Public Domain and Shareware software

which I consider to be interesting via

thiscolumn in future issues. Most ofthe

material I see is programmed overseas

and I only come across the odd bits and
pieces coded by Australian authors.

Express PD
AMIGA PD SERVICE

DON'T PAY $4, $5
or more for PD.

We have thousands

of disks for ONLY
$3 EACH. P & P inclusive.

SEND FOR
FREE CATALOGUE DISK

PO Box 6000
Townsville Old 4810
Ph: 077-71 4388

Credit Cards Accepted - BC, V & MC

ROD IRVING'S
"BULK DISK PRICES"

"NO BRAND DISKS"
LIFETIME WARRANTY / BOX OF TEN DISKS
ALL DISKS INCLUDE ENVELOPES & WRITE PROTECTS

1-9 10+ 50+ 100+ 500+
5 1/TDS/DD $4.50 $4.40 $4.30 $4.25 $3.99
51/4"DS/HD$8.50 $855 $8.10 $7.50 $6.90

3 1/2"DS/DD $7.90 $7.70 $7.50 $7.00 $6.60
3 1/2"DS/HD $14.95 $13.75 $13.50 $12.00 $11.00

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS
MELBOURNE: 48 A'Beckett St City. Ph: (03) 663 6151
OAKLEIGH: 240C Huntlngdale Rd. Oaklelgh. Ph:(03) 562 8939
NORTHCOTE: 425 High SI. Northcote Ph: (03) 489 8866
SYDNEY: 74 Patramatla Rd. Sianmore. Ph: (02) 519 3134

MAIL ORDER: 56 Renver Rd. Clayton. Ph: 008 33 5757
MELBOURNEDEALER - BLUESTAR COMPUTERS:
271 Maroondah Hwy. Ring wood. Ph: (03) 870 1800

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME: Ph: (03) 543 2166

FREE PACK & POST OVER $100

If you are a PD or Shareware pro-

grammer and feel you have written a
useful utility, game or whatever, con-

sider writing in and giving us a bit of a
run down on what you have created. If

we consider it to be ofuse to a lot of our

readers, I'll try and track a copy of it

down and do a short review on it via this

column and give it some free publicity.

Better yet, if possible, send a disk

with your creation on it to: Andy' s Attic

P.O. Box 1335 Hoppers Crossing Vic

3030. I can't guarantee I'll cover all

software sent in, howeveras long as you

include a SSAE, I will ensure that all

disks are returned promptly. Give it

some thought.

Letters

I received a letter on disk recendy

from SAby a chap who is onlyknown to

me as Jason. He asked that his disk be

returned if possible, however included

no SSAE and no return address on the

back of the envelope. Please, when you
write in for help, be sure to always

include a SSAE so that I can return your

disk with arandom PD program copied

onto it for you. Jason, if you have not

already, please write back with a return

address so that Imay return your disk. In

any case, here is your letter ...

Which Printer

Jason writes:

"Thank you for a terrific magazine. I

MEMORY EXPANSION
PRICES at March 25th

1MB XI -80ns DIP $5.75

4x256 -100ns DIP $6.50

-80ns DIP $6.70

41256 -120ns DIP $1.85

-100ns DIP $1.90

1MBx4(44C1000)80nsA3000ZIP $30.00

1 MBX4 (44C1 002) 80ns COl Stalk: $30.00

1MBx8 -100ns Slmms (G.V.P.) $45.00

X8 -100ns Simms ' $50.00

4Mbx8 -80ns Slmms $185.00

4Mbx9 -80 Slmms $205.00

All types ofDRAM & memory modules in stock

Please phone for the latest prices. Sales tax 20%.

Overnight delivery, credit cards welcome.

1st Floor, 100 Yarrara Rd, Pennant Hills, 2120.

PO Box 382, Pennant Hills, 2120.

pelham PTY LTD
Tel: (02) 980 6988 Fax: (02) 980 6991
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enjoy your column and was wondering

if you could help me decide on a pur-

chase I plan to make soon. I have an

Amiga 500 with 1 meg of ram and an

external disk driveandCommodore 1084

color monitor. I am planning on buying

a printer and was wondering what type

is the best to get.

"The shops that I have been to have

confused me. One says that I should get

a Thermal printer while another says

that I should buy a dot matrix printer.

What's the difference between the two?

Which would be better for the Amiga

500? Jason."

Andy's Attic: First up, it does not

really matter which Amiga you have

when you wish to buy a printer. All

models can accommodate a printer and

the type you get is really only limited to

making sure there is an Amiga printer

driver available for it. Before you buy

your printer, make sure the salesman

shows it to you in action on an Amiga. If

it works on anAmiga in the shop regard-

less of whicji model it is, then it will

work on your A500 as long as you are

given the appropriate cable for it.

The differences between adot matrix

printer and a thermal printer are huge.

Both have their advantages and disad-

vantages and do their stuff in different

ways. Thermal printerssuch as theCom-
modore Okimate 20 (also known as the

MCS820 model) can print in both color

and black and white and produce excel-

lent results.

Using electronic impulses on the rib-

bon, the results are usually sharp and

clearprints.However I can tell you from

experience that ribbons for these print-

ers do not come cheap and last only a

fraction of the time mat a dot matrix

printer ribbon can be stretched out to

last

There is one advantage with a ther-

mal printer however and that is the fact

that it has the capability to print without

a ribbon at all. I got sick of paying $18

plus for ribbon cartridges and went out

and bought myselfa roll ofplain old fax

paper. I simply pulled the ribbon car-

tridge out, fed the fax paper in and

started printing. Naturally you still need

to use ribbons when you need color

prints, however for black and white

prints, the fax paper works like a charm.

When a good quality paper is needed,

it'sasimple matter ofphotocopying the

printed fax sheet at the local library.

Dot matrix printers work in a totally

different way and require aribbon at all

times. The quality of print obtained

from one of these printers depends on

how many dots or pins the printer uses

for each character. A 24 pin dot matrix

printer is capable ofproducing graphics

and print of a very high standard at the

expense of doing the print at a slower

speed.

Speed is usually determined by se-

lecting either a 'draft' mode for the

print, which is fast, or 'letter quality'

which is a bit slower. However even in

the slower mode, a dot matrix printer

will always be faster than a thermal

equivalent. The major disadvantage of

a dot matrix printer in that it is usually

noisier than a thermal model.

While thermal printers require the

odd bit of maintenance (particularly

cleaning) to keep them working well,

dot matrix printers will usually go for

ages without needing' to be touched.

Ribbons also tend to last longer and are

cheaper toreplaceonadotmatrix printer.

To sum up, while I am reasonably

happy with my Okimate 20 thermal

printer, Inowregret not going forsome-

thing like a24 pin dot matrix and would

recommend that out of the two, the dot

matrix would be the one to go for.

Sorting Out ALIAS

Garry Buerckner of Oak Flats in

NSW writes:

"Being an avid reader of ACAR I

thought that you might be able to an-

swer a few questions to some problems
I'm experiencing in the never ending

quest in pursuit of understanding the

machinations of the Amiga.

"I've owned my Amiga for about a

year now and right from the start I was

determined to use the computer as a

serious machine and not, as a lot ofmy
friends do, agames machine. Don't get

me wrong, everynow and then Iplay the

occasional gameTespecially when eve-

rything I try to do constructively on the

computer fails miserably. So here are

my posers.

Alias: Where does this sucker hide?

I've searched high and low for the

whereabouts of this oblique command
and still it eludes my finger tapping

investigations. I know it exists, some-

where, because whenever I type the

command "Alias 1 cd dfl:" it works.

When I use thecommand in a script file,

tomake a whole heap ofaliases to insert

in my startup-sequence, I keep getting

error messages informing me that alias

is an unknown command. Why?
Funny thing is that the script file is

executed and works. The alias script file

is within the shell-startup file. The

errors come up when the computer gets

to the second last line. After that I'm

always forever closing the startup win-

dow to show the WB screen.

ICONS I cannot seem to be able to

change my existing disk and/or ram

icons to custom made icons. How is this

achieved without going insane? I have

no dramas when itcomes to substituting

the other type icons but I'm becoming

mad as a gumtree full ofgalahs trying to

convert the disk or ram icons. What is

the secret?

Andy's Attic: Okay, let's see what

we can do to help you out. First up, your

search for theMas command will go on

forever and you will never find it as it is

not a "command" in the sense of the

word. Alias is a feature built into the

Workbench 1.3 Shell. Ie: It'shard coded

into the actual shell.

This should also explain the error

messages you are getting when using

"Alias" ina script file because theAmiga
goesoffand searches yourpath trying to

find a command by the name of Alias.

When it can't find it, it spits thedummy
and throws back an error message at

you.

The reason it works fine when you

type in the exact same line in a shell is

becauseyou are in anenvironmentwhere

the command can be executed.

A quick fix to stop having to manu-

ally close down your startup-sequence

cli all the time would be to remove all

alias statements from your startup-se-

quence and put them into the s:Shell-

Startup file where all alias' should live.

The secret to changing disk icons to
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your own creations is quite easy. I could tell from your

letter that you were on the right track, however you were

just looking in the wrong spot. The answer lies in a file

which will be in the root directory of any floppy diskette

called DisLlnfo. The ".info" file that you see on disks has

nothing to do with the disk's icon.

Disk.info is the icon file for that disk which Workbench
displays. Simply overwrite this icon file with the one that

you have selected and then just remove the disk from the

drive and replace it again. Workbench will now display

your new disk icon. You will notice that the RAM: disk

normally does not have one ofthese files, however it is still

possible to change the ram: icon to any disk icon you like

by copying the .info file intoram via the startup-sequence.

For example, if you find a particular disk icon you like

on another disk and want your ram disk to look like that,

then copy the Disk,info file from that disk to somewhere

on your boot disk other than the root directory. In our

example, we'll assume thatwe have a copy of it in the boot

disks S: directory.

In yourstartup-sequencesomewhere beforetheLoadWB
command, add the following two lines:

DirRam:

Copy dfO:s/Disk.info to Ram:

That's it. %
I'm afraid I can' thelp with your queries in regards to the

programming language NorthC, however Ihave forwarded

a copy of your letter to our trusty editor who may be in a

position tohelp you out. Check dieLetters to Editor section

over the nextfewissues for apossible solution. You should

by now have received your disk onto which I have copied

a PD devoted to the "C" programming language.

The answer may be in there.

ASCII and Music

Don Dixon of Willunga in SA writes:

"Dear Andrew, I am an avid reader of your excellent

ACAR magazineand have been for some time. F ve found

your Tutorial segments on the CLI a great help. Keep up

the good work.

I have two requests which I hope you or one of your

readers may be able to help me wjth.

Iam retired now and having had an interesting life, have

taken to writing a book about it hoping that one day my
grand children will be interested in what granpa got up to

in his younger days. One of my problems is that I started

writing mybookonmySX64 acouple ofyears ago andnow
have an Amiga 500. Is there a way I can transfer the files

from the 64 to the Amiga?

"My other request concerns music. I have a Casio CT-

470 keyboard attached to theAmiga via aMidi. Is there any

software available to teach piano or keyboard? I saw the

Mindscape advertisementon the back cover oftheOctober

edition ofACAR and contacted them, but they only sell the

,. The most popular AMIGA & COMMODORE
V, AMIGA products are now available in Australia

p_aHM_mz_i_£__^_H MasswEMMiEassMEMa
Fatter Agnus (1 Meg) S81.50 6510 CPU $20.80
8362 Denise 1« Bright S38.50 6526 CIA $18.95
8364 Paula $38.50 6581 SID $21.60
8373 New Super Denise $52 00 PLA906114 $1840

K£.°!K CR? „_. „ • , ?
25-5° ah 901/225-6-7-9 $17.40

8520A CIA chip. Clrls 12 major (nets. $19.95 4164IC-64/RAM) $185

ST**" 21 ffl.»!::::::::::S

AMIGA A500 KEYBOARD: Unit Is new. exact
CBM t0 IBM Prln,er Cable AflaP,er S64 '50

replacement with 90 day warranty Fantastic price __M*J*T'1Tr>T.I«T; I =t

»

] r

*-W J [.fcfr i

M

FJ JIT_^_i
OnlyalWilcom $1 15.00 i^^^^|||||fra_*l_M_y_«_l_i_y_^_i

______ Onginally developed as a soltware package, then

^|Qi^2_3_ialU£_BjL_l_£j_i__ I
converted to a readable format, the diagnostician

SUPER DENISE "373 UPGRADE-Now utilize has become a fantastic seller. With over 38.000

productivity and scan mode. etc. Super hi-res sold worldwide Diagnostician II utilizes

mode (1 280 x 200 pixels). An absolute must with sophisticated cross-reference grids to locate faulty

2.0 Comes with Super Denise Instructional components (ICs) on all C-64 and C1541
diskette (Just released) S52.00 computers (C- 128/84 mode). Save money and
2 MEG SUPER FAT AGNUS (83728)-This is the downtime by promptly locating what chip(s) have
high technology chip used with DKE's MegAChip. failed. (No equipment of any kind needed.)
(Gives 2 megs ol chip RAM.) $127.00 Success rate from diagnosis - to - repair is 98%.
1 MEG FATTER AGNUS CHIP (B372A) - Comes Includes basic schematic $8.95
with FREE Rockwell Agnus chip puller (a (Avail lor Amiga computers with 31/2- disk at
necessity). 'Final Test -

diskette (12 diagnostic S16.95
program), and complete instructions. S82.00MMMM I'lJJ'l __^__ Swltch-ltt™™^^^^™^™^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

by Global Upgrades. Electronic Rom
200 Watt Big Foot A500 Universal Switching Selector Sw>lch allows lor compatibility of all your
Power Supply with fan and external cabling for software Automatically switch between t .3 or 2.0 ROM
hard disks, etc. An absolute must lor those adding Irom your keyboard or mouse. Does nol overlap Hie

on more memory/ peripherals (e.g. Prima) Used 68000 chip, which means complete compatibility with

worldwide with various voltage inputs $1 76.00 AdSpeod or Mega Midget Racer. Simply plug m. no
soldering. Lowest priced electronic switch available.

Instructions included $64.80

MegAChip 2000"
With 2 Meg Agnus Chip Included 2MB ol Chip RAM lor A500/2000 Sizable Rebate on 1 Meg Agnus.
Always in Stock! Now Available lor the Amiga 500 STOP RUNNING OUT OF CHIP RAM. If you use
your Amiga lor Desktop Video. 3D Rendering 8, Animation. Multimedia or Desktop Publishing, then
you need the MegAChip 2000. Fully compatible with Workbench 2.0 the ECS Denise chip. GVP's
and Commodore's 68030 accelerators. Why upgrade to 1 meg of RAM when you can have the

same high tech 2 meg chip RAM as the A3000? Includes FREE Rockwell chip pull. Final Test
diagnostic

Agnus diskette program and 2 meg Agnus $556.00

ICD THE ICD ADVANTAGE
AdSCSM2000

AdSpccd

Hard drive interlace with u latched speed and flexibility

Hard drive interface with up to 8 megs ol FAST HAM
Each meg of memory add

Best overall performance of any accelerator in its price ranqn
Flicker Free Video

Eliminates interlace flickor lor any Amiga computer
AdRAM 510 Just fcloasod for the now A500 PLUS. Take your Amiga

500 PLUS tip to 2MB ol last RAM Includes RAM and Dattory

AdRAM 540 Add up to 4 rnegs ol RAM internally m your Amiga 500
with 1 meg
with 2 meg
Each additional meg of memory add

AdRAM 2080 8 meg infernally in your 2000/2500
Each meg ot memory add

AdIDE Smallest Amiga hard drtvo interlace made For IDE (AT) dnves
IDE 44 (for 2.5" hard dnve)

IDE 40 (for 3.5" hard drive)

Novla 201 The smallest hard dilve and interface In me world for your
A500. Frts internally

Prima 52i Now mount a 3.5" IDE drive internally in your 500
1000,2000

Shuffle Board Reroutes DF0: to the external floppy connector. Boot
Irom an external floppy lor A500/1 000

S328 00
$64.00

$369.50

$524.00

S164.95

S243.85
$309.85
$66.00
$199.00
$64.00

$244.50
$269.50

S464.50

$1118.00

$56.75

Add postage to above

l_^_ it]
Prices subject to change

P.O. Box 48, Kyneton Vic. Australia 3444

Fox. 054-22 1115
Phone:054-22 3329
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software with the keyboard. I don' t feel

inclined to pay out for another key-

board. Hope you can assistme with the

above matters. Don Dixon."

Andy's Attic: It is indeed possible to

transfer text files between the 64 and the

Amiga providing that the file has been

saved, or can be saved as a straight

ASCII file on your 64. ASCII stands for

"American Standard Code for Informa-

tion Interchange". This is an 8-bit infor-

mation coding system that assigns a

number from - 127 for all numbers,

letters etc. Also extended ASCII set

from - 256 including many symbols.

You do notreally need to understand the

above. I included it for the sake of

completeness, however you do need to

know if your file is in ASCII format.

You did not mention which word

processor you were using on your port-

able so it's hard for me to determine

whether or not you have that option.

Something like EasyScript already saves

in ASCII, however quite a few of the

wordprocessors written forthe64do not

and save in their own format only.

This being the case would cause a

problem in the sense that the Amiga
would not be able to make any sense out

ofthe text Having said that, if your text

can be saved as ASCII, then it is a simple

matter of getting the file from one ma-

chine over to the next.

You can achieve this by connecting

the machines together via a cable and

transferring the fileover to the Amiga in

much thesameway as you transfer a file

from a bulletin board over a telephone

line.

A quick visit with your portable to a

helpful well stocked computer store that

supports Commodore machines should

have the file on an Amiga diskette for

you in a matter of minutes.

In regards to software available to

teach piano, I'm afraid I'm personally

notaware ofany as Iam not intothe Midi

scene myself. Have youchecked through

the Fish Disks forsomething thatmay do

what you need? Perhaps one of our

readers knows of some software that

will do what you need and will write in

and tell us. I' II be sure topasson any info

sent in. Can anyone help Don out with a

solution?

Fonts Please

Glenys Price of Leopold in VIC
writes:

"DearAndrew, I have beenan Amiga
owner for about six months. I have

owned a C64 for seven years and I find

it still to be a terrific computer (espe-

cially when combined with GEOS).

However I like to use computers to their

full potential so I am very keen to learn

as much as I can aboutmy Amiga. That

is of course when my four children are

not playing games on it.

I use PenPal wordprocessor, which

is excellent, although I would like to be

able to use more fonts with it I have

bought aZuma fonts disk but cannot get

ATonce-Plus
286-16Mhz IBM-AT-Emulator

Amiga 500/500-plus and 2000
Incl. 512k RAM - Optional 80287

6 Mbyte Ext/Expanded memory

supports all hard drives and WB 2.

VGA - EGA- CGA and Multitasking

$499

Golden Gate
386 25Mhz Bridgeboard
Amiga 2000 and 3000

Incl. 512k RAM - IDE HD controller.

Optional 80387 - 16Mbyte Amiga RAM
SMbyte Ext/Expanded memory
supports all graphics modes

ind all hard drives

WB 2 compatible and supports ISA slot Standard

$1195

Fonhof Computer Suppliers
64 Cross Street, Baulkham Hills NSW 2153

Phone (02) 639-7186 Fax (02) 639-5995

iiIBM compatible hard disk
controllers on your Amiga?"

The MAX-125 Autoboot interface adapter allows
you to connect IBM compatible hard disk controllers
and drives to ALL AMIGA computer systems.

• ESDI • IDE • ST506/412 • 8 bit • 16 bit
• Transfer up to 768 kb/sec. Up to 4 controllers & 8 drives"

Coming soon SCSI capability for above!

The MAX 125 - It's revolutionary! - Call us NOW!!

Docs your Hard Disk backup sel look like Mt. Everest?

Sick of changing 20 lo 30 disks backing-up or restoring a Xv&l
Hard Drive? How aboul only one or two changes for a 40 Mb. ELD?
The Floptical Disk Drive packs 22 standard 880K disks into one!

Back-ups that won't stack up!! Also R/W 1.44M & 720k 3.5"

disks using Cross-Dos! Internal drive - $ 949 External - $ 1139
* The Floptical Drive requires a standard Amiga SCSI interface.

! Printers: - "We arc the HP specialists"

;
IIP PaintJet 180 d.p.i. colour

;
IIP Deskjet 500 300 d.p.i. B&W

> Canon BJ- 10 EX portable bubble jet printer

! (Other printers also available).

t
Amiga Accessories:

; Supcr-DJC Printer Driver for HP Deskjet 500C
! HP Black Carl. Refill kits. (3-4 Refills).

;
ICD Ad-IDE with 52 Mb. QUANTUM A50O

! Flash 20O0 SCSI cont. plus 2-8Mb 8 bit ver.

16 bit ver.

I
VXL-30 25Mhz. Accelerator.

S1399.00 ^p HP Deskjet 500C
$ 889.00 HBP 300 d.p.i. Colour Printer

S 589.00 Superb results S 1585.00
(Includes Amiga Driver!)

S 59.95 ICD Rickcr Fixer S 589.00

S 22.50 ICD Ad-spced 16Mhz 5 455.00

S 795.00 AX-RAM Four Omb S 190.00

S 295.00 AX-RAM 2M simm kits S 155.00

S 395.00 Not mentioned here? CALL US!

$ 65900
J* Express deliver)'

BL1^ available to

cV anywhere.
> Same day despatch*
in most cases.

Stetronics Computer Services
87 Mitford Crescent Craigieburn VIC.

Ph: (03) 305-5001 Fax: (03) 305-5001
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these fonts to work. I have tried renam-

ing the disk toFONTS and then I tried to

Assign the fonts through the CLI but I

get a message that says "Can't cancel

fonts"

If Ijust putthe fonts disk in DF1 : then

the computer doesn't read it and I only

get Topaz 8 point to use. Can you ex-

plain this please?

"Also, can you suggest a few good

Public Domain fonts disks to use with

PenPaP.

"On another subject, 1 backordered

copies of ACAR to get all your CLI
tutorials but they didn't have a copy of

the May 1990 issue which had PartONE
of your tutorial in it. If you have a

printout ofthe tutorial anywhere, would

it be possible for you to send it to me?
"Thanks for your column. I have

found it interesting although a bitheavy

going. I intend to sit down and and work

through all the tutorials when I can

round them all up.WarmRegards, Glenys

Price."

Andy's Attic; I have not seen any

Zuma fonts disk, however at a guess I

would say that the problem would be in

the layout of the disk and the way the

fonts are set up in there. Try making a

copy of your PenPal disk and copy the

Zuma fonts over to that disk in the

appropriate directories.

If short on space, get rid of some of

the gear on the PenPal disk that you do

not often use. Other than that, you can go

ahead and try to set up theZumadisks in

a way which the Amiga can recognize

the fonts.

Assume therootdirectory oftheZuma
disk is the actual fonts directory and

create appropriate fonts directories for

all of the fonts on the disk. Having done

that, when you rename the disk to

FONTS, the Amiga should then be able

to read the fonts contained within it and

PenPal may then be able to take advan-

tage ofthem. Public Domain fonts disks

are plentiful and for me to recommend

some for you is a bit impracticable

without knowing the style of fonts that

you are after. Grab a copy ofMegadisc' s

PD catalogue and check the listings

there to see what's available. Prime

Artifax also have a good selection of

Fonts compilations so get in touch with

them as well.

Sorry you could not get hold of the

May 1990 issue of ACAR. The back

issues sell like hotcakes so I'm not sur-

prised you missed out. However, by

now, you should have received the disk

I posted you with a fde containing that

particular installment with my compli-

ments. Thanks for the kind remarks

about the column.

Well, that's about it for this month

folks. Hope you got some value out of

the info we've presented here for you.

Look forward to more of the same next

month when we'll dig around some

more inthe nooks andcranniesofAndy 's

Attic and see what other little mysteries

we can expose for you.

Till then ...

PD FOR SERIOUS AMIGA USERS
END THE PD MEGA RIP-OFFTODAY

Why Pay More ??

i NOW ONLY $2 - $3.00
INCLUDING NASHUA DISKETTE

Amaz, Amicus, Amigan, Amiga Format.Amiga Nuts,
Amos, Amigoz.Best of Fish,Cccc,Compass, Crazy Joes,

Eagle,Faug,Eric Schwartz,Fish, Fillet O Fish, Larson,
Macro, Nzamiga,Phoenix,Scope, Smaug, Snag,Tbag
Tobias Richter Agatron,17Bit, Tcug, Topik,CUAmiga

Valley PD. Virus Free PD

Ace Disks$&&> $3.

Arpvl.3S535 $3

Fish -$530 $2
OPS Fonts $&95 $4 .

3 DISK CATALOGUE $4
CATALOGUELISTSPD INDETAIL

CATALOGUES ARE POSTAGE FREE

PUBLIC DOMAIN POSTAGE CHARGES
1-10DISKS $1.901 1-20 $3 21-30$4.90

AMIGA ACTION REPLAYMK III $175
AMIGA 500 INTERNAL D/DPJVE $135
AMAS ADV MIDI & SAMPLER $195
ATONCE IBM EMULATOR $445
BLITZ COPIER $71
BODEGA BAY EXPANSION $$CALL

|

DIGI-VIEW GOLD V4.0 $245
FRAMEGRABBER PAL $1199
GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANN $398
GOLDEN WAGE MOUSE $55
GOLDEN IMAGE OP MOUSE $98
GOLDEN IMAGE TRACKBALL $98
GVP PRODUCTS CALL FOR BESTSM
KCS POWER PC BOARD $520
RADICAL MIDI INTERFACE $72
VIDEO BLENDER $2250

|

3.5 EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE $135
512K RAM CLOCK & SWITCH $69

QUADRANT COMPUTERS
PO Box 380 Morley
26 Rochester Way
Dianelia WA 6062

ADSPEED ACCELERATOR $393
ADRAM 540 (0-4MB) OK $186
ADRAM 560D (2MB) $326
ADRAM 2080 (0-8MB) OK $214
ADSC1 2000 $216
ADSCI 2000 (0-8MB) OK $323
FUCKER FREE VIDEO $555
PRIMA 52MB INTERNAL $673
PRIMA 105MB INTERNAL $966
SLIMLINE 40MB HARD DISK $712
SLIMLINE 45MB HARD DISK $764
SLIMLINE 52MB HARD DISK $787
SLIMLINE 105MB HARD DISK $1079
A500 INTERNAL 20MB HDD $732
A500 INTERNAL 40MB HDD $867
A500 INTERNAL 60MB HDD $1107
A500 INTERNAL 80MB HDD $1299
WICBS 1U1I6CTTO OWNQI WITHOUT PUtTHU NOTK3^|,

V^X Mobile (018) 918 608

i^ j Tel (09) 375-1933
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AMOS Column
Parts

by Wayne Johnson

The most generalised and often

asked question since the release

of AMOS is "How do I write a

game?" So how do we go about answer-

ing a question like this? I suppose we
start by asking what sort ofgame do you

want to write. In this new series of

articles we will be going though the

steps of creating a simple vertical

SHOOT-EM-UP type game.

Backgrounds

First, we are going to create a simple

scrolling background of a grid. Only a

tiled background will be used for the

sake of keeping things simple. Those of

you with a paint program, load up and

open a screen 320 x 200 with 32 colours.

We will only be using the first few

colours for our tile but we need the

colours 16 and onwards for our sprites.

Paint a square 32 x 32 pixels and

place any design or shape to it that you

wish. Pick up the square tile as a brush

and paste it at every position to make a

grid of tiles. For Deluxe Paint owners,

go to PAGE SIZE in the PROJECT
menu and change the Y value from 256

to 288. Click OK and NO for no

stretching. Users of other paint

programs consult your manuals

on how to extend your screen.

At first, the screen is no differ-

ent. Press the down cursor key to

lift the screen and reveal a blank

area of 320 x 32 pixels. Grab a row

of tiles as a brush and paste that

into the blank area. If you are

wondering why we needed the

extended row of tiles on our screen,

press the up and down cursor keys.

The whole screen scrolls within a

32 pixel boundary.

This is the concept for a repeat-

ing scrolly grid. Refer back to the Janu-

ary issue on creating a scrolly text if you

are still unsure. We intend to scroll our

288 pixel high screen inside a border of

only 256 pixels. See fig 1. Save the

picture to disk as GRID.pic.

Boot up AMOS and go into direct

mode. Type: SCREEN CLOSE and

type LOAD FSEL$ (""),0. Select

"GRID.pic" and type:

SCREEN DISPLAY 0,„320,256

SPACK TO 6

We now have our simple background

ready to scroll, safely packed into bank

6. Save this to disk as PACKPIC.abk.

Sprites

Next step is to create the four differ-

ent sprite images that will be appearing

in our game. We will use Sprite X for

this. Those that still use the old Sprite

Editor, I encourage you to purchase it

from any good PD list or the Australian

Amos Club for members.

There is a strict method for defining

sprites.

If you design them in any mode and

try to display all eight on the screen, you

Figure 1

will, in fact, be able to display only four

sprites. The reason is because of the

mode you designed them in, and the

sprites will pair up together to produce

four fifteen colour sprites, despite the

fact that you seem to only use the three

colours required.

Follow this procedure to achieve a

true three colour sprite set: Load up

SptiteX and click on REZ and choose 4.

Click on BOB/SPRITE to go into sprite

mode from BOB mode. Reduce the X
size to 16 to stop sprite pairing. For

Image 1, design a ship fighter, Image 2

- an explosion. Image 3 - an enemy alien.

Image 4 - a bullet. When finished, save

it to disk as SPRITES.abk.

AMAL Routines

Let's go back to EDITOR mode and

define an AMAL routine so that our

screen scrolls happily under interrupt.

We will use the AMAL EDITOR on the

Extras disk to define our AMAL strings.

Load up the AMAL EDITOR, select

LOADAMAL from the menu and select

our sprite bank (this is quite legal and we
can load in any type of bank). Select

LOAD AMAL again and select

PACKPIC.abk to load our background.

Click on EE to define an environment.

Check the Extras manual if you are

unsure how to use it comfortably. I

encourage you to learn to use it profi-

ciently before continuing with this tuto-

rial. Type the following environment

code:

Bob off : Sprite Off : Rainbow

Del

Screen

channel to screen offset 0,0

channel to sprite 1,0

channel to sprite 2,1

hide

sprite 0,288,200,1

sprite 1,0,0,4

Channel will be for our scroll-

ing screen. Channel 1 is for our

hero's sprite and channel two is for

our bullet.

In our game, all objects will be

sprites. Since it is only a simple

game, wewon ' t be exceeding eight

sprites. The reason we are using
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sprites is because their position or Hot Spot is not affected by
screen offset scrolling. BOB's, on the other hand, suffer from

this badly and need special routines to handle these side

effects.

Let's define our scroll routine by clicking on 00 and typing

the following short routine:

A:

Let Y=32;

Move 0,-32,16;

Jump A;

This routine Sets the Y offset of the screen to 32 andmoves
the screen downwards (hence the -32) at a speed of half the

distance. Once the movement finishes, the routinejumps toA
and resets the screen back to a Y offset 32. This produces a

smooth continuous scrolling backdrop; wedon'thaveto worry

about writing complex AMOS routines. Save the AMAL to

disk asAMAL.abk for safe keeping and run that to check if it

is scrolling finely.

Click on channel 01 and type in the following routine:

A:

L RX=X;

L RY=Y;

If J1&1=0 Jump B;

If Y<60 Jump B;

Let Y=Y-1;

B:

If Jl&2=0 Junp C;

If Y>270 Junp C;

Let Y=Y+3;
C:

If Jl&4=0 Junp D;

If X<138 Junp D;

Let X=X-2;
D:

If Jl&8=0 Junp E;

If X>420 Junp E;

Let X=X+2;

E:

Pause;

Junp A;

Putting it simply, at the start, the ship's coordinates are

saved into registersRX and RY. This is so we know where to

position the bullet in thenextchannel . The program checks for

adirection, if it's not held in on thejoystick, itjumpsdown the

program to check for another direction. If the direction is

triggered on the joystick, then the program will firstly check

to see that you are not moving your ship out of the boundary

(if it is, it exits that part to check another direction) and then

*$& All for onlym $^ r .oo
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will move the ship by changing either theX value or Y value.

Run this to check. Again, save the program.Now we need to

define our bullet channel. Click on channel 02 and enter the

following:

A:

If Jl&16=0 Junp A;

L X=RX;

L Y=RY;

Move 0,-200,10;

L X=0;

L Y=0;

P;

Junp A;

Very simple; checks if the fire button is NOT pressed and

if it isn't, the program willjump back to A to check again. If

the fire button is pressed then the bullet will be placed on top

of the ship by calling its position that we stored earlier. The

bullet then is raced up the screen fora distance of200 in steps

of 10. Afterwards, the bullet is placedout ofview ofour screen

at sprite position 0,0 to wait for the fire button to be pressed

again. Save out our final AMAL file for this month and run to

check that it all works. Now to put it into AMOS.
NEW the AMAL EDITOR so we can start to write our

program . First, go to DIRECTmode and hold the leftALT and

F6, and press return to bring up our requester.

Load SPRITES .abk, press Fl to repeat the last function,

press return and load AMAL.abk, and finally load in

PACKPICabk. Now that all our banks are loaded in, we can

go back to EDITOR mode and enter the following AMOS
code:

Hide
Unpack 6 To
Sprite 0,288,200,1
Sprite 1,0,0,4
Channel
Channel 1

Channel 2

Amal 0,0

To
To
To

Screen Offset
Sprite

Sprite 1

Amal
Amal
Amal

DO :

1,1

2,2

On
Loop

And that's basically it! First, we hide the mouse pointer to

free up sprite for our ship, unpack our background to the

screen, position the ship in the lower centre of the screen and

the bullet offscreen at position 0,0. We defined our channels

to our objects and screens, switched the 3 channels to the

AMOS channels, and turn on the AMAL system. Finally,

AMOS is left twiddling its thumbs while our game currently

runs 100% underAMAL. AMALmoves our ship, fires bullets

and scrolls a background andAMOS does absolutely nothing.

That's it for this month. Next month we will add attack

waves and collisions. Feel free to go ahead and experiment

with this yourself and compare it to the routines next issue.

Caring for your

Amiga
Part Three - Mouse and Monitor

by Kevan Fitzakerley

In
part three of CompuCare, you will learn how to keep

your mouse and monitor in top working order as part of

your preventive maintenance program.

If you are still using a portable TV as a Monitor you are

doing yourselfand your Amiga an injustice! While aTV will

display the programs you are running, they will never be as

clear or as sharp as on a monitor. But whether you are using

aTV or a monitor you still heed to to keep it clean and ingood

working order.

The main areas of your TV/monitor that need to be kept

clean and free of dust and dirt, are the vents and the viewing

screen. As with your Amiga and any piece of hardware you

have that have vents, these need plenty of air circulation to

avoid heal build-up.You should avoid placing your monitor in

a built-in enclosure unless proper ventilation is provided and

also keep the screen away from direct sunlight

Dull Matt

If you compare the screen ofa TV to that ofa monitor you

will notice that the monitor screen has a duller finish than that

of the TV - this dull finish is known as a malt finish or anti-

glare. When the screen becomes dirty or covered in dust and

needs cleaning you should unplug the power cable and wipe

the screen with a soft damp cloth.

No Liquor

Never use alcohol, ammonia-based products or aerosol

sprays to clean the screen because these products will, if used,

eventually wear away the anti-glare finish. Avoid having

magnetic devices near the screen as they could damage the

colour purity of the picture.

If you intend leaving your computer on and unattended for

long periods it would be wise to either turn off the monitor or

alternatively install a screen blanker program. If yourmonitor

is left on for a long time displaying the same screen it is

possible to burn the screen, in other words the screen will

display a faint image of that screen at all times.

Take care when moving or adjusting your monitor's posi-

tion, that you do not accidentally disconnect the various leads

thatare attached to therear ofthemonitor- ifany ofthese leads
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do come loose or disconnected, switch

off (he powerand reconnect the leads in

their respective sockets.

If you feel that the inside of your

monitor needsagood clean out I suggest

that you have it done by a authorised

repair agent.

Nurture Your Rodent

There are a number ofways that you

can reduce the work load placed upon

your hardware rodent, and also make

your use of it a little more pleasurable,

such as buying a mouse mat This item

is normally recommended when you

buy your Amiga, but if you do not have

one of these, then I strongly recommend

that you obtain one ASAP.

Thesemats aremade from foam. The

top surface is smooth and the bottom

surface, when placed on your desk or

table, acts like an anti-slip mat. In other

words the bottom surface keeps the mat

in place, while the top surface provides

a smooth workjirea for your mouse.

If left unattended the mouse rollers

will get to a stage where they become so

clogged up with dirt and dust they will

not turn freely. You can prevent this

happening by performing simple main-

tenance atregular periods, and ifyou are

using the mouse constandy then you

should carry out this duty on a weekly

basis.

Here are the steps you need to take to

perform' your mouse maintenance pro-

gram.

Hold the mouse upside down and

slide off the small retaining cover and

remove the ball, and put these items in a

safe place.

Inside the opening you will notice

three rollers, which are either steel or

plastic, and when you examine them

you will see the dirt and dust that has

been accumulatedon the rollers and also

on die tiny axles. Youneed toremove all

of this build up from these parts.

Ifyou place a clean lint-free piece of

clodi (a handkerchiefwould suffice) on

your index finger and wipe the surfaces

of the rollers, turning the rollers as you

are wiping, this will remove most if not

all of the dirt. When you are satisfied it

is completely clean, gendyblow into the

opening to remove the dirt. If you have

access to a silicone spray, you can spray

a light coat on the rollers which will help

reduce the amount of dirt build-up and

also provide you with a much smoother

gliding mouse. Wipe the ball wiUi a soft

dust free clothandreplace the ball inside

the mouse and secure with the retaining

cover.

Keep themouse cord from becoming

kinked or tangled - if the cord is dam-

aged in any way you will experience

problems. It is possible to shorten the

cord, but unless you are absolutely sure

of what you are doing it is best left to a

qualified person to carry out thisjob for

you.

Eventually from normal wear and

tear you will have to replace or have

your mouse repaired. The above proce-

dures will help to reduce problems and

also extend die life of your mouse.
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PD Update
by Glenn Bussell

To kick off this month's PD col-

umn, let's take a look at what

must be the shortest demo ever -

the one meg basketball animation runs a

mere six and a quarter seconds before

looping. This ray-traced HAM anima-

tion starts with a nicely drawn basket-

ball player ready to throw a goal and

then he throws it and that's it! Still,

what's there is extremely impressive, if

only it ran for a little longer.

An Interesting Scrolly

Scrolling messages tend to cop a lot

of flak for being about as interesting as

watching grass grow, but this month I

found a scrolling message that actually

grabs the attention and keeps it. This

demo is the Subway Demo by Rebels. It

features a train rolling along with the

message graffiticd on the side. To back

this up we have a good piece of music

and a great animated background that

features among other things a silhouet-

ted King Kong climbing the empire state

building and a set of buildings acting as

a graphic equaliser. If only all scrollies

were this good.

Mega-Demo
Crionics have released a three part

megademo entitled CrionicsMegademo.

The first two parts are just your average

vector and scrolly demos which are

impressive enough, despite being un-

original. It is however the third part

which makes this demo stand out from

thousands of others. They have done

away with the usual vectors and scrollies,

and replaced them with a far superior

cartoon animation.

This animation features a screen

height cartoon of Madonna walking

along a well drawn street backed by a

passable (just) version of her hit Express

Yourself. If you want something a bit

different from your Megademos this is

well worth a look.

Eric Shwartz has come up with yet

another animation, this time it's The

Dating Game. The Dating Game must

be Eric's longest demo yet coming in at

just under 4 minutes. It stars 30's car-

toon star, Flip the Frog, in an attempt to

reach his girlfriend's place before 5

o'clock. As you can probably guess

things don't exactly run smoothly and in

this case Flip's nemesis is a mean and

resourceful dog.

Now for the part you've all been

dreading. The part where I tell you the

depressingly large amount of memory

you need to see this demo. This time it's

even worse than usual!

You need three meg to see the anima-

tion, a second drive and a cup of tea to

drink while it loads (the loading time is

10 minutes plus).

Music masters, the Silents, have come

up with one of the best music disks yet.

The disk. Blues House, features 14 at-

mospheric tunes over two disks, also

present is a pretty good version of the old

64 game. Thrust, in which the aim is to

fly around the one large maze-like level

in search of bases which will reward you

with a new tune when you land on them.

If you can't be bothered with the game

you can also choose the songs from a

menu.

Demo Of The Month

This month's demo of the month is

the 100 most remembered 64 tunes.

Destined to bring back rushes of nostal-

gia and maybe even save your 64 from

a dust gathering job in the cupboard, this

demo also features the loading screens

from 20 or so famous Commodore 64

games. The songs range from classics

such as the themes from Commando,

Delta and Exploding Fist to extremely

obscure like the tune from Trollie Wallie.

If you've ever owned or even used a 64

this disk is a must have.

Well, that's it from me for this month,

as usual all the demos are available from

the 17 bit library. Next month we'll take

a break from demos and have a look at

the best in PD games.

(Contributions to this section are

welcome. Send in your original demos,

or demo reviews - including a copy of

the demos reviewed - to ACAR, P.O.

Box 288, Gladcsville 2111.)
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by Arthur Stevens

GEOS for PC's!

As I mentioned last month, Geoworks,

Australian representatives, Computer-

mate, recently gave me a review copy of

GEOS/PC Ensemble {Geos for the IBM
Compatibles), so this month I thought we
might take a look at it, and compare it to

the C64 product.

My first problem was the fact that Iown
a C64 with GeoRAM, not a PC, so I was
rather pleased when Dick Smith Electron-

icsjumped in to the rescue and loaned me
a Digitor 386SX-20 PC, with high density

5.25" floppy and a 40 Meg hard drive,

along with a Star LC24-10 24 pin dot-

matrix printer. Thanks Dick Smith Elec-

tronics.

To the review - and one major differ-

ence between the PC and the C64 version

of Geos is that thePC Ensemble comes in

a 12 disk set ready forinstallation on to the

hard drive, along with a three disk set of

Quattro Pro (the spreadsheet program).

Once installed, you're given three options

ofdesktop levels. The beginner level, fea-

tures application icons like Planner,

Notepad, Address Book, Banner, Solitaire

and Calculator, a good starting point for

someone who' s neverused adesktop envi-

ronment before, however a little simplistic

for the regular Geos user (even on the 64)

.

Intermediate level gives more options

with a true desktop on-screen, along with

all the document icons. Across the top of

the screen are graphic buttons to point and

click at, Open, Get Info, Move Copy,

Dupl icate, Rename, Format& Exit to DOS.

Along the bottom of the screen, Delete,

Open Directory, Close Directory, Create

Directory, Documents, an icon forthe "A"

floppy and a large HELP button.

Advanced isthe areaI'vemovedstraight

into because it gives you all the flexibility

you could wantfrom Geos, plus all the file

management tools immediately available.

The opening screen is that of the Geos

World, which includes all the main appli-

cations, GeoWrite, GeoDraw, GeoDex,

GeoPlanner, Banner, Notepad, Solitaire

and a lovely Geos-version oiTetris. Along

the bottom of the desktop are a number of

icons, the obvious Wastebasket, two that

allow you to select between Full Screen

display or Overlapping Windows.

A World icon for displaying all appli-

cations, aDocument icon, which takes you

into the Document Sub-Directories, Icons

for each drive, "A" floppy, "C" Hard Drive
partition or "D" Hard Drive partition.

Getting into Geos applications is no

problem for those already familiar with

the Geos/64 system.

Double-clicking the icon gets you into

GeoWrite instantly, and presents you with

a different style of screen to that of the 64.

With the PC, you can adjust your page

style to whatever you want, A4, Quarto,

A3, B5 or any number of variations. The

page header can be shown thereon screen,

unlike the 64, where it's only available in

Preview mode. Page layout is similar to

the 64, in that normal GeoWrite v2.1 fa-

cilities are there, Left, Right, Centre or

Full justification, 1, 1.5 or 2 line spacing

and of course you have regular Geos style

Tabs available.The main difference is that

GeoSpell is built inrand available simply

by accessing the Options menu at the top

of the page.

GeoDraw is different \oGeoPaint, and

really is fairly poor if you need the kind of

facilities GeoPaint offers. There are Cir-

cle, Square, Line and Text Tools, as well

as a multi-line and area tool, but that's all.

Each tool used creates a separate object,

and you can't, for example, draw some-

thing, then go to apixel mode andfill in the

gaps using a pen style. That simply is not

available, so I found GeoDraw very lim-

ited. (As a matter of fact I had to usePC
Paintbrush-^ to create a number ofgraph-

ics I needed.).

As a Desktop Publisher, GeoDraw is

sensational. I created the latest copy of

"RadioRaves"(thein-housemagazinefor

Melbourne Radio Station Gold 104 FM)
totally using GeoDraw. Text columns can

be set and justified as you need them, text

headlines can be created, turned and

twisted.

You can import graphic charts from

Quattro Pro or Lotus 1-2-3, also graphics

fromany.PCX, TIFor.EPS format graph-

ics package. I used the DFI HS-3000 plus

Handy scanner to import photographs with

mixed success (by mixed I mean some
photographs wereonly slightfailures, while

others were total failures). You can even

produce yourGeoDraw document using a

Colour Printer, and the results I've seen

are excellent.

As for the other applications,

GeoPlanner is similar to Geos/64 Calen-

dar(Deskpack Plus), with a few additions.

The calendar keeps track of holidays and

annual holidays, though I was quick to

deleteThanksgiving andlog theMelbourne

Cup andAFL Grand Final in. Italso has an

hour-by-hour feature too, in which you

can note meetings, lunches withother peo-

ple's wives etc. and you can pop in an

alarm function, to say, give you 15 min-

utes warning of an up-coming important

appointment.

GeoDex is almost identical to the 64

version, just a damned sight quicker due

(in no small part) to the speed of the

386SX20 computer. It does have one nice

addition though, aQuick Check section to

bring up your most regularly used phone

numbers, and yes, it's fast.

Quattro-Pro is the spreadsheet program

bundled with Geos/PC, however it isn't a

Geos-like environment, so I must say I was

a little uncomfortable with it If you're
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GVP COMBO 25

Trade Up Offer

GVP has announced a new powerful
addition to its A2000 family of accelerator

products.

The newG-FORCECOMBO 25 has been

dubbed 'the Ultimate HardCard' with its all

encompassing features and breakthru low
price.

Owners ofany brandA2000 SCSI controller

can trade up to a G-FORCECOMBO 25 at

the special price of $899.

G-FORCE COMBO 25 gives you HardCard

RAM andAcceleration on one slot saving card.

Faaast Series n SCSI Coniroller.

25 Mhz"68030 cpu and optional 68882 fpu.

Up to 13 Mb of 32-Bit wide, high speed 60ns RAM.
1 Mb RAM fitted on all G-FORCE COMBO 25.

GVFs 2 year warranty.

G-Force COMBO 25/00/1 $899

G-Force COMBO 25/25/1 $1079

Optional 1
" SCSI bracket/cable $45

Overnight Freight $15

In benchmarks which used whetstone, savage, sieve, sort, fractal,

and ray-tracing, the G-Force COMBO 25 rated the same as the

Amiga 3000.

Results versus the A3000 were always a few percent higher or

lower, with an average difference of 0.3%.

Using Quantum'snew240MbyteLPS driveon the G-ForceCOMBO
25, diskspeed 4.0 provided the following disk performance results

(figures averaged read and write and rounded down):

&5 12 byte buffer 1 15,000 bytes/sec

4096 byte buffer: 700,000 bytes/sec •jFZJP ' ^JJa!
32768 byte buffer: 1,300,000 bytes/sec

262144 byte buffer: 1,800,000 bytes/sec
#

For full details, call Power Peripherals, (03) 532 8553

familiar with Lotus 1-2-3 or Symplwny, you'll have no problem,

but with me being aGeoCalc freak, well, itjust wasn't the same.

The big disadvantage ofcourse is that you can'tjust copy a chunk

of Calc, exit, go to GeoWrite and paste it in. You have to save and

exit, go back to Geos, open a file called Quattro-Pro Viewer and

then do your cutting and pasting within that. A bit fiddly and not

a happy experience.

The Scrapbook editor is a souped up PhotoManager and works

quite nicely saving graphics ItomGeoDraw, and also importing

Charts bomQuattro-Pro, plus .PCX, .TIF& .EPS slides. It's fast

and flexible.

GeoBanner is a High Resolution Banner program and allows

not only Text, but also importing of graphics and and Borders.

Calculator isjust that, a fully functioning Calculator with the keys

arranged in standard format, or, if you prefer, the Hewlett-

Packard style, which I must confess, I don't understand. The

display is clear, and the Programmer has done a nice job of

emulating crystal clear red L.RD.'s for the numerals.

There's a Terminal program GeoComm, although I haven't

had a chance to use it.The documentation shows it able to use all

baud rates up to 14,000. Looks like it'll do the job well.

And once you get sick of all the business on your desktop,

there's always a nice game ofSolitaire (though I must admit, I'd

prefer Blackjack or Battle Chess), or if you're into fast thinking,

there's always the biggest thing to come out of Russia since the

Red Army took over Afghanistan, Tetris.

Next month, I'll take you into the PC version ofGeoWrite in

depth, but for the moment it's back to the trusty old C64 and an

overview of Geos as it stands.

Geos on the C64

When it first came out, Geos was hailed as THE New Operat-

ing system for the 64 and it didn't take Commodore long to

acknowledge that here indeed was a new system that was user-

friendly, certainly far more so than a blue screen with Basic v2.0

and 38,91 1 basic bytes free. The first version ofGeoWrite was
little more than a notepad system with high resolution fonts, but

there hadn't been a great deal of water under the bridge before

v2.0 was available with full justification, variable line spacing,

and paragraph formatting.

GeoPaint only had acouple of minor upgrades over the years,

to version 2.0. GeoFile has been upgraded, but is still lacking as

a full database, with no in-built reporting system. I can't help

thinking that GeoCalc with its 1-2-3 like appearance could

probably accommodate a database system a little easier, with

decent sort facilties - especially on 64's with RAM expanders.

GeoPublish has been upgraded, but I haven' t seen the current

two disk version available here. It only seems to be the original

one disk program, which still has a couple of minor bugs.

With GeoBasic, less experienced programmers are now able

to make applications, although the worst bug I've found in

GeoBasic is the system's inability to recognise or deal with

FOR..NEXT loops within a compiled finished application, it

appears you have to use WHILE..LOOP instead (all my tests

show that option works).
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For the Machine Code programmer,

there's GeoProgrammer, giving full ac-

cess to the innards of the GEOS kernal.

There are also plenty of third party pro-

grams, many of them from the RUN sta-

ble, like GeoTerm, a nice easy to use

Communications programwhich supports

everything from Dumb modems to full

Hayes Compatible systems, with variable

baud rates from 300 to 2400. Convert 2.2

is an excellent accessory to use with

GeoTerm, it enables you to convert Geos

VLIR files to standard Commodore PRG
or SEQ files, upload them to a receiving

terminal, at which point Convert 2.2 will

convert them back to Geos VLIR, ready to

use.

GeoOrganizer allows you to quickly

and easily arrange the order of files on

your Geos disks, if you have Geos 1 .2, 1 .3

or 1 .5, this is useful. GeoWrile File merger

is also a handy program to have, if you've

ever had to wait while GeoWrite updates

page
n

to 40, after making a one word

correction in Page 1, you know what I

mean. With GeoWrite merger, you can

compose a short file, save it, then com-

pose another file. Fix up any corrections

and changes, then simply merge the two

together.

As for other non-Geosworks products,

I'm still waiting to see Gateway, the im-

proved desktop system, and should the

distributor read this, a review copy would

be appreciated. Word is, Gateway gives

you full use ofGeos, with 2 drive capabil-

ity as well asRAMdisk access, at the same

time, an improved application switching

system, allowing instant access from one

application to another, similar to

GeoWizard, as well as access to RAMlink,

or the CMD range of hard drives.

Next month, we' 11 check outGeoWrite

on the PC, and compare it with the 64's

v2.1 which comes bundled with Geos

v2.0.

Desktop Publishing

I'mstillcollecting finishedGeaPH&to/i

documents from readers, let's see how
creative your local newsletter or magazine

is. Any would-be artists could start work-

ing on Geos Clip art disks, and let me see

a sample oftheir work. It would be great to

be able to release a clip art disk produced

by Australians by the end of the year.

Don't forget to get your tips and tricks

in to us, and if you have any hassles with

Geos, drop a line to:

The ^ .s Column, w ACAR, P.O.

Box 288, Gladesville NSW 21 1

1

or if you have a Terminal program,

along with a modem using 300, 1200 or

2400 baud, you can leave a message inmy
electronic mail at the TALISMAN BBS,

(059) 444061 underARTE (what else?).

Until next month, you do everything

you wish with Geos, see ya then.

Amiga Public

Domain Software

Over 3000 Disks

to choose from

NO SUBSCRIPTION FEES
NO JOINING FEES

NO POSTAGE CHARGES

DISKS FROM $3
All orders shipped within 24 hours ot receipt.

Send $4.00 tor 2 Disk Catalogue or $19.95 lor

Introductory Pack of 8 Disks which includes 3 Games

Disks, 2 Utility Disks and Master Virus Killer Disk. Plus

Disk Catalogue. Catalogue Disk upgraded tree anytime

with orders, Stamped SAE it not ordering.

I7BIT, FISH, AMAZ, AMICUS, FAU9, NZAU9, TBA9, AMIQOZ,

MUSIC SOUND, APPLICATIONS, UTILITIES, ANIMATIONS,

DEMO'S, GRAPHICS, PLUS OTHERS.

ALSO WE HAVE OUR OWN RANGE Of OVER 500 DISKS,

ALL SELF BOOTING AND READY TO USE

Amiga Public Domain Centre,

P.O. Box 435,

St. Agnes SA 5097

Phone (08) 396 2163

Fax (08) 396 2163
We Accept Bankcard, Mastercard and VisaCard

The ABSOLUTEthinking

person's Upgrade!!

Future Proof your AMIGA now.

fit the original KICKBOARD.
Kickboard Plus holds up to three Roms 1.3,

2.04 & (1.2 or ?) Single External switch.

•It Suits A 500 & A2000. Engineered to Fit

the A500, with Power Users in mind. It is

compatible with other A500/2000 Add-ons!

•Easy to plug in installation (under 10 minutes)

Only $59.95*
(Roms not included)

All Prices include

20% Sales Tax

TRANSB0ARD DRIVE SWAP *
$49.95

KICKBOARD (STD Holds 2 ROMS)' $39.95

Latest KDV $24.95 •MegaDisk* $17.95

MAXIDISK's Available $19.95

3.5" DS/DD quality KA0 Canadian disks*

KAO RedSpot (Boxed 10) DS/DD $9.95

KAO BULK Coloured Disks 50 pk $55.95

Harris hi-Tek Monitor Filters* $39.95

Ribbons to suit Citizen & Star NX1000*
120D»5200»180D»G8X140ea $14.95

Unitech Electronics p/l (Est. 1978)
Mail 8B Tummu | p| ace st Andrews ?h°"e
Orders

p.o. Box 137 Minto. NSW 2566 °rdcrs

Available from the

following dealers:

"WA Headlam Computers.

Vic. Maxwell Oltice Supplies.

NSW. Sigmacom. Amitech.

Shop 4, Korella Trading

(02) 820 3555

Credit card orders Please add 5%
" Add Postage and Handling

TEXTILE
PRINTING

Use your home computer

as a textile print shop.

With our special Heat Transfer

ribbons, you can print your reversed

graphic image onto regular

printer paper, which becomes art

iron-on textile transfer.

SELECTED PRICES for

H.T. RIBBONS

Commodore MPS803 27.50

Citizen 1 20D/GSX1 40 mono 29.50

Citizen GSX 1 40 4 colour 49.50

Epson LX/LQ400/800
^

31.50

Epson LX80/86 27.50

Star NX1 OOO mono 27.50

Star NXIOOO 4 colour 39.50

Star NX/XB24 1 mono 31 .50

Star XB/1 5 4 colour 44.50

* monochrome ribbons available in

Black, Red, Blue, Green, Yellow

Lazarus Ribbons
70 Wolseley Rd tel: (02) 960 2737

Mosman (008) 24 9991

NSW 2088 fax: (02) 968 1276
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M E G A D I S C
• . • when you're thru playing games

Free Number for Contributors & ORDERS : 008 22 7418

\\. \ ~ " Megadisc was designed to help you really learn how to

S^tff «\«use y°ur Amiga. Tutorials, articles, reviews, hints and
tips, useful software, and much more are included to

help both the beginner and the veteran to use the

Amiga more productively. Not too serious and not too

, lightweight, Megadisc entertains you while you learn.

#!p» \\* / Available as single issues, subscriptions of any threeV—J& \, / or s 'x 'ssues (f° r on 'y 245 or $79), or as a Trial Pack
^L \/ (including MegaDos, our. Amiga Manual-on-Disk and
^ Megadisc 26, and our Catalogue-on-Disk). If you get a

Trial Pack, you can subscribe later for the new lower rate mentioned below.

Megadisc subscribers get lower prices on all our products, including the largest

collection of quality public domain disks (almost-free software), now $2.50
each to current subscribers.
Every Megadisc has the latest Virus-Killer update, and each Megadisc contains

as much material as three of four conventional magazines, plus material

available only on disk. Don't accept imitations or PD re-hashesl

• MEGADISC 27 AVAILABLE mid-April ! •

The Entire Megadisc Series 1 -26
• Order Megadisc 1 - 26 and a Catalogue-disk for S220I

That's 27 information packed disks with ALL available Amiga info!

• Amiga Dos Manual-on-Disk, with all you need to know about CLI, Workbench 1.2,

1.3 and ARP described in layman's terms for $19.95. Price for subscribers $13.95
• Trial Pack - Megadisc 25, Megados, and Catalogue-Disk tor $29.

. Subscribe for less!
S45 for a 3-lssue subscription (2 free PD incl.) - re-sub for S40 2 2 5
S79 for a 6-lssue subscription (4 free PD incl.) - re-sub for S69

*

The BEST AMIGA Public Domain Disks
• Don't miss this terrific, and cheap, resource! Disks cost $3.50 each - $2.50 for

Subscribers. All our Disks are fully described on our FREE Catalogue-Disk.
Buy 10 PD disks, get one free - ie 11 PD disks for $25 or $35! New Games 10-Disk-

Pack & New PD 10-Pack for $35 each. Our PD collection of 3300 disks contains
databases, word-processors, spreadsheets, demos, graphics, tutorials, animations,
utilities and more! All disks are virus-free, and many are unavailable anywhere else.

• ALL-NEW CLIP-ART PD 10-PACK V.2 - 10 disks full of terrific Clip Art for $35!

Send to: MEGADISC, PO Box 759, Crows Nest
Telephone: (02) 959 3692 (all hours) Fax: (02) 959 3525

Contributions to Megadisc of any kind are most welcome - please call

We do not charge lor Postage and Packaging, and there are no hidden extras In our prices

We also take BankCard, MasterCard and Visa Orders by Phone of Fax.

I enclose a Cheque/Money Order for

MasterCard/BankCard/Visa No:

or please charge my Creditcard:

Exp:

Please send me: • Catalogue-on-Disk AT NO COST: [J Trial Pack S29 LJ ANY 6 issues ot

(S69 for re-subscribers)

(S40 for

Megadisc for $79 LJ (please specify)

• ANY 3 issues of Megadisc for S45 I I (please specify)

re-subscribers) • Megadisc 1 - 26 and Catalogue for S220 LJ • The 4 free PD disks I want (2 in

the case of a 3-issue sub) are: OR please send

your Catalogue-on-Disk now and I will choose the remaining disks later: I I
• 10-Disk Game

Pack for $35 LJ • PD Clip-Art 10-Pack for $35 LJ • Megados AmigaDos Manual-on-Disk for

$1 9.95 LJ • For current subscribers $1 3.95 LJ • Other Orders: Please attach.

Signature
_

Name

_Occupatlon_

Address

_ Telephone _
Date

Students & Pensioners: Send proof of your status (photocopied bus pass,

etc.) with any order, and get 10% off the cost

!

One of my main concerns was with

getting rid of thewhite linegapbetween

each head pass. The gap adjustment did

work to some extent, but I feel it could

have been a finer adjustment It was

always too much or too little, but then I

was using a driver for the BJ-130, an

earlier model Canon. The new driver

may get around this problem.

Unfortunately I was not able to give

it the colour test but from what I did see

this program has greatpossibilities pro-

viding youhave therightdriverforyour

printer.

The manual keeps on referring to

Turbo being reset proof but after care-

fully reading through the book several

timeslamnotsurejustwhatthismeans.

I think however that it refers to the use

of a button on the Additional Feature

screen which makes the Turbo Menu
resident in a part of the memory which

is supposed to be safe fromwarmresets.

It can also be set up to auto load as part

of the startup-sequence.

Hot keys are provided forsome func-

tions such as recalling the menu for

setting adjustments, screen dumps and

saving fdes. While you can automati-

cally install Turbo ready to override the

normal printer drivers, it can be put on

standby when not wanted or shutdown
altogether.

Conclusions

Agood program as long as you have

a printer covered by the supplied driv-

ers. Check to make sure your printer is

covered before buying. TurboPrint can

improve the quality ofprintouts as long

as a little effort is put into getting the

right settings for your printer. It may
require a fairbit ofexperimenting to get

it right.

As for speed, the program rips along

even in the Floyd-Steinberg smoothing

mode, whichisusuallynotoriouslyslow.

The nine pin Star didn't even bother

with multiple passes, itjustkept churn-

ing out the picture.

The review copy was provided by

Steve atGSOFT in South Australia. For

more information, telephone orfax (08)

254 2261. Recommended Retail Price

is $149. Q



Phoenix video support!

We are able to supply a complete range of

equiplmenl to make your Amiga a video studio.

Electronic Design Genlocks

PAL composite

Y/C (Super VHS)

These are German made high quality genlocks.

Paint, Digitise and Display systems DCTV breaks

the 4096 colour barrier

Impact Vision 24, an all in one professional

standard video card for the A2000/A3000

As a Commodore dealer, let us quote for

your video system including computer.

We can tailor a system for you.

ICD Flicker Free Video

Compact deinlerlacer for A500.

ICD Adspeed

)4Mhz accelarator, replaces 68000 and gives

speed up by 100%.

~ ~n *
~

* i
n .

ICD IDE H/Drive Interface

Enables use of IDE or AT hard drives.

SMeg Boards for AlOOO's

OK - unpopulated

1 - Meg populated

2 - Meg populated

Kickstart Swap Board

3 ROM Sockets + Ribbon Cable

Colour Digitiser* Phoenix Board*

Digitise straight from a colour camera or paused

VCR with no need for filter wheels. Provision for

both SVHS and composite input Outstanding

quality and convenience. Complete with

ColourView Software

Send for o disk with examples |

Al 000/Phoenix board owners should order

parallel port adapter

Compatible with A3000, System 2.0 and Digiview

software

2Mb ChipRAM
forA500
This kit brings the A500 up to A3000 standards

with 2Mb of chip RAM.. Installation requires the

A500 to be opened up. Kit uses 4 of 1 Mb x 4

DRAM (DIP) with a 3 position switch to access

l/2Mb chip, l/2Mb Chip + 1/2 Mb fast or

2Mb chip RAM. (installation not suitable for

beginners)

Kit without RAM & Agnus

Kit with Ram only

Replacement Motherboard -AMIGA 1000

Now shipping from stock

Complete with - Obese ( 1 Mb) Agnus, 2Megs

RAM (1Mb Chip) on motherboard, 68881/2

Socket, Drive Swap Switch, Sockets for 4K/

starts (1 .3 ROM supplied) with 2 way switch,

SCSI controller on main board, A2000

Expansion Slot & Video Slot, Connector for

8Mb Daughterboard,

Battery Backed Clock.

New German import

Mullivision 500/2000 card video deinlerlacer

for A500/A2000 and

the Phoenix board

*k
Bonus Software, now with the original Opus I

Utility

Super Phoenix Board
(2Mb chip RAM)

Video Breakout Box - Scart

SVHS and RCA inputs ond outputs Conned equip-

:|: ment with any type of connector
|

2Mb chip RAM
up grade Kit

(with trade of existing chips)

Internal Hard Drives - These are Quantum SCSI

Hard Drives that fits inside your original

AMIGA 1 000 case.52Mb

These prices include a mounting kit and

cables 105Mb

Accessories

SGI Extension Coble

8Mb Daughter Board (

Right angled brackets

for video port

Audio Digitisers

Mono

*

9fe

Analogue Joystick Adapters

Use IBM joystick with

the latest flight simulators

Screen Filters

Reduces Interlace flicker

3.5"lnternal Floppy Drives

A500

A2000/3000

A1000

Micromouse boards

Repair Commodore mice

Phoenix SCSI Box*

Mon-Fri 8:45am 6.00pm
Sat 10:00am - 1:00pm

Bosic box, including cobles

Add o second SCSI drive to a A590 or ony Amiga

with a SCSI port. Complete with power, LED and

fan. Installation not suitable for beginners

With H/Drive + 52 Mb

or a 105 Mb H/Drive



by Owen James

User Group Update

If you're an A.C.T. reader, you should

be interested in the Commodore User

Group (ACT) Incorporated. Established

in 1 983, the club offers an extremely large

Public Domain software library, a bi-

monthly newsletter and regular meetings

anddemonstrations formembers. Formem-
bership" and other information, contact

CUG at PO Box 409, Curtin 2605.

For anyone in or around the Penrith

area, the Penrith Commodore User Group
might be just what you need. The group

meets at 7:30pm on the third Wednesday

ofeach month at the Victoria Street Com-
munity Cottage, Victoria St, Wellington

(entry from Roebuck St). They produce a

monthly newsletter, as well as a range of

services such as ribbon re-inking, semi-

nars and workshops, and a large library of

Public Domain software. You can contact

PCUG by writing to 42 Alpine Circuit, St.

ClairNSW 2759, phoning (02) 670 3207.

If you'd like to see your C64/128 club

or user group mentioned on these pages,

send yourdetails to me care of TheACAR,
PO Box 288, Gladesville 2111.

Interview: Demo Writer

This month I thought we'd look at

Demonstration programs. No, Idon't mean

productivity software with the SAVE op-

tion cut out. I'm referring to those

animations with catchy music and a scroll-

ing message. To find out more, I inter-

viewed 'Slash' (aka Damien Britt) from a

groupknown asTheDigital Underground.

Here's how it went:

OJ: Can you tell me briefly what it is

that you guys do?

DB: What we do is design and code

demos and also other things like utilities

and our group, 'TDU' , also releases a disk

magazine. We have about ten guys in the

group, each with different jobs, such as

coder, graphics, swapper, or the editor of

themag. Thecodersput togetherthedemos,

using machine language, as speed is very

necessary. Wealsoswap withother groups,

swapping the latest utilities or whatever.

OJ: Why spend so much lime coding a

demo thatwill probably beforgotten within

a couple of weeks?

DB: We try and make the demos so

that they are remembered and not just

forgotten. Um, it could be ego related as

well, because a lot of the disk magazines

produce charts from people voting, and

gettingNumberOne is probably whatmost

people aimfor. Mainly it isjust for fun, and

experience I suppose.

OJ: What are your average ages?

DB: It would probably be about 16 or

17, but can range anywhere from 13 to 60.

Most of us still go to school, and are still

enjoying our youth.

OJ: Do you find it interferes with your

social lives?

DB: Not really. You code in your spare

time, when you want as there aren't ex-

actly deadlines, though sometimes there

is! We just go and enjoy our normal lives

and code in spare time. It actually en-

hances your social life in a way, because

when you swap, it is just like having lots of

pen pals, and theTe are usually parties and

things where you can meet these other

people on the 'scene' , as we call it. Also if

you are travelling, you know a lot of peo-

ple and you can go and meet them etc.

OJ: How did you get onto the demo
scene?

DB: First up, I was asked by somebody

at school, and we formed a small local

"lamer" group. However, we slowly im-

proved and got more recognition. Have

you ever seen addresses in demos? Well,

you write to them and ask to swap and

slowly build up from there.

OJ: Do you think demos are as com-

mon on other makes of computer? Is itjust

the popularity of the C64 that has made it

so dominant in the demo scene?

DB: Yeah, demos are common on the

Amiga, and of course are a lot more ad-

vanced and detailed. But the C64 wins

outright because yes it is a very popular

machine and also, because it is limited,

you are always trying to get just that little

further with it Compare the 64 to the

Amiga in terms of their size and abilities,

and the 64 demos win easily.

OJ: Very true. So, how long does it take

to code an average demo?

DB: Well, thetime varies fromdemoto

demo of course, depending on the com-

plexity of the code and the graphics etc.

But on average to put together a single

part, it would take about nine hours ...

probably more.

[Note: Most demos consistof a number

of parts, like scenes of a movie.]

OJ: I've noticed thatsomegroups have

gone further than just coding demos, and

actually produce a regular disk magazine.

Apart from the graphics and music, they

seem to be more like an 'underground'

youth magazine than a computer publica-

tion. Can you tell us more about them?

DB: The scene disk magazines are put

together basically for scene guys. They

have things ranging from charts to the

latest news. The reason forthem being like

youth magazines is because, simply, most

of us are teenagers.

OJ: Are you guys capable of coding

serious applications?

DB: Depends on what you mean by a
"

serious application. We produce utilities

as well as demos, things like note writers,

graphics andmusic editors, andmanyother

things. A lot of the time, the stuff you get

through the scene is better than commer-

cial software. For example, you can get
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FLI, or Flexible Line Interpretation,

graphic editors. The special thing about

FLI is that you can have a lot morecolours
per eight by eight area and the graphics

produced look a lotbetter.They do needto

bespeciallydisplayed. Youcan'tgetsome-

thing like that on the commercial market.

OJ: Can you briefly tell us the proc-

esses involved in creating a demo?
DB: Well, firstly the coders should try

and make a new amazing routine and put

it together. Then the graphics guys will

step in and design graphics to help en-

hance the routine and make it look nice.

Thedemos will be changed, enhancedand

totally different by the end.

OJ: Once of the first demos I ever saw

was one calledBone Brain II. It consisted

of a static image, a simple scroll and some
music that had been ripped out of a game.

This is whatmostdemosofthe time seemed

to be like. Suddenly I noticed that we
started seeing spectacular animation and

visual effects including borderless screens

and FLI graphics. Even the mandatory

scroll was not something to be ignored.

Was the transition really so sudden?

DB: No, it wasn't Demos have slowly

progressed from the old days to the new.

As new routines and methods are created,

the demos improved. I'd say that you just

missedacoupleof years in demos orBone
Brain //was done by a "lame" group and

others were done by "elite" groups.

OJ: I notice a lot of vote sheets circu-

lating aroundtheOzscenerequesting votes

for everything from the 'Top FiveCoders'

to the 'Top Five Girlies'. What's the idea

behind these?

DB: These votesheets are for themaga-

zine to put together charts ranging from

these and more. The charts are a serious

look at what people think of you and your

group, butalso itis a bit offun, like with the

Top Five Girlies, because we are young

and well, I don't know ...

OJ: Do you see any significant changes

in the future for demos?

DB: Notreally. The 64 is being pushed

to the limit at themoment, with ray-tracing

vectors, side borders removed, FLI's and

other marvelous things. That's probably

what they said years ago, and look at the

differences! I couldn't possibly predict

where demos will go next.

OJ: Any last thoughts or deep and

meaningful philosophies on life or any-

thing else?

DB: Yes, wellthesceneisalwayslook-

ing for newcomers to keep the scene and

the 64 alive forever. New talent is always

needed, especially in Australia, as the

European scene is a lot better as they have

had years ofexperience compared us. They

are also all very close, but in Australiawe
are far away from each other. If people

think they are interested, then they should

give it a go as it is challenging, fun and

fulfilling. It gives you experience in pro-

gramming and a lotof the scene guysgoon

to become game coders and doing other

things for software houses.

So, there you have it. Everything you
wanted to know about demos, but feared

being branded a 'lamer' ifyou asked. One
more thing - If you want your demos to

have credibility, you'll have to learn to

spell phonetically. 'Music' and 'Graphics'

The biggestAMIGA PD library in Australia
Software Imported and Downloaded direct from around the world!

Are you tired of searching through repeats and rehashed Fish disks?

Sick of waiting for the disks you want to become available?

Check out a REAL software library

RLO - PLAYBACK - BCS - EROTIK - CACTUS - AMIGA COMPUTING - AMILIB - PANDA - JUICE
CAMELOT - AUGS - HOTPAX - RANGER - RW - PAXXUM - HEL - AGATRON - BUBBLEMEN
BARRAKUDA - AMIGA ACTION - BAVARIAN - TORNADO - BPD - THOR - FRANZ - AMOS
TERRY - AUGE - GERMAN - AMSEL - AMUSE - APOLLO - AUSTRIA - CASA - DIAG - DBW
DPD - DOSE - ENTERTAIN - GETIT - HCL - HEGAUER - HEXES - NICLAS - PANORAMA

PFALZ - PLATINUM - PUBLIC PROJECT - RUHR - SOFTNEWS - TAURUS - THUNDER - TIME
AMIGOZ - AMIGAN - NZUG - AMICUS - AMAZ - TBAG - FAUG - FISH

Catalogue updated monthly

GAMES, PICTURE DISKS, EDUCATION, MUSIC UTILITIES, DEMOS, ADULT SOFTWARE, ANIMATIONS,
FONTS, CLIPART, GRAPHICS UTILITIES, VIDEO UTILITIES, TUTORIALS, COPIERS, VIRUS KILLERS and

Hundreds more.

$1.50 -$5.00 Per disk.

AMILIGHT offers you the advantages :-

- SAME DAY AIR DISPATCH!
Only high quality Guaranteed Disks used.

- All disks Guaranteed Virus Free .

- 3 disk Catalogue S-i.oo plus si.oo pip (Updated even monilii

- We dont list what we dont have.

s 5 VISA

\\ e accepl Majoi ( rcdil Cards

AMILIGHT
Phone (09) 367 4482
Phone orders welcome
Corner Tate and Angelo Streets, South Perth WA.
Postal: PO Box 233 COMO WA 6152
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becomes 'Muzik' and 'Grafix', 'Effects'

becomes 'FX' , and if you ' rea genuine die-

hard C64er then 'Amiga' becomes

'LAmiga'.

If you'd like to seeamodern C64demo
butwouldn'thaveacluehowtogetholdof

one, I've made a twin disk set available.

Send a cheque/money order (made pay-

able to Owen James) for $12.00 to The

C64 Column, PO Box 288, Gladesville

21 1 1. Allow three weeks for delivery.

Mail
The mailbag is once again overflowing

this month. If you've written to me and I

haven't responded, please be patient I

eventually get to just about everything.

Game Conversions

Daniel Middleton, of Cavendish Vic,

writes: "Dear Owen, I am an avid C64

game playerandjust love to read about the

C64 SOFTWARE
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF PUBLIC
DOMAIN SOFTWARE FROM UK,

USA, AUSTRALIA.
EACH DISK CONTAINS MANY

EXCITING PROGRAMS FOR ONLY
$5 PER DISK.

• SPECIAL •
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

5 DISKS - $20
+ FREE CATALOGUE

GAMES - GRAPHICS
UTILITIES - TUTORIALS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

PLEASE SEND 5 DISK OFFER

$20 CHQ/M.O. ENCLOSED

Please tick your preference(s):

Games Computing

Art General

PLEASESEND FREE
CATALOGUE

Name: _
Address:

.PostCode:

Post To: BRUNSWICK PUBLICATIONS

PO BOX 458

BONDI JUNCTION NSW 2022

new Amiga games featured in ACAR just

hoping that they will be converted to the

C64 soon, if ever.

"I would like to know a few things

about conversion such as: (i) Is it difficult

for programmers? (ii) Does it take long?

(iii) Is the conversion very costly?

"I would also like tocomment on what

Ross Archer said in the January issue. It

would be unfairto place a disk on the front

ofACAR as thiswould exclude a groupof

people. Does he forget thatACAR is read

by people in two different formats?"

OJ: Conversion between the various

platforms is common, and not just in the

world of games. The ease of transition

depends on a number of factors. A pro-

ductivity title written in 'C is usually

much quicker and easier than a game

written in assembly. C is what we gener-

ally refer to as a 'transportable' language.

C source code can be recompiled almost

any target system that supports a C com-

piler with minimum fuss.

For speed, games are usually written in

machine code, bypassing the computer's

operating system all together.What works

on one computer, won't necessarilyon

another. Think about converting from an

Amiga to a C64. Amigas are 16-bit com-

puters, capable of displaying up to 32

colours on screen (ignoring HAM mode,

as this is just too slow for games), with a

68000 family processor and four channel

stereo sound. Sacrifices would have to be

made to 'downgrade' it to a C64. The best

games are always the ones that keep the

target computer in mind throughout the

development phases. If it's destined for a

C64, it should be designed to suit the

C64's resources.

Software houses consider the time and

expense to convert a game to another

platform, and then look at that game's

potential in that market. A game like

Tetris for example was, I believe, one of

theall-time best sellers. It lackedcomplex

sound and graphics, which made it a per-

fect conversion candidate, and was sim-

ply very addictive, giving it great poten-

tial on almost any platform.

Overseas Magazines

Heath Kirby-Miller writes: "Dear

Owen, I am writing to express my views

on Ross Archer's letter in the January

ACAR. Since there aren't many Austral-

ian magazines with C64 coverage (ACAR
being the only one that I know of!) we rely

on magazines from the UK and USA.

Their high price of $6-$ 10 (or more as in

the case of CDU) doesn't justify their

content. Even with a tape or disk (which

they all claim is free) they're not worth it.

The tape is okay but not free for us.

"By the time we get the magazine the

information is 2-3 months out of date! The

competitions are even out of date!

"So to all Australian C64 owners think

of the matter like this: What's the use of

overseas magazines with information

months old. Even with a tape or disk it's

not worth it - sometimes they don't load!

Stick with the ACAR and, even though

you only get a few pages of information

each month, be happy - it's all exclusive.

Keep up the good work."

OJ: Heath'scommentspretty well sums

up the type offeedback I have received to

Ross Archer's letter. We mightn't be able

to provide forty or fifty pages of C64

content, but at the same time we don't

have the high price tag or the long delay

before the information reaches you. To
those that are concerned about waning

support, you should remember that there

are other sources of help and information.

There are many C64/128 user groups scat-

tered right around Australia, as well as

several Bulletin Boards and even a C64

Echo mail conference that could do with

some more participation. Just because the

amount of published material decreases,

doesn't spell the end for the C64. We just

need to recapturesome of that enthusiasm

that has been lost over recent years.

C64 Newsletter

On the subject of continuing support, I

have received a letter from Warren

Naismilh regarding a newsletter idea. Here

it is;

"After years of reading about the de-

cline in support for the 64 in local maga-

zines, I have finally decided to test the

water, therefore, I am asking all 64/128

readers who have an interest in the future

of this great little machine to take some

time and read this letter and, even more

importantly, think about the questions be-
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ing asked. Your input into this is very important Itcould mean the

difference between a newsletter that has everything orgoing back

to ACAR, trying to scrounge a few drops of information from
Owen's excellent column. This informationis needed so that lean
do the following:

(a) Ascertain the most desirable format for the publication,

(b) Calculate production costs, and therefore the end cost to

you,

(c) Arrange for the appropriate editorial input, ascertained by
your indication of your various interests.

"I must stress that if you want a 64/128 specialist publication,

albeit an amateur one, you must let me know. Below are the

questions I feel are necessary to give me a good database to work
from. Feel free to skip any you may feel are invasive.

"(a) Name and address, so that I can let you know any relevant

details in the future. Please print clearly.

"(b) Computing interests.

"(c) Other hobbies. Where possible I will be encouraging

special interest groups to make use of the magazine.

"(d) Are you interested in having some input into the publica-

tion (please say yes!). I am looking for people who like to write,

as well as programmers, so if you use a particular program a lot

(like GEOS, games etc) let me know.

"(e) Preferred format. This varies quite a lot, but at this stage

my personal preference is a newsletter with disk (orperhaps a tape

if the demand was high enough). Other options include just the

newsletter, just the disk, or perhaps a magazine format (though

this would increase costs significantly).

"Even though the inclusion of a disk/tape increases the cost

and adds the difficulty of acquiring suitable software, there's a

huge amount of Public Domain software to fall back on.

"(f) If you're a programmer, would you like to contribute?

"Okay, get to it NOW. Remember your input is important if

your want yourown C64 publication. Write to Warren Naismith,

9 Wadeson St, Cobram VIC, 3644."

Plus4 Answers
In reply to R. Alyari's letter regarding Plus4 books in the

February issue, Ron Daniels of 1 Oxford Avenue, Victor Harbor,

SA 521 1, has the following books available for sale:Plus4 and
C16 Programmer's Reference Guide, Commodore C16/Plus4

Companion, Commodore C16 Exposed, 100 Programs For The
Commodore 16.

All books are in excellent(as new) condition and are available

for $ 10.00 each plus postage. If you're interested, contact him at

the above address.

I'm told that Parcom stock the Plus4Programmer's Guide.

Which Printer

I've received quite a few letters fromreaders wanting toknow
which is the best printer for their particular setup. Largely, it

depends on how far the budget will stretch, and whether you want

to go for aprinter designed for the C64, or a more standard printer

with an interface for later upgrading. I've used an MCS8 10/820

for several years and have been largely happy with it, though it

does havearather severeproblem withprintheads failing. They're

relatively cheap and produce good quality colour and black and
white output.

At the moment I actually use an Amstrad FX9600AT fax

machine interfaced to an Amiga 2000 for most of my printing

work (saves on desk space!). The MPS 1250 seem to be fairly

reliable printers and the quality appears reasonable. Anyone else

have a particular recommendation?

If you're writing to me, print your name and address clearly,

and include a fax and telephone number where appropriate.

You're also welcome to leave me a message on any one of the

several Bulletin Boards I visit or in the C64/128 Echo area.

It looks like Y 11 have to leave it there this month. I had planned

to start aregular look at Public Domain software this month in the

column, but there just wasn't the space. So walph out in next

month's column for a PD update, with thanks to Brunswick

Publications.

Hopefully, Tips and Tricks will also return. GeoPD, The User
Software Disk and PD1 are all still available for $6 each. Send a

cheque/money order made payable to Owen James to The C64
Column, PO Box 288, Gladesville, 2111.

See you all next month.

POPULAR MODULE
EXCHANGE SERVICE

PARCOM Pty Ltd

Whites Hill Shopping Village

Samuel St

Camp Hill, Qld 41 52

(07)395 2211

GAINRUN Pty Ltd

7/27 Justin Street

Smithfield

NSW 21 64

(02)7571055

Send your PCB, PSU, Drive or Mouse
for next day replacement.

Reconditioned Modules available for

most models e.g.

C64.64C, 154111 PCB $99.00
A500 PCB $129.00
AMIGA DRIVE $200.00
MOUSE $50.00
A500 PSU $75.00

ALL ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETE AND
IN SERVICEABLE CONDITION

THREE MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL MODULES

PLEASE CALL FOR FURTHER DETAILS
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GUARANTEED

VIRUS

THE AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SPECIALISTS

Ace #06
Ace #09
Ace #14
Ace #16
Ace #17
Ace #18
Ace #19
Ace #20
Ace #29
Badge
Ball Bouncing Cycle
Bat Dance
Busy Bee
Cartoon 1-8

Cartoon 3
Crlonlcs
Dragon's Lair

Enigma Demo
Epic Demo
Gymnast
Luxo Teenager
North Star

RGB Hazards
Simpsons Demo
Space Ace
Stamp Collector

Trackball Animation
Vaux Killer

Walking CAT
Walker 1 1Mb
Walker I 2Mb
Walker II 2Mb
Zues Demo

Business
CAD
Database
Finance
Spreadsheets
Text Editors

WTAJ/Head SA4D
Stamp Collector 1 Mb
Frame Grabbed Knight

Clerk Kent - SA4D
Car Circle & Various Kent

Clerk/VectorHard/Prawns

Gums & Kongman - SA4D
Bottle/Walking/Snap

Ripples -SA4D- 1Mb
Various Contest Winners - 1 Mb - (3)

Classic Dpaint Anim
Animation & Music
Sculpt Animation of Bee - 1 Mb
Most need 1 Mb - All Cartoon Style

3 Juggler anims - Schwarz - 1 Mb
Animation & Music

Animation & Music ot game
Winning Animation
Animation & Music of game
Sculpt Anim- 1Mb
Classic Sculpt Anim
Hacker Demo - Music (2)

Director Presentation 1 ,5Mb
Animation & Music of Show
Animation & Music of Game
Sculpt 4D Anim
Sculpt 40 -1Mb
Cartoon Style Comedy - 1 Mb - (2)

Inc. Original Juggler

From Star Wars - Sound
As above, but longer (2)

Award Winning!!! (2)

Rotating Digitised Head

Computer Aided Design
DataEasy. bBase II, HomeManager 8 H-Dial

BankN, Your Money Budget & Checkbook
Analyticalc/Calc

All the best!

Wordprocessing & Utils Letters, Labels, Print IFF's and much more!

Wordwright Wordprocessor

Communications
Comms I JRComm/Essential Utils.

Comms II Vaxterm/ANSi TextPaint/Archedge

VT100/Softspan BBS/lntuiface & Hyperdialler

NCornm 1.92 Best Terminal Program

. $5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$12.95

$5.50
$5.50

$5.50
$5.50ea

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$8.95
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$8.95
$5.50

$5.50
$8.95

$8.95

$5.50

$8.95
$8.95

$8.95

$8.95

$5.50

$8.95

$8.95

Demonstration
AMOS 3D

|
Cameron Scanner
Callligari Demo
Deluxe Paint IV

Lemmings
SpectraColour
Superbase Pro4.0
Real 3D

Demo Animation & Music

Image Slideshow
Modelling (Limits)

Paint (No Save)
3 levels - Top Fun!

Paint (No Save)
Limited Version - 1 Mb
Raytracing Program (No Save)

Desktop-Publishing
Clip-Art 1,2 & 3 Hi-res monochrome

or all three volumes for only

PageStream 2.1 Designer Fonts - Volumes 1 to 5

or all five volumes for only

$39.95

$5.50

$5.50
$8.95

$5.50

$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$8.95
$5.50

$22.oo

$8.»-

Education
Chemistry Molecular Modelling $5.50

Education 1 Elements/SpaceLOG
Draw/Map/Rubik/Gears $5.50

Education 2 Orbit/Enigmas/ZPIot

LifeCycles/Planets/Gravity Well $5.50

Entertainment
Hot Games 1 Arcade $5.50

Hot Games 2 Strategy $5.50

Hot Games 3 Arcade $5.50

Hot Games 4 Classics - Pacman, Space Invader clones etc. $5.50

StarTrek (AGATRON) Graphics/Sound - By Tobias Richter (2) $8.95

Emulation
Atari Try it out! $5.50

C64 (Requires additional hardware) $5.50

MS-DOS Read/Write/Format MS-DOS disks $5.50

Transformer & IBEM Run IBM'Programs $8.95

IFF Graphics
ArtScape Slideshow - (2) $8.95

CSiRO Satellite Images Australian $5.50

DigiVlew Slideshow 1 Digitised $5.50

DigiView Slideshow II Digitised $5.50

Gallery Hot Ray Traced Slide Show $5.50

Newtek Demo 1 Slide Show -(2) -1Mb $8.95

Newtek Demo III Slide Show -(2) -1Mb $8.95

PC 87 Slideshow $5.50
Vldl Frame Grabs Slideshow $5.50 I

Music
MED 3.1 Best sequencer/MIDI - Edit Soundtracker mods $5.50

I Mr SandMan Digitised from original song - (2) $8.95

I Music Mania #1 Assorted Songs $5.50

I Music Mania #2 Assorted Songs $5.50

I Remix 1 Madonna and Blackbox, executable music. $5.50

I SoundTracker (Inc. Songs & Instruments) - (5) $20

Tracks 1-5

I each

Sountracker Modules - Inc. Player $5.50

Paint & Rendering & Desktop Video
1 Graphics 1 Stillstore - for Desktop Video Title Screens $5.50

1 Graphics 2 TitleGen/sMovie/Abridge

SceneGenDemo/ SlideMaster/ ImageLab $5.50

1 Graphics 3 TurboTitle/CyroUtils PicBASE IFF Database $5.50

1 Mandlebrot Set Six Disks - Create fantastic Graphics $24*
1 Ray-Tracing Theme Disk DBK-Render - Script based $5.50

1 Sound Samples
1 Movie Samples 1-9 IFF Sound Samples - needs player $5.Mea

1 Movie Samples 9 Disk Set Those classic lines from the movies. $34.95

Workbench & CLI
Anti-Virus Protection

AmigaDOS Utilities

|
ARP1.3

HACKER 1

ICON Tools

Super Workbench

NEW RELEASE - Latest BOOTX 4.3 $14*
Recover Damaged Disks and much more. (2) $14*

|

Smaller, faster CLI commands
includes ARP.LIBRARY and easy installation $5.50

All the best utilities for you! $5.50

Design, Edit your own or choose
from ready to use included icons $5.50

1MB and 51 2K versions. WB1 .3 + ARP + Much More
(Enhanced Boot Disk for floppy based Amigas) $8.95

The number in brackets refers number of disks included in the package.

FISH Catalog
Disk

Contains FISH up to

410 for floppy disk

I drive users.

$5.50

FISH DISKS TO 590
$5.00 each or $4.00 each if 4 or more are ordered (inc.p&p)

FISH Disk
Catalog

Database up to Fish

550 for installation

onto a hard drive.

$5.50



How
to

Order

FREE Order Hotline

(008) 252 879
SYDNEY (02) 879 7455

For orders & ALL enquiries

Prime Artifax

P.O Box 288
Gladesville 21 1

1

Mraie
Next day despatch on most orders • Telephone Support

^ GRAPHICS
* Starter Kit
Patot Prog-—.gfflffii?

S5R-iSSS- hires™*

only

$19.95

'"c

Virus Protection
_Bnand NEW Compilation

Many so-calted virus programs are

now oul-of-date. You're Amiga could

I be at risk. New virus strains are

appearing and many people are

unprotected.

This compilation represents the

best in virus detection and
eradication software in the world.

I Don't get caught. ACT NOW!
I Ideal for hard disk or floppy based
systems. Includes full on-disk

instructions.

Super WB
Super Workbench is synonymous
with Prime Artifax, it is one of our

greatest sellers. Included are a host

of utilities that enhance the

Workbench environment. Programs
like SID, dMouse, DropCloth, ARP,
Wlcon, Fullview, Poplnfo and more
are at your fingertips.

I Allprograms have been installed

and are ready for use. We take the

hard work out of Public Domain.

Value at only $14.95 1Mb or 51 2k
Versions *8.95

Business Pale
Four disks.Database •

Finance • Word Processing

and Printer Utilities •

Spreadsheets. This is the

best that Public Domain has
to offer for business and
productivity. Full on-disk

documentation with print

option. SAVE on
commercial programs!

$8.95 ea. or

$14.95 for 4 disk set

PD Starter Kit

Just the thing to get a taste of the

PD Domain Library. We have
selected a good cross section of

utilities and demos that will start

your library.

Over $50 value
for just $34.95

Super Workbench
Anti-Virus Pack

Database

Star Trek from AGATron
Newtek Demo 1

The LOT ONLY $34.95
[7 Disks full • Free postage)

Nom*nlly

$8.95

$14.95

$8.95

$8.95

$8.95

Mega Game Pack
Hot Games - 1 : Arcade
AirAce, Missile Command, Car Race.
Downhill and morel

'Hot Games - 2: Strategy
Blackjack, Metro, China Challenge,
Conquest, Klondike.

Hot Games - 3: Arcade
Hate, MegaBall and morel

Hot Games - 4: Classics
Galaxians. Pacman, Space Invaders
and Asteriods work-a-lllies.^

Four
disks!:

only

$1495

Game ofthe Month
RETURN TO EARTH

If you enjoy the idea of traversing

the galaxy buying and selling to

make a tidy profit and improve

your ship, then you'll love Return

To Earth. Featuring a point and
click interface, combat action,

many planets to explore and
hopefully you will one day find

Earth - the lost centre of

civilisation. '5.50

Graphics 1

Compilation 4
I
FreePamt, Graffitti (HAM support -

AMOS Speed) and for structured

painting (like Oxxi's DesignWorks) •

PED. When you have all your

images saved away. PicBase will

help you keep track of where they all

a/el Lots of example images and
brushes. ,*_

s5.50|

Genealogy
I Two excellent program for keeping track of your
I ancestors. A-Gene was originally written for the
I IBM PC. but has been converted to AmigaBasic
I and considerably improved and compiled for extra

I speed. It requires a printer and 1 Mb of RAM.
I Family History also requires a printer and was
| designed specifically for the Amiga and sports a
I pull-down menu interface and reasonably well

I designed screens-

$5.50|

How to Pay
1. Credit Card -Visa,

Mastercard or Bankcard.

2. Send a cheque or money
order.

3. Cash on delivery. Collect

from your post office and pay

them (extra $4.50 Australia Post

charge.)

ORDER FORM - Post to P.O Box 288. Gladesville

Name

ACAR MAR

Address

Post Code
Day Phone

CardNo ODDO DODO DOOO
Exp Date \ Visa B/C M/C

Signature

PRODUCTS



by Phil Campbell

Name Change for Amiga
CD Drive

The long awaited A-690 Amiga CD-
ROM drive has been renamed. That

doesn't mean it's arrived - itjust means

we're waiting for anew setof letters and

numbers. Are you ready for this? It's

now the A570 drive, pegging the model

numberneatly below theexisting A-590

hard disk unit and perhaps minimising

confusion between the two. Any reports

on release date? Not yet, but the ex-

pected price-point will still bringasmile

to Amiga users' faces, and should bring

the CD software explosion we've been

waiting for.

And a Name Change
forUKCDTV

In a bid to polish up the image of the

CDTV, Commodore UK have renamed

the machine the AMIGA CDTV. Obvi-

ously, the ploy to distance the machine

from the worldofcomputers hasn' tbeen

entirely successful - now it'sbeing pro-

moted as the basis of a user-friendly

home computer system. Will this trend

be repeated in Australia?Time will tell.

Virgin CD Commitment
Virgin Games have confirmed that

they plan to fully supportCDTV and the

A570 configuration. "We have been

developing full Multimedia titles for

CDTV for quite some time," says Vir-

gin's New Media Manager Steve Clark.

"The titles we'redeveloping feature full

CD quality music, sound effects and

speech." The good news is that most

titles will retail for exactly the same

price as their floppy disk equivalents.

And why not?

Sherlock Holmes, Consulting
Detective

Watch out for the release ofan amaz-

ing CDTV game that brings Sherlock

Holmes to life. Already releasedon IBM
CD-ROM format, the game features

quarter screen full motion video seg-

ments, and easy to control icon-based

gameplay. Produced by ICOM
Simulations, the manual of the PC ver-

sion mentions that the title has also been

produced for CDTV - so stay tuned for

future developments.

CDTV Feedback
Have you got a CDTV? Or thinking

about getting one?Then why notdrop us

a line and air your views? Write to

CDTV Feedback, c/o Phil Campbell,

PO Box 23, Maclean NSW 2463.

Heroic Age of Space
Flight - NASA - the

25th Year

"A small step foraman ... agiantleap

for mankind." Immortal words from

Neil Armstrong, the first man on the

moon. And now you can see and hear

them time after time with the release of

a new multimedia CDTV title from

Troika Multimedia. Mind you, there's

plenty more to see and hear as well. In

fact, this title is areal first - it features 90

minutesoffullmotion video. Yep, Com-

modore's long awaited CD-XL image

compression format is now in full flight.

You get real, live videoaction, complete

with a stereo sound track. There's one

small catch - the picture only takes up a

quarter of the screen, in a small rectan-

gle surrounded by a large black border.

And, yes, it's only running at 10 frames

per secondrather than the standard30 or

soon your normal program on the telly,

ASA...The 25th Year

>#££>

so things sometimes look a little jumpy.

But other than that, it's fine.

The footage is apparently derived

from a documentary movie celebrating

NASA's 25th Anniversary a few years

back - it' s certainly not right up to date,

with no footage ofthe tragic Challenger

disaster in 1987. Accompanying text

screens are much more current.

The control screen follows the now
traditionalCDTVTormat, with informa-

tion categories which can be selected

with the hand held controller.

Choose an area of interest, and the

information is displayed, together with

a control icon to play back the relevant

section of video footage.

So what application is there fora title

like this? Why notjust buy a copy ofthe

video tape, together with a booklet con-

taining the relevant text information?

Good questions, and the sort we need to

keep asking if we're not going to be

sucked uncritically into the multimedia

vortex. Why bother?

One goodapplication would be in the

school library. The information on the

CD is certainly much more accessible

than it would be on videotape, even

though the picture quality is inferior. If

you're looking for footage ofa particu-

lar event, you can punch it up in seconds

on the CD - on the videotape, you'd be

eternally searching with the fast-for-

ward button. The unstructured learning

experience provided by the CDTV is

also a positive aspect - you'll find your-

self browsing for hours.
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All the latest news and viewsfrom the world of

entertainment

Computer Game
Video in Production

Sydney's Eastway Communica-
tions have just started production of

an exciting new Computer Games
video magazine. The video will fea-

ture "live" footage of games in play,

together with "interview-style" re-

views.

Sounds promising - watch this space

for a full review as soon as the first

edition hits the streets

!

Due For Release This
Month

Watch out for these forthcoming

titles from Questor, due for release in

the next few weeks: Team Yankee 2 -

Pacific Islands(Amiga), Race Drivin

'

(Amiga and C-64), Cool Croc Twins

(Amiga, C-64) and the latest from

Microprose, Atac (Amiga).

Meanwhile, in a rash of sequelitis,

Mindscape are releasing Paperboy II,

California Games II and Tennis Cup
II, together with Harlequin, Mad TV
and The People - almost all titles are

for the Amiga and Commodore 64.

Amazing Hints Disk
Update

Have you got your copy of the

ACAR Amiga Hints Disk yet? It's

right up to date, and now contains

hints and tips for 258 games. In fact,

you can't pack it much tighter - the

disk is crammed full with 1,222,653

bytes of useful information. As a bo-

nus, the ACAR Hints Disk also in-

cludes complete maps for The Bard's

Tale.The disk autoboots, and includes

full textand graphics display software
-we' vecome a longway since version

1.0!

So how do you get a copy? Simple.

Send a blank Amiga disk, a stamped,

selfaddressedenvelopeforreturnpost-

age, and a cheque or money order for

just $5.00 to:

Phil Campbell,

PO Box 23,

Maclean NSW 2463.

News From Our
Roving Reporter

Andrew Gormly reports that there

are a numberof excitingnewgames in

development. Archer Maclean, au-

thor of the brilliant Jimmy White's

Whirlwind Snooker, is currently de-

veloping two new games in a similar

vein. Both feature a wider number of

game options and customisability.

Working titles are Archer Maclean's

3-D Pool and Snooker 2. Grandslam

have just released Die Hard 2 - Die
Harder on the UK market. The game
features plenty of action, as well as

some mind stretching puzzle seg-

ments.

A Lotus Construction Kit is also on
the way.

Mindscape - Captain Planet- C64 Winners

Have you won a copy of Captain

Planet? Readonand find out, because

Mindscape are giving away five cop-

ies to lucky C-64 users. The competi-

tion was simple - find the biggest

word you can by re-arranging the let-

ters in the title of the game.

First prize goes to:

Daniel Middleton, of Horsham Rd,

Cavendish Victoria 3408, with the

amazingly obscure word
"Pentalatian." Well done!

Then there were literally heaps of

entries with the equally obscure "Pa-

latinate", which means "a territory

under the control of a Palatin."

The following entrants weredrawn

from the "Palatinale" pile at random.

MrRJ.Howe.wholivesinPOBox
341, Bondi Beach NSW 2026 (won-

der how he fits in all the furniture);

Grant Lugton, of 43 Dunn Ave
Forest Hill, Wagga NSW 2651;

G. Segnitz, of 186 Hillier Park,

Hillier Rd, Gawler SA, 5118, and

DebHardy , of 17 Maria StTanunda,

SA, 5352.

Congratulations, and watch your

mailbox - Captain Planet will be ar-

riving soon!
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Mindscape April Competition

Like to win your very own copy of

Videokid, Mindscape's latestplatform

craze? Believe it ornot, thisgame sees

you sucked into yourVCR to do battle

with all sorts of video nasties. I've

played it, and it's lots of fun.

There are five copies to give away

to Amiga users, and here's what you

have to do to win.

Simply tell us the names of your

THREE FAVOURITE GAMES OF
ALLTIME. Print them on the back of

an envelope, with your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to:

Mindscape Competition,

c/o Phil Campbell

PO Box 23,

Maclean NSW 2463.

Get your entries in as soon as you
can - we'll then compile and publish

the results. Winners will be chosen at

random from entries that match the

three most popular titles. Go to it

folks!MM
Letters

Send yourentertaining entertainment

letters to Phil at the Entertainment

mailbox, PO Box 23 Maclean NSW
2463. Keep your letters short and to the

point.

Stuck in Drakken
Dear Phil, Would anyone have any

hints for playing the game Drakken; I

am stuckright at the beginning. Thanks.

Sam Eyles

WondaiQld4606
Ed: Yes, someone would! Mark

Harris, our resident tipster, offers the

following advice. First, get orientated.

You're in the West part of the prairie,

facing east. Remember the sun rises in

the east and sets in the west, the moon is

always to the south, and the constella-

tions and mountains are situated at the

cardinal points. The triangles at cross-

roads always point North. The initial

quest is to speak to Hordtkhen to aquire

weapons, armour andthe detailsofyour

quest. Begin the game by going east

from your starting point and into the

castle.

Quizzical Questions

Dear Phil, Just a few questions:

1) Is your Hints and Tips disk for C-

64 as well as Amiga?

2) Are CBM making a move to send

the C-64 cartridge-only like I've read

elsewhere?

3) Can you print some more full-

game solutions for us?

4) Why are all Amiga owners so

intent on putting down C-64's?

Trent Yarwood

Ocean Shores, NSW
Ed: Sorry, Trent, the hints disk isfor

Amiga users only. However, there are

C-64 hint disks available elsewliere.

Cheekyourback issuesfrom the lastfew
monthsfor details. Commodore are not

moving towards a "cartridge only" C-

64, although they have released a con-

sole C-64 in the UK toafairly lukewarm

reception. This hasn 't affected Commo-
dore's long term plans for the C-64.

Gladyou liked the full game solutions.

We'llprintmoreas they come to hand -

send them in ondiskfor instantfame and
glory! Finally, most ofthe Amiga own-

ers Iknow are really quite nice. They 're

notexactly "intent" onputtingdown C-

64 owners - they only do it when C-64

owners give them the opportunity. And
theyshouldknow better, shouldn 't they ?

After all, without the goodol' C-64, the

Amiga wouldn't be what it is today!

Remote Access
Dear Phil, After completing Mean

Streets which is one of the best games I

haveplayed, I would like toknow where

I can now buy two other games from

Access Software. The games are Crime

Wave and Echelon. I liveup in the North

West of WA and the only place you

could get 64 games from doesn't stock

them anymore. Please could you help

me.

Olga McCormick
Karratha, WA

Ed: The best thing to do is phone
Questor on (02) 662 7944. They'll put

you in touch with your nearest stockist.

Pokeing Fun
Dear Phil, Could you tell me how to

use Pokes?

Kerry Adams
Ingliam, Qld

Ed: Easy. Just extend your index

finger, aim carefully, and thrust with

your arm Works every time. Eh? Oh,

sorry.

You mean the other sort ofPOKEs!
But they work on a very similar princi-

ple. The POKES we sometimes print in

our hints and tips generally apply to the

C-64. To use them, you need to liave

some way to stop a game in progress -

namely, a reset button or a special car-

tridge. Reset buttons are inexpensive -
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they plug into your disk drive socket,

and whenpressed "reset"your compu-

ter to tfie title screen as if it 'sjust been

turned on. The game you've been play-

ing, liowever, is still in tlie computer's

memory. Here 's t/iefun part. Using tlie

POKE command you can now change

the program code, and make it do just

about whatever you want. POKEing
simply sticks new values into the com-

puter memory.

Say, for example, you've got only

two lives left inMotorMania, andyou'd

like afew more. Memory location 8646

stores the number oflives left, so let's

change ita little - simply reset, then type

POKE 8646, 255followed by the return

key. That 's done the trick -now all you

need to do is restart thegame by typing

SYS 8000, and you'll find you've got

255 lives.

High Praise

Dear Phil, RyanSnowden here. Your

magazine is the best Australian maga-

zine I've seen in five years. There'sjust

one thing I find very irritating. It's the

amount ofAmiga reviews, articles, info,

etc. there is. I, a proud owner of a C64
wantmore Commodore. Not justgame
reviews, but programs thatC64 owners

can use as utilities. It'snotmuch to ask,

is it? I, myselfwould like an Amiga, and

the price is at its lowest ($698 at K-mart
- no I am not a K-mart fan). But while

I have it, I have to make the best of it.

Ryan Snowden

Perth, WA
Ed: Phil Campbell here. Your letter

is tlie best Australian letter I've seen in

five days. And I'm terribly sorry that

you find our Amiga reviews so Irritat-

ing. And I agree, while you have your

Commodore 64 you have to make the

bestofit. You '11 notice in this issue that

we've bumped up our coverage yet

again, with a competition offering a

heap of C-64 prizes, and a new C-64

Entertainment Update section.

In Orbit With Obitus

Dear Phil, I am in need ofsome help

with the Amiga game of Obitus. After

reaching a hidden maze in the Cata-

combs by using the blue gem, I am
unable to kill the unknown warrior at

the very end of it. I have used all the fire

powers you can pick up, up to 35 arrows

and up to 10 daggers buthe still will not

die. What lies in the maze behind him,

and is it really worth killing him?

Robert Allen

Greensborough, Vic

Ed: Stay tuned, Robert- there 'ssure

to be a reader who can let you know
whetlier your quest is worth all the

effort!
'

Realm Hint Book
Dear Phil, How can I get hold of a

copy ofThe OfficialAdventure'sRealm

Hint Books: 1 & 2? 1 don't think we
have any "good" newsagents in Ad-

elaide.

Trevor G. Forbes-Simmons

West Lakes Shores, SA

Ed: Sorry to hear about the newsa-

gents in Adelaide, Trevor. Check out

the advertforthe hints book in this issue

- you can order direct from ACAR's

Randwick office - the full address is

listed in tlie ad, oron thefirstpage ofthe

mag.

Copyright Copy Wrong?
Dear Phil, Iwould like to answer one

of your readers letters for you but short

ofbreakingcopyrightlawslfeellshould

give you the answer and you can follow

it through the back issues ofACAR.
Maybe the program thatMark refers

to in Just Horsing Around is the one that

appearedin the first issue of theReview

way back in March 1984, titled "Pro-

gram aWinner at the Track", by Gareth

Powell, which he wrote for Weekend

Australian . There is a correction forthis

program in Vol 1 No 4 Jun 84 on page

18. It was also promised in the first

instance that an up date would follow

but it was never forthcoming.

D.J. Forster

MetfordNSW
Ed: Nice to see we 've got some long

term readers! Thanksfor the tip, D.J. -

I can remember Gareth'sprogram ap-

pearing back then, though Ididn't start

writingforACAR until issue number 2!

Mind you, I don't-think the program

worked all tliat well, otlierwise Gareth

wouIdhave retiredon his winnings long

ago!

Games Update

Welcome to Interlink
Software's update column.

The release of Ultima VI will

please diehard RPG fans
immensely. This is by far

Origin's biggest and boldest
Amiga effort yet. OUT NOW!

Secret Of Monkey Island II

has further enhanced
Lucasfilm's reputation for

producing humourous
adventure games with a
storyline. Amiga owners
should be able to sample the
delights of this game later this

month.

Sierra have also been very
busy recently releasing Space
Quest IV in March. Computer
detectives can investigate

Police Quest III on its release
at the end of this month.

Are you in bad need of a
gridiron fix? Are you looking
for a challenge after

completing TV Sports
Football? Look no further than
John Madden US Football. It

looks scrumptious and difficult

as well.

Flight Sim fans can try

something completely different

when 360 Degrees release
Megafortress this month.
Flying a B52 should be a
quantum leap over the
previous flight efforts.

A release date of May has
finally been given for the
Amiga version of Links golf.

PC owners have branded this

the best graphical golf game
ever. Programmecf by the
boys behind Leaderboard this

one appears to be a certain
winner.

What bets for an April release
of that epically overdue game
Epic? Sources within Ocean
promised a March release but
this seems to be slipping back
again with Epic now due late

April.

Remember - we at Interlink
know what we sell.

Cheers. The Game Gurus
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Send your authentic high scores to:

Phil Campbell,

POBox23,
Maclean NSW 2463.

Please mark clearly whether your scores arefor

C-64 orAmiga.

And remember:

NO CHEATMODESALLOWED!

AMIGA
ACTION FIGHTER 132,530 R. Baker

ALERT 359,700 Robbie Baker

ARKANOID 1,052,610 Steven Waller

AMAZED 130,500 Chris Turnadge

BAAL 134,250 Davo

BATTLE COMMAND 334,200 P. Cain

BATTLE SQUAD 99,999,999 (c) Amos
Burbidgc

BEYOND ICE PAL. 67,626 (c) Chris

Tumadgc

BIO CHALLENGE 29.000 A Sanderson

BLOCKOUT 85,281 Stephen Lark

BOMBJACK 382.310 David Dilkes

BUBBLE + 276,850 (c) Chris Toyne

BUBBLE BOB 2.960580 K Cameron

BUDOKAN 6:08min (c) Mark Sorensen

BUGY BOY 1 13,260 Powerhouse Nick

CAR-VUP 484,122 Happy Hacker

CHASE HQ 7,426,060 Powrhouse Nick

CONT. CIRCUS 4.815,390 Dolly

CRAZY CRS 93,622390(c)R Cameron

CRAZY CARS CHALL 3,000,000,000!

Michael Summers

CRYSTAL HAMMER 6.787521(c)

Kristy Cameron

CYBERBALL 475,000 David Marsh

DENARIS 53,900 Peter Evans

DIABLO 1,490 Timothy Johnson

DRAGON NINJA 246,400 R Matthews

DOUBLE DRAG 962,355 R Cameron

DOUBLE DRAGONH 187.830(c)

Damicn Carsburg

EDD THE DUCK 5,820 A Gormly

ELIMINATOR 246.570 Greg Munro

EMERALD MINE Lv 23 (d) T Johnson

FLOOD 6,455 Embah Beaton

GEE BEE AIR RALLY 308,726 R Irwin

GIANA SISTERS 69,372 R Cameron

GODS 3557,622 (c) R. Pitt

GOLDEN AXE 70.3(c) Kevin Mills

HYBRIS 2345,355 Graham WilsonI

K+ 1.039.200(c) Powerhouse Nick

IMPOSSIBLE MISS 66.380 D Unwin

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION H 67500(c)

David Dilkes

INDIANA JONES L.C. (c) P Nicoll

INDIANAPOLIS 500 38.17sec/

235.78mph Kevin Newman

INERTIA DRIVE 33.190(c) Ben Toyne

KARATE KID B 54,000M Summers

KLAX 4396,040 Happy Hacker

LEATHERNECK 86,500 S Crosland

LIVEAND LET DIE 96,520 M Beaton

MAJOR MOTION 50,658 O Webster

MENACE 996,481 Kamikaze Andy

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 302,550

Oops! Lost your name!

MINDWALKER 306,214 P Schumacher

MOUSETRAP 7 1,977 Davo Rich

NARC 1 80,800 Damien Carsburg

NINJA MISSION 66.528 Chris Toyne

NITRO 261 ,000 (c) Damien Carsburg

NUCLEARWAR (c) Paul Rucci

N. Z. STORY 546,695 Embah Beaton

ONSLAUGHT 16,179 Andrew Gormly

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT
53,000 Andrew Gormly

OPERATION WOLF 355,680 G Wilson

OUTRUN 26331.122(c) B Moen

OFFSHORE WARIOR 626,345 J Booth

PACMANIA 3,250,140(c)A Burbidge

PINBALL MAGIC 332390 T Chilcott

PINBALL WIZARD 3,893,570 S Hose

PIONEER PLAGUE 35,412 K Sooby

PLUTOS 299,000 Davo
~~~

POPULOUS 347,990 M Summers

PORTS OF CALL $3,654544,000

Status 1033 Troy Clarke

POW 612,865 David Thompson

RAINBOW ISLANDS 9599.999 (c)

Timothy Johnson

RAMPAGE 212,912 Graham Wilson

RICK DNGS II 68.450 S Southurst

ROBOCOP 375.520 Michael Summers

ROTOX 183.050(c) Faye Doherty

SIDEWINDER 904,350 S Elsley-Eades

SILKWORM (Heli) 9,963,360 (c)

Robert Cameron

SU.KWRM Jeep 2,369,571 K Cameron

SKWEEK 3375,400 Faye Doherty

SPACE ACE 22,140 Neville Clarke

SPACE HRRIR 210,855.250 Maverick

SPEEDBALL 17,650 Amos Burbidge

STARWRS 5,722,822 C. Mingos wv 33

STRIDER 175,350 Neil Young

SUPER CARS 17 races Maverick

SPER HANG-ON 25,042,850 D Worthy

SPER OFF-ROAD $350,000 A Gormly

SPER WNDR-BOY 87,190 J Stubbings

SWIV (HELI) 1.758.820(c) S Southhurst

SWIV (JEEP) 1.788.100 S McKinlay

SWORD OFSODAN403,500 S Begley

TEEN.M.N.TURTLES 546.600(c)James

Leeken

TEST DRIVE 131.076(c) J Noglet

TEST DRIVE 2 659592M Summers

TETRIS 35,920 Michael Summers

TETRK Level 232 Stephen Lark

THE RUNNING MAN 123300 D Rucci

THNDERBLADE 2,034,040 De Moose

THUNDERCATS 522,300 S Southurst

TOWER OF BABEL 25534 (c)S Lark

TURBO OUTRUN 100.260.819

Matthew Mantle

TURRICAN 1.735.100(c)AJenkin

TURRICAN 112,779.100 (c) Cameron

"Link" Rose

TV-SPORTS BASKETBALL 176-60

David McKinney

TV-SPORTS FOOTBALL 189-0

David McKinney

TWLNWORLD 24,640 Carol Love

TYPHOON 54,255 Owen Webster

VIRUS 19,801 Scott Southurst

WHIRLIGIG 28,210 Nathan Allen

WINGS 432 kills Robert Irwin

WINGS OF DEATH 56,670 R Irwin

WONDER BOY 381 . 1 86.042(c) K
Cameron

XENON II 1.107.280(c) Mark Porta

ZOOM 67,051 Steve Jones

COMMODORE 64
ALLEY CAT 1,101,150 Simon Mitchell

ALTERED BEAST 3 12,400 R Zanker

ARKANOID 822,200 The Joker

BATMAN 473,230 JohnNunes

BATMAN-THEMOVIE 1,087,080

Michael Bradley

BANGKOK KNIGHTS 39,600 J Smith

BOMB JACK 521 ,820 Adam Wade

BUBBLE BOBBLE 6,963530 (c)

David Gavrilovic

BUGGY BOY(c) 153,000 Adam Wade

CABAL 175,600 The Joker

CHASE HQ 1 l,366,900(c)Happy

Hacker

CHASE HQ U 29,100 (C) Adam Wade
CREATURES 10.123 A Malinowski

DAVID'S MID MAGIC 669,150 The

Joker

DOUBLE DRGN 35,820 (c)A Prasad

DOUBLE DRGN II 255,190 N van

Hceswyk

DRGN BREED 496,870 Happy Hacker

FAST BREAK 136 to 9 Chris Byrne

GHOSTS AND GOBLINS 325,600

Adam Wade

GHOULS AND GHOSTS 558,110 (c)

Adam Wade

GIANA SISTERS 287.100(c) A Wade

GRYZOR 211,200 Giulian Aslett

H.MARADONA Level M N. van

Heeswyk

HAWKEYE 207,650 Adam Wade

KARI WARRIORS 308,300 J Aldridge

INT. KARATE 139.300 Paul Millward

LAST NINJA B 21m30s (c) D Carter

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 28.540 (c)

Dennis Pike

NEMESIS 1,633.200 Adam Wade

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT
78,600 AdamAnncn

OPERATIONWOLF 776,350W Diaz

OUTRUN 16552.780(c) Adam Wade
PARADROID 103.080 Chris Nilsson

PAPERBOY 103.100(c) John Nuncs

PIRATES 143/100 D Steward

POWERDRIFT 872540(c) A Annen

QUE-DEX 639 Chris Byrne

R-TYPE 1,890,210 Atul Prasad

RAINBOW ISLANDS 7,653,241 Adam
Malinowski

RAMPAGE 180,000 Adam Wade

RICK DANGEROUS 66.280A Annen

ROBOCOP 237.170(c) Adam Wade
ROLLING THUNDER 417.280A Wade

SALAMANDER 235,300 P Millward

SHJNOBI 664372(c) Winston Diaz

SLKWRM (Heli) 965,200 (c) A Blanch

SLKWRM (Jeep) 244,500 (c) A Blanch

SKATE OR DIE Freestyle 22,095 The

Joker

STREET FIGHTER(c) 168500 A Wade

SUPER CYCLE 223 ,040 A Gormly

TARGET RENEGADE 330,450 C.

Byrne (clocked)

TEST DRIVE 36.144(c) John Nunes

TEST DRIVE U 249.543 (c) A Batroc

TETRIS 35.335 (459 lines) A Annen

THETRAIN 9 .500(c) Adam Annen

THNDERBLADE 1,734.040T Morrison

THUNDERCATS 269300 J Wright

TJH.N TURTLES 1292 Adam Annen

TRAZ 54360 Dave and Sue Upton

TURRICAN 1,239,040 A Malinowski

UNTOUCHABLES 70230 S Watford

WIZBALL 999,999 (c) G. Beaven

WONDERBOY 560320 Happy Hacker

Amy Spencer - you didn't tell me
what game you scored 987,100 in!

Scoresfollowed by (cj indicate

that the game has been
completed.
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C-64 Entertainment

Update

Hello and welcome to another thrill-

ing installment of Update, keeping you

up to date with the C64!

This month we look at a number of

so-called Amiga only games, andexam-

ine the possibility of interlace mode on

theC64!

Your Move, Creep!

Ocean have been turning out licence

after licence since Batman, dieir fust

biggie in '89. Unfortunately, however,

many of these games have been droll

and boring with the same platform/puz-

zle gameplay every dine. But this is set

to change with die release of Robocop

III (actually released before the movie!)

Digital Image Design created a 3D De-

troit for Robocop to walk around in for

Ocean's 3rd robo-game, but what will

die C64 game be like? Well, after the

release of Bailie Command on cartridge

for the 64 anydiing's possible.

Jeroen Tel, formerly of the legendary

Maniacs of Noise, is working on the

sound for the game, but reportedly has

had a falling out with the company.

Alter not being paid for his hard work,

Jeroen gave the music to demo team

Blackmail for use in their astounding

demo Dutch Breeze!

Cutie Death!

Psygnosis are renowned for their

many stunning Amiga releases, die

indisputed best being their sadisdc cutie

smash hit, Lemmings. Now, after a false

alarm a few months ago when someone

said C64 instead of IBM, the technical

wizards believe diat they can conquer

the impossible mid release it on the 64!

After working with 8-bit consoles of

late, they have comeup with a few tricks

that will allow conversion of this game

that pushed even the Amiga to its limits

!

This is one to watch out for folks!

American Loyalty

American companies, not known for

their loyalty to the C64, have been drop-

ping from the market like flies over the

past year. Accolade, the latest togive up

die fight have just released their last 64

game Cycles. Best known lor their well

presented Test Drive series, Accolade

haven't been very acdve over the past

few years anyway.

Au Revoir Accolade, and good luck

with the PC's.

Mega Twins

Mega Twins, another hack 'n' slash

in the same vein as Gliosis 'n' Goblins,

has been converted from thecoin-ops by

US Gold. Admittedly a slightly cute

version of Ghosts, but Gliosis all the

same. We can only hope that it turns out

to be better than the disappointing se-

quel to Ghosts.

Super Cliche

Every yearsomeone releases a game,

whether it be in the home or in the

arcades, that is merely a souped up

version of an older idea. These are usu-

ally fiendishly addictive and soon be-

come best sellers. Space Invaders '91

was one ofthose games, and appeared in

the arcades in (you -guessed it) 1991.

This yearsees itconverted to dieCommie

by Domark. Unsuprisingly they've de-

cided to drop the '91 as it's not actually

1991 anymore, is it? Nope, so it's been

renamed Super Space Invaders (Pre-

dictable Names Inc.). The old Space

Invaders arcade re-incarnated with gor-

geous 16 colour backgrounds, marvel-

lous sound and cows .A must for anyone

who likes to rememberthegoodol' days

ofcomputing (notme, I was only four!).

Interlaced C64?

Yep, now it's time for the techy part

of the column as the wise Slarterer ex-

plains new tricks on the Commie. Inter-

laced graphics, flickery as they may be,

are a resolution thatmany C64 graphics

freaks lust after. But sadly, interlace is

not possible on the 64. Or is it?

Interlaced mode is merely a software

trick on die C64, no custom chips are

needed. It doubles your Y resolution to

400 pixels! Interlace works by creating

two 'fields' from a base 'frame'. The

first ismadeup ofthe odd lines ( 1 st, 3rd,

5tli and so on) and the other is made of

the even ones. These 'fields' are then

shown consecutively every 50lh of a

second - first odd, then even. At this

speed the brain perceives them as being

'interlaced'.

European demo teams have been

doing this since as early as 1989! No
graphics packages have been written for

interlace mode as yet - in fact no graph-

ics package has been released for about

five years, but if enough readers write to

me about it I might write one.

April Fools

Amazing asitmay be, nothingontiiis

page is an April Foolsjoke! I was going

to put one in, maybe a Virtuality adaptor

for the C64, but in my infinite wisdom

decided that it might get me fired. So,

restassured that everything on thispage

is true and unlike certain other (dead)

UK magazines we will not print mis-

leading news.

Well, die time hascome once again to

say goodbye to everyone out there in

readerland, but don' t forget to send your

tips/news to me at diis address:-Damian

Caynes, 4 O'Connor Dr, Bray Park,

NSW 2484.
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MICHAEL SPITERI'S

It's 2 am, sweat is beginning to form

on your forehead, you are getting ured,

but your determination is getting

stronger. You are playing the latest ad-

venture game, and you are not going to

go to bed until you complete it!!

A familiar scenario, no doubt. How-
ever, if you do manage to get to sleep

before you complete the game, rest as-

sured there is help available to you when

you wake up the following morning. If

you are stuck in an adventure game, or

you can help out in one, or you would

Free
Hint
Sheets
Realm's hint sheets contain just the

right information to get you moving.

Thereisahuge range tochoose from, for

just the cost of a stamped addressed

envelope. Many apologies to those who

requested hint sheets during December

like to gasbag about one, then the ad-

dress to write to is: Adventurers Realm

12 Bridle Place, Pakenham, Vic 3810.

Role-playinggame problemsarehan-

dledby KamikazeAndy in his Dungeon.

You can write tohim forhelp, but notfor

hintsheets. Andy hasjustreturned from

the USA with hot news from the CES
Show in Las Vegas. Drop him a line at:

The Realm's Dungeon, P.O.Box 315,

Maddington, WA 6109.

Whoever you write to, you must en-

close a stamped addressed envelope.

and January, but the Realm ran dry of

most of the hint sheets, and were some-

what delayed during printing. Just se-

lect up to four hint sheets from the list

below, and send your request to: Free

HintSheets, 12BridlePlace, Pakenham,

Vic 3810.

Hint sheets are mainly put together

from hints and tips sent in by Realmers.

Keep them coming in, and more hint

sheets will appear!

!

Pool of Radiance, Maniac Mansion,

Zak McKracken, Indy, Zork 1, Zork 2,

Zork 3, Bards Tale I, Bards Tale JJ,

BardsTale III Guild ofThieves, Jinxter,

Pawn, Fish, Uninvited, Deja Vu, Hamp-

stead. Hitchhikers Guide, Faery Tale,

BorrowedTime,-Dracula, NeverEnding

Story Ptl, Dracula Pt2, Hobbit, plus

Clever Contacts Complete Listing.

Computer

Adventure Games
- Hints & Tips

The Second Official

Adventurers Realm

Hint Book

Now available at a newsagent near

you is the second Realm hint book. It

features detailed and cryptic hints for

over 25 adventure and roleplaying

games.

Games featured include Kings Quest

V, Space Quest IV, Conquests of

Camelot, Sorcerers Get All the Girls,

Bards Tale series, Codename: Iceman,

Pool ofRadiance, plus much more.

As a bonus, heaps ofmapping pages

have also been included to assist you in

your next quest.

The first OfficialAdventurersRealm

Hint Book is still available via mail

order.To obtain yourcopy, ring Darrien

on (02)398 5111. Only $9.00 for hints

and tips for over 40 adventure games.

Top 10

Adventure/Strategy

Games

1. Leisure Suit Larry V
2. Home Alone

3. Might & Magic m
4. Civilisation

5. Police Questm
6. Elvira

7. Silent Service n
8. Willy Beamish

9. Sim Ant

10. Kings QuestV

(Top 10 kindly produced by Pacific

Microlab - Fountain Gate Store (VIC),

fromDecember/Januarysalesfiguresof

Amiga andPC games).
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Adventurer's Realm Chit Chat
ScottLe Brun of56 Brentwood Drive,

Wantirna, Vic 3152, writes ... "I have

been programming in Basic for about

the last ten years and as a keen adventure
player, I have written a few text based

adventures. Last year I purchaseda copy
of AMOS and have begun converting

my adventuregames to the Amiga. Well,

when I say converted I mean totally

rewritten using the fantastic features

only available using AMOS.
"I am in the need of some ideas,

maps, IFFpics, problems, scenarios and

such to create further adventure games.

Iwould like you to throw this open to the

general adventure game playing public

to send in some ideas to me. I think that

adventure game players are the ones

who could come up with some great

ideas for adventure games. If I use their

ideas, I will give them credit for it inmy
future games.

"I am trying to put together all of the

Public Domain adventure games that I

come across into a PD adventure li-

brary."

MS: Great idea Scott! Imustaddthat

if you send Scott your ideas, and a blank

disk, he will give you a copy of his first

offering, Castle Greystone. This maga-

zine is a strong supporter of AMOS
produced software, and you'll find regu-

lar articles on how to utilise itspower. If

any readers know of any PD adventure

games, send them to Scott at his address,

and he can gel his library rolling.

Nigel Cayzer from Grafton in NSW
wrotea little note to the Realm advising

Tibor Stojanovski (Sept ACAR), and

other adventurers, that Bards Tale I, II

and /// are available from his local com-

puter store at around $50 each. Thanks

Nigel!

Robin Haberschusz of 218 Antill St

in Hackett, ACT 2602, is looking for

Station/all (Infocom classic) for the

Amiga, PC, or Apple II+. He would be

willing to buy it orcan offer in exchange

ZorkZero (Amiga), LurkingHorror(PC),

Spellcasting 101/201 (PC).

Robin is also looking for the new
Infocom tides Leatlier Goddesses //and

Circuits Edge. Infocom'saddress might

also be handy to him.

MS: Circuits Edge has been avail-

able in Australia for many months.

Infocom/Activision have sincerelocated

to France! The address is not known ...

can anyone help?

Joshua (PO Box 343, Windsor, NSW

Realm's Clever Contacts
The Clever Contacts are a huge net-

work of volunteer helpers who are will-

ing to offer their assistance in many
games. A list is available from the

Realm.

A very big thankyou to all the Clever

Contacts who are doing a fantastic job.

Please enclose a stamped addressed

envelope when writing to a contact, and
enclose sufficient funds for any photo-

copying required.

Update ... Martin McLaren actually

lives at 39 Jones Crescent, Rosanna,

Vic 3084 (sorry, Martin). He can offer

help in Bards Tale 11,111, Pool ofRadi-

ance, Police Quest II, Monkey Island,

and Eye ofthe Beholder.

Wade McGregorandGregEames of

9 Kentworthy Place, Mount Pleasant,

Ballarat, Vic 3550 have formed a group

by the name ofAMIGADUO.They can

help in Treasure Island Dizzy, Indy,

Maniac Mansion, Zak McKracken,
Monkey Island, Snoopy and Peanuts,

Space Ace, Dragons Lair, DragonsLair
- Time Warp, Lemming I& II, Targhan,

and Three Stooges.

Anothernew Clever Contact is Heath

Kirby Miller of RMD 221, Sunraysia

Hwy, Stuart Hill, Vic 3478. He can help

in Runaway, Escape, Castle Adventure,

Sorcerers Castle Adventure, Rigels Re-

venge, City ofAtlantis, Castle Master,

TimeofLore, Lords ofChaos, Bloodwych

Maps, Bards Tale II (some maps). Also

parts of Cranmore Diamond Caper,

2756) has searched high and low for

another Infocom classic Trinity for a

Commodore 128D. If anyone out there

can assist Joshua, please drophim a line

... urgently!!

GrcatnewsforC64 adventurers! Scott

Julian, manager of Entertainment Soft-

ware, 21 Lawson Crescent, Taree,NSW
2430, has signed an agreement with

RiverSoftware (UK) to release theirfull

range of text adventures for the C64. Six

adventure packs are available covering

over 15 games. The games have been

reviewedby ZZAP magazine, and have

received ratings of between 70 and 80

percent! Available now!

Martin McLaren sends news of Eye

oftfieBeholderII. Featuringgreatgraph-

icsand sound, this sequel is set in forests,

temples, catacombs and towers. The
graphics are fully animated featuring

movie style sequences. The PC version

hasbeenavailablenow forafew months,

however the 1 megAmiga version should

be available soon. Thanks for the news,

Martin!

Finally,many thanks toStuart George

for the Corruption hint sheet, and Peter

Georges for sending in the solution to

Monkey Island.

Astrodus Affair, Kron, Larry III,

Damocles, Operation Stealth, plusmuch

much more. Heath can also offerhelp in

many arcade (arrghhh!) games. Headi

has set a reasonable charge of 50c for

solutions, andherequiresa large stamped

addressed envelope.

I'm going to stop listing all thegames
Stuart George, of 66 Sharon Rd,
Springvale, Vic 3171 can help in be-

cause his Ustjustgets biggerand bigger!

Stuart has help for many PC and Amiga
adventure games.

Aaron Upcroft of 24 Ryan Street,

Balgownie, NSW 2519 has joined the

band of merry contacts and can offer

help with Zorklll, Deadline, Toss Times,

LurkingHorror, Fish, Maniac Mansion,
Zak McKracken, TheHobbit, and NotA
Penny More Penny Less.
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or the
Troubled Adventurers

Peter Gillespie ofCarnegie in Vic, is

currently stuck in Tony Crowthers lat-

est masterpiece, Knighimare.

Peter seems to be having problems

getting into the main dungeon at the

start of the game.

Vincent Barbara and Stephen

Johansen are anotherpair ofdudesstuck

in The Jetsons. In fact, any particular

hints and tips in completing this game

will do!

Regular Realmer David Lear is still

stuck deep in the Astrodus Affair. He
cannot work out how to get into the

Stabilisation Chamber to stabilise the

engine. Are there any Astrodus Adven-

turers out there able to help David?

Michael Bathols of Narrogin in WA
is playing the once hot Realm game

Nine Princes in Amber. He was having

difficulty finding Brand. A quick call

from Mark Harris offered the following

advice: To contact Brand, tell the truth

in Deidres Chamber (entered from the

Royal Library). Stab the serpent in the

eye, then stab the guard!

Samuel Boyes of Somerville in Vic-

toria is stuck in Phantasie 3. He needs

to get to the Castle. of Dark. Well,

according to Mark Harris (again!), you

can get to the Casde of Dark by

teleporting from the Castle of Light.

You'll need the Key of Dark, though.

Monkey Island has been troubling

many adventurers recently, Chris

Tumadge ofMorphettVale, SA, Martyn

Cole, Andrew Smithers, and Catain

LeChuck, toname afew. Well to alsoof

those troubled adventurers in Monkey

Island I, among these pages are enough

hints to keep you all busy.

Stuart George is used to getting stuck

in a barrel load of games at any one

time, and thismonth isno exception. In

Ultima III, where can he find the Mark

ofthe Snake? InBuckaroo Banzai, where

canhegetholdofsome Bauxite? (Mike:

trypullingthelineontheledge!). Where

is the hollow tree in Sorceror of

Claymorgue Castle? How do you get

the Thing out of the tar pit in Fantastic

Four? What is the combo ofthe safe in

Mystery Island! (Stuart, check out the

secondhintbook forhintson Codename

Iceman).

Andy Blazer of Chisholm in ACT is

still stuck in It Came From the Desert,

even after he received Peter Georges

hints. Andy wants toknowhow to get to

see the crystal ball lady, and how to

escape from the hospital. Andy asks if

the situation map is required before

entering the Ml mine. How do you

destroy the ants' nests during the battle?

Do you have to find the Queen ant in

parti?

#m *«%a
or the w

Smart Adventurers
Dept.

Mathew Brady should try opening the First magic door

before trying to open the shop, in Kings Quest II, writes Stuart

George from Springvale in VIC.

George Aranda writes with help for Allan Miles who was

stuck in Conquests ofCamelot. There is no way ofkilling the

cobras, and this task is not required for completing the game.

To get through the desert, go east from the poisonous water

with the camel skeleton and then go north. Go to the building

and drink water.

Ian Myers was having difficulty back in January in Legend

ofthe Sword.

PeterGeorgescomes to the rescue with the following hints:

Try waking a treetopmonsterrather than killing him. Push the

chest before opening it. Dropand break a bottle before getting

caught. Use your feet to manipulate the broken glass to cut

your bonds.

Monkey Island Hints and Tips(extract from the second

Adventurers Realm hint book). Search the kitchen after the

cook leaves to obtain some very important items. Need some

money? Watch the shopkeeper open the safe! Tackle the

pirates until you qualify to face the Sword Master. Stan is the

man to see aboutaship. Itpays to visit the circus, butonly after

you have been to the kitchen. Bad breath can be fixed using

something from the store. Trade the repellent for some cake

ifthe fileis whatyou need. Ifleaving the ship isaproblem, then

maybesomerope andgunpowder in thecannon is the solution

.

Formore hints forMonkey Island, plus many other games,

get your copy.
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Through the modern marvels of sat-

ellite technology and Aussie Post, this

month's Dungeon is coming to you live

from Las Vegas, USA, site of the Win-
terConsumer Electronics Show (CES).

AmigaRPGers andadventurers have
lots tocelebrate, because a whole truck-

load of releases were displayed and
promised by various software compa-

nies. Let's not waste another moment
then: on with the show!

SSI leads the pack with four new
RPGs, and the first to be released some-
time this month is Eye OfThe Beholder
II: Legend ofDarkmoon. EOB2 spans

four disks and promises numerous en-

hancements over the original product,

including a cinematic introduction and
ending, outdoor environments to ex-

plore, a new range of smarter and nas-

tier beasts to battle, and special ani-

mated effects.

Also due for immediate release is

Buck Rogers II: Matrix Cubed, which

allows you to explore a much larger

Solar System (including Jupiter), twice

asmany foes, increased levels and skills

to attain, and a plot that has your group

of adventurers searching for the miss-

ing scientists who can build the Matrix

Device, a powerful machine that can

change any substance into pure energy,

and the last hope for a desperate Earth

!

Nextmonth sees the release ofTales

Of Magic: Propliecy OfTlie Shadow,

the first in a new series of role playing

games from SSI. The land of Auric is

under threat from theShadow Lord, and

it is your task to prevent this ancient

prophecy from coming true. In order to

do so, you'll need the help of the "an-

cient magician", who will help you dis-

cover the gold you need to cast magic

spells . Prophecy featuressome amazing
digitized video footage as part of its

storytelling devices, and will employ 32

colours onscreen. All of SSI's games
will require 1 Megtorun,andaharddisk

is recommended.

The Dark Queen OfKrynn is the next

in the DragonLance series of AD&D
RPGs by SSI, and it promises to be the

most involving (as well as the last!) in

the series of Krynn games. Your com-
rades have been transported to therealm

of Taladas for the final confrontation

with the Dark Queen herself, and most

of the combat will take place in an

underwaterenvironment! Featuring digi-

tized sound, improvedgraphics, charac-

ter advancement up to the 40th level,

and lots oftreasures to behold, this latest

installment will provide some relief to

hard core AD&D gamers.

Come September and SSI will un-

leash Treasures Of The Savage Fron-

tier, the sequel to its (rather unsatisfac-

tory) Gateway To The Savage Frontier.

This time, design team Beyond Soft-

ware has cleaned up the interface, im-

plemented 32 colour visuals, and placed

your party in another difficult mission.

With the Savage Frontier on the brinkof

war, only you canmake this worldseem

right (with sincere apologies to the Plat-

ters there!) by recovering the lost treas-

ureofthe ancients. As usual, thisAD&D
license will allow you to transfer party

members from Gateway across. Other

new features include weather, which

will affect combat, andmore NPC inter-

action (including a romance!).

And that's not all! By the end of the

year, SSI willreveal a fewmore surprizes

in its lineup, including DarkSun (based

on the AD&D modules of the same

name), yet another new (currently un-

named) series ofRPGs (this time based

on science fiction scenarios), and ifthat

wasn't enough, a new AD&D fantasy

RPG line set in the Forgotten Realms,

using2nd Editionrules aswell asa brand

new interface that maintains a similar

perspective throughout the game.

And yes, plans have already been

drawn up for Eye Of The Beholder III,

due sometime in early 1993!

With all that Amiga support from

SSI, we go to the other extreme and

Origin, which demoed the final version

of Ultima VI during CES. Lord British

himselfwas there, and wasn'ttoo confi-

dent that Ultima VII would make it onto

the Amiga platform. He felt quite cer-

tain that Wing Commander II and Strike

Commander could not be sustained by

the limitations of the basic Amiga 500

(the main market of which WC2 or

Strike Commander would make some
sort of profit).

Ultima Underworlds, the 3D dun-

geon game designed by Paul Neurath

(who also did Space Rogue) might have

a chance ofbeing translated, depending

on the sales of Ultima VI. For those of

you who also happen to have a PC, you

might be interested to know that Lord

British is working full time on Ultima

VIII (which will not be set in Britannia)

as well as a game that is described as a

cross between Wing Commander and

Ultima, called Bounty Hunter. Chris

Roberts (designer of the Wing Com-
mander series) is also beavering away at

Wing Commander III (which will re-

solve the problem of the Kilrathi once

and for all), and will start on a medieval

"virtual reality" game shortly after.

Lucasfilm had demonstrations of the

Amiga Secret of Monkey Island II on
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show, and the 32 colour graphics and

new iMUSE sound system makes this

game a must buy. Monkey Island II is

filled with the same crazy humour,

insane puzzles, and weird characters

thai populated the first game, as well as

the nasty villain LeChuck.

The company's other big release,

IndyAndTlie Fate OfAtlantis, has been
held back for another two months to

implementsomenewmusic and sounds
with iMUSE, so Amiga adventurers

will have to be satisfied with Monkey

Island II for the time being.

Stay tuned for more show news next

month!

Adventure New Releases

Vengeance of Excalibur is the hot

sequel to Spirit ofExcalibur, by Virgin/

Mastertronic Software. The game itself

plays similarly to its predecessor. In this

edition, you take charge of developing

fourknights as they travel to Bayonne in

France. King Constantine (Arthur' s suc-

cessor) has been turned to stone, and the

court ' sorceress has been abducted.

Things are not looking too good in this

kingdom.

Sierra havegrown to the point where

theynow produce aregularmagazine! If

you'dlikeone, write to Sierraat P.O.Box

485, Coarsegold, CA 9361.

Strategy games players should get

quiteexcitedby the release ofRomance

ofthe Three Kingdoms II, the wargame

to end all wargames. This game fea-

tures six scenarios, and up to twelve

playersmay participate.Thegame is set

in 2nd Century China, and we have

anotherkingdom that is not looking too

good. The Later Han Dynasty is on its

lastlegs, and it'sup toyou to play a mad
warlord with a goal to unify the country

by controlling all 41 provinces. Heavy

stuff!

Realm Review: Conquests of Longbow:

The Legend of Robin Hood

From Sierra comes this latest game
tojoin their range of classic titles. Con-

quest ofLongbow is the second game in

the Conquest series (remember Con-

quests ofCamelotl), and quite an effort

from designer Christy Marx.

In this game you take the role of the

gallantRobin Hood, who, with the help

ofhis merrymen andMaid Marion, has
the difficult task of rescuing the good

King Richard who has been kidnapped

by evil soldiers disguised as monks.

Along the way Robin has to rescue poor

beggars from the grasp of the Sheriffof

Sherbrooke, and slowly build up his

band ofmen to form an army.

All this is depicted in glorious colour

and sound. The game uses the simple

Sierra point'n'click interface that has

been used to death in Kings Quest V,

Space Quest IV, and Larry V. A small

number of icons are available to per-

form the basic functions such as look-

ing, walking, talking, fighting, taking,

and manipulating items. The only time

you need to touch the keyboard iswhen
you are saving your game! Although

this methodmakes the game more user

friendly, it leaves a little less for the

your imagination to ponder upon, since

you are limited in the things you can do,

andhavedefinitelyno input into what is

said by your character when communi-

cating with othercharacters in thegame

.

A picture of your surroundings is

depicted in living colour with a great

attention to detail.A very Kevin Costner

looking Robin Hood stands in the mid-

dle of the screen waiting for your action

.

Pointanywhere using the walk icon, and

Robin will happily prance there!

The game also features a number of

arcade sequences (which can be turned

off). These are mosdy duels with bad

blokes, either using a bow'n'arrow or a

staff. There is also an ancient board

game that cannot be skipped. Tided the

Nine Men's Morris Game, a board is

included in the package with detailed

instructions for you to practise on.

A map that automatically updates

itself the more you progress is also part

of the game. You can travel to any spot

on the map withjusta click ofthemouse

button. The game environment can also

be personalised to suit your needs.

The game itself is very challenging

and very well laid out as faras problems

and encounters are concerned. The first

couple of days Robin doesn't do much -

just enough time to familiarise yourself

with the format of the adventure. Then

the story starts to unfold with more

problems and complications for Robin

and his very funny band ofmerry men to

tackle.Tough decisionsneed tobe made,

with the right advice! Yes, there is a

maze, but it's not a very hard one!

An awful lot of research went into

this game, with an extensive bibliogra-

phy included at the back of the manual

.

Sierra games have always been a team

effort, with die list of credits for Robin

Hoodbeing like thatofamovie (over40

people involved in its development!)

Conquests ofLongbow is a challeng-

ing game, and a perfect introduction to

adventurers not yet familiar with Sier-

ra's new game styles. Arcade players

and strategists should also enjoy it, as it

has a lot to offer in these areas. A great

soundtrack and special effects, along

with concise documentation, makes

Conquests ofLongbow: Tlie Legend of

Robin Hood, one the of the bestRobin

Hood computer games to be released

yet (and there are a few to choose

from!).

For Amiga and PC. Produced by

Sierra On-Line Inc. Distributed by

Ozisoft (02) 313 6444. RRP $79.95.
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Mark Harris finds out what itmeans to have "a hard

day's Knight" as he checks out a sometimes

gruesome tale of days gone bye.

"So much fun you'll die," said the

message on the box. And it wasn't far

wrong. Well, maybe I didn't die. but I

sure got some mean cramps in my joy-

stick arm.

How would you classify a game like

Moonstone'! It's a hack and slash, ar-

cade, role playing adventure - a bit of

everything, and a familiar style if you

have played Times of Lore and Bad

Blood.

To complete your quest you will have

to assume the arms and armour of a

knight. Your task is to explore all the

lands that surround you to find the four

keys which will give you access into the

Valley of the Gods. Easier said than

done!

You'll need to get yourjoystick out of

hibernation and do a few wrist exercises

before playing. Your wrist will gel plenty

of work as you hack and slash your way

through the variety of baddies, includ-

ing Troggs, Ratmen. Mudmcn. Drag-

ons. Baloks. Trolls. Black Knights and

Guardians. Their bodies literally stack

up around your feet as you try and

complete your quest.

The initial loading sequence is im-

pressive but unfortunately can't be es-

caped so every time you load this game

you are forced to watch a 2-3 minute

opening sequence. For lovers of gore

this game has got plenty to offer. It even

comes with a warning on the box. which

you should heed if you find the idea of

sliced off heads and blood spurting neck

stumps disturbing. However, the action

is cartoonish. and when the first head

pops off in a sword fight you might even

find yourself suppressing a chuckle.

Graphically the game has been writ-

ten for the Amiga, which always de-

lights me. Animation is smooth, and the

characters and backgrounds are done

well.

If you only have a single disk drive,

you'll experience a great deal of disk

swapping - even with an extra disk drive

difficulties occur due to a poor manual

and the lack of a reference card. The

manual is very sparse - it gives limited

loading instructions and a short story as

to the object of the game. More details

would have been good, as this game

shows promise and the quality of the

graphics is superb. Further, you can't

save your game position on disk - a

disaster with such a large scale game.

I'm a role playing fan by nature, but

I've found Moonstone is a good diver-

sion when I need some rest and recrea-

tion from monster slaying, puzzle solv-

ing and inventory management. Mind

you. after two or three hours of hacking

and slashing my way through the baddies

I had to quit as I was getting R.S.I. of the

wrist. But even with its shortcomings. I

found Moonstone a welcome diversion

from the trials and tribulations of a

veteran role-player. Put this game on

your shorl list if you found Barbarian 2

and the like enjoyable.

Distributed by Mindscape (02) 899

2277. RRP Amiga - $79.95.

RATINGS
Graphics 80%
Sound 70%
Value 70%
Gameplay/Manual 60%
Overall 70%

mm
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Champions
Juris Graney sweats it out in training for the latest

Sport-Sim compilation from ElectronicArts. Check

out what he's got to say, then win yourself a copy

in our special competition

Champions is a sports compila-

tion, featuring Manchester

United Soccer, World Champi-

onship Boxing Manager and Jahangir

Khan World Championship Squash.

Manchester United is undoubtedly

the most famous football club in the

world. The game puts you in charge of

the football side, either as one of the

team members, or as the manager. The

program boasts "Real Time Digitising"

(whatever that means) and all the rules

in the game of football. You have

pcnaltics.throw-ins corners, free kicks

and referees and linesmen.

Verdict: Manchester United is a bril-

liant soccer game. The graphics are

excellent and the sound is electrifying.

The only real thing 1 didn't like about

this game is the amount of set-up time

before you get to play the game. Other-

wise this is the best soccer game around.

Now to one of my favourite sports -

squash. Jahangir Khan Squash brings

the the world's number one squash player

to the computer. The game features two

stand alone simulations. Club Level,

which allows the player to compete in

Squash Club Competitons. and World

Championship Ixvcl, which lakes you

to the lop.

Things such as ball speed and match

length can be varied to suit your style of

play. Championships level simulates all

the excitement and tension of the 32

seed World Championship Knockout

competilon. You can play one-on-one.

two player mode or head to head against

the computer.

Verdict: This game is very hard. The

action is thick and fast, and the sweat

will pour off you after you have finshed

a hard rally. The graphics are good and

the sound is okay. The game is very

addictive and I would say that is a

brilliant recreation of the actual sport.

World Championship Boxing Man-

ager puts you in control of up to live

boxers. You must use all your skills as

Manager/Promoter against the compu-

ter's artificial intelligence, which con-

trols 17 managers who together have

100 boxers under contract.

A warning - the expectations of your

boxers are high, so you'll need to use all

your negotiation skills to secure bouts

against rated boxers, which will increase

the world ranking of your fighters on the

road to becoming champions of the

world.

Verdict: World Championship Box-

ing Manager is a classy game. The

graphics arc neat and tidy, the animations

are a bit jerky but the sound is good. This

came is verv addictive and will keep you
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going for months on end.

Overall the Champions compilation

is a good one. It has enough variation to

keep it from being boredom city. All of

the simulations are fun to play, and

addictive. Jahangir Khan Squash is my
personal favourite, though there's some-

thing for every taste - so even if you

don't win one of the twenty five copies

in our Champions competition this

month, make sure you check it out!

Available from Electronic Arts (075)

911 388. RRP C-64 - $39.95, Amiga -

$59.95.

RATINGS:
Graphics: 80%
Sound: 60%
Instability: 87%
Addictivcncss: 90%
Overall: 86%

Electronic Arts April Competition

Huge Champions Giveaway - $1200 worth of prizes!

Here's the biggest competition in the

history of ACAR! To celebrate this

year's Olympic Games, Electronic Arts

are running a huge giveaway. There are

25 copies of the excellent CHAMPI-
ONS sporting competition up for grabs

- 10 copies of the Amiga version, and 15

for the Commodore 64.

Champions includes Jahangir Khan

World ChampionshipSquash, Manches-

ter United Soccer, and World Champi-

onship Boxing Manager.

Here's what you have to do to enter.

Simply read the review of Champions,

and answer these questions:

1

.

What is Juris' verdict on Manches-

ter United?

2. What is Jahangir Khan's current

world rating?

3. What two levels can you play in the

Squash simulation?

4. What is the total number of boxers

under contract in World Championship

Boxing Manager?

5. What overall rating does Juris give

the Champions compilation?

6. In what round was Jeff Fenech

knocked out by Azumah Nelson?

7. What's your name?

8. What's your address?

9. What type ofcomputer do you use?

Write your answers neatly on the

back of an envelope - if you don't get

questions 7, 8, and 9 right you've got

serious problems!

Mail your entry to:

EA Champions Competition

c/o Phil Campbell

PO Box 23

Maclean NSW 2463

as soon as you can. With 25 prizes to

win, the odds are in your favour!
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Strikefleet
Come sailing the ocean blue with KamikazeAndy
as he embarks on a high-seas adventure. Can YOU
make it to Fleet Commander?

Electronic Arts are certainly con-

verting a lot of its older titles to

Amiga format these past few

months. First came Star/light II and

Hard Nova, and now StrikeFleet.

For those who can remember,

StrikeFleet was initially released on the

C64 many moons ago following the

success of PHM Pegasus (both were

designed by the fledgling Lucasfilm

Games division back then). Perhaps one

of the reasons for its release was the

flurry of interest in such wargames fol-

lowing the 1991 Gulf War.

Indeed, StrikeFleet on Amiga fea-

tures updated scenarios with such scin-

tillating titles as "E is for Embargo"

(stop them Iraqi tankers!), "Dire Straits"

(escort US and other tankers INTO the

Gulf for refills), and the adrenaline

pumping "'Liberation Launch". This

mission requires your forces to "Destroy

all missile launchers based in Kuwait to

pave the way for amphibious assault."

All in all, there are 14 different missions

for you to undertake.

So how does StrikeFleet stack up

against other games of

its genre, like

Wolfpackl Although I

haven't had a chance

to get really far into

the simulation, the

number of available

options for the

StrikeFleet Com-
mander is quite im-

pressive. Even the first

vessel under your

command has a wide

array of weaponry to

deal with air, sea. and

underwater threats.

Another nice touch is being able to send

off helicopters to scout surrounding ar-

eas.

You can play StrikeFleet in one of

two modes: either individually, or in

Campaign mode. The latter will require

you to complete scenarios seven through

to fourteen, building up your rank as you

go along. Playing in Campaign mode

can be tough, and you can't save your

game! Don't worry though, as the suc-

cessful completion of each campaign

scenario provides the gamer with a spe-

cial access code which can be used later.

You must also conduot a Campaign if

you want to reach the highest possible

rank in StrikeFleet, that of Fleet Com-

mander. Understandably, you can't be

promoted to such a title after only play-

ing one individual scenario! Each mis-

sion has varying levels of difficulty,

depending upon your skill and rank, the

number of possible foes out there wait-

ing for you, and another important fac-

tor: The Mission Clock.

Yes, you're only allowed a specific

time limit to complete your mission

STRIKER

objectives, otherwise your entire so-

journ will be considered a failure (and

you may be court martialled, like I was

many many times. Maybe I shouldn't

have kept shooting down my own heli-

copters...)

If I had to compare StrikeFleet with

Wolfpack or Harpoon, I would slot EA's

effort in between the two. While it docsn ' t

have the strategic depth of Harpoon,

StrikeFleet'^ uncomplicated interface

makes it much easier and faster to learn,

eliminating some of the frustration

gamers undergo when trying to keep

track of every little thing on the screen.

Graphically. StrikeFleet is also better

than Harpoon, with some nicely shaded

stills and fairly smooth (though ulti-

mately boring!) animation of seas and

oceans. Being able to zoom in on the

game's various maps was also a plus.

Bui again, for games of this genre, graph-

ics are secondary to gameplay, and

StrikeFleet performs admirably in both.

StrikeFleet comes with an updated

manual which includes mission brief-

ings on the new scenarios, as well as lots

of statistics on friendly and non-friendly

ships, submarines, and those all deadly

missiles. Copy protection is also based

on the manual, so don't lose it (you'll

probably want to keep it close by just to

gel to grips with identifying the blips

and pixels that dot your monitor!).

There haven't been too many games

of this kind appearing on the Amiga in

recent months, and if you're a big fan

then you should check out StrikeFleet at

your local store. Beginners who want to

experience the thrill of

assuming control over a

fleet of ships but found

Harpoon too intimidat-

ing will discover that

StrikeFleet is a good in-

troduction to such games.

Distributed by Elec-

tronic Arts (075) 911

388. RRP Amiga -59.95.

Ratings:

Graphics: 80%
Sound/Music: 65%
Gameplay: 80%
Overall:

' 80%
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Knightmare
Join KamikazeAndy in this nightmarish adventure

as he explores an ancient fortress in search of

sword, cup and crown.

"ENTER STRANGERS!" The four

ofusstopped dead in ourtracks. Up until

then, our exploration of the ancient for-

tress known as Dunshelm had been en-

veloped in complete silence. Before we
could gather our senses (though some

would arguewehad none in undertaking

such a quest), a strange halo of light

surrounded the party. We found our-

selves transported into an ante-cham-

ber. It was occupied.

Treguard was his name, and to our

surprise he seemed like a benevolent

entity. We were told of our quest - to

recover four magical items required to

defeat the vile Lord Fear. The Dungeon
Master (for thatwas his title) instructed

us to search first for the Shield, then for

the Sword, then for the Cup, and finally

for the Crown.

Each of these four treasures would be
hidden away in the depths of the castle,

and each would be zealously guarded by

many minions. Unfortunately, Treguard

also told us that four special and im-

mensely evil beasts hadgrown attached

to their particular possession, and the

party would have to overcome many
odds before emerging triumphant.

And so, deposited on the outskirts of

the fortress, our adventure begins ...

Based on a popular UK television

series, Knightmare is Tony Crowther's

follow-up to his hit 1990 effort Captive,

and fans of the latter will find the

Knightmare interface extremely simi-

lar. The left half of the screen displays

the surrounding environment, the top

right consists of party member icons,

and the bottom right contains themove-

ment and action icons.

Occasional text messages will unfold

asaparchmentwhenyoustumble across

a clue or a particular location.

Knightmare's graphics are by no means

a nightmare (unlike some other recent

games!), although the sombre tone

adopted by the artistmeans that you will

have to turn up the brightness level of

your monitor a fair notch. Some items

lying on the ground can easily be missed

as theyseem to blend in rather well with

background colours.

Graphical depictionsand detail ofthe

Knightmare environment are excellent,

and monstersrange from cute bunnies to

huge floating beets. As thegame is setin

a medieval time period, you can recog-

nize some old friends like goblins,

kobolds, and more.

Sound effects are also excellent and

feature "surround sound". Firstfound in

Captive, Knightmare's sound can help

the player by indicating the direction of

approaching foes. As is the case with

most Amiga games today, the sounds

themselves are digitized and extremely

satisfying to the ear. The main musical

theme plays during the introduction

(which is also well produced) and after

that, there isn't that much more to hear.

PerhapsCrowther couldinclude little

musical "snatches" at appropriate times

during the game, for example, when

coming into confrontation with mon-
sters and such. This would help buildup

the suspense and increase the tension of

the moment.

Many of the puzzles found in the

game are of the Captive variety; locate

several minor objects to bypass certain

levels, detect secret passages (lots of

these, I might add), and so forth. How-
ever, because of the excellent imple-

mentation of the game, Knightmare is

not in danger of becoming repetitive.

And, thankfully, there is a proper quest

and a proper ending to the game, unlike

Captive's "keep on going for 60,000

levels!" challenge.

One of the more intriguing elements

in Knightmare is the ability to decide

whether your character is right or left

handed. I don' t think any othergame has

such a feature. Speaking of characters,

make sure that you have a proper bal-

ance (two fighters, two magic users) as

this quest can get quite tough at times.

You might also want to change the

names of the pre-created party. Some-

how I just couldn't accept "Dickon" as

asuitablename fora hero in Kaz Andy'

s

mighty band of adventurers.

Overall, Knightmare is essentially

"Captive U" but in a fantasy setting.

This does not detract from the game in

any way though, because Knightmare is

an excellent RPG and a worthwhile buy

for Amigans.

Distributed by Mindscape (02) 899

2277. RRP - Amiga $69.95.

Ratings:

Graphics:

Sound/Music:

Gameplay:

Overall:

90%
85%
90%
90%

Disk Icon

Rest Party Icon

Preferences Icon

Four Player Icon

Team Icons

Movement Cluster

Hand Icons

Main View Window
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Burning Rubber

Carracinggames come in manyshapesand sizes.

Phil Campbell checks out three of the latest offer-

ings, and finds they'reALL hot stuff.

The need for speed. Il pulses

through every young man's
blood. The wind in your hair. Ihe

roar ofthe engines, the thrill of the chase

- exhilarating stuff! And here are three

new games that dish it out by the bucket-

full. They're all very different - but

they're all very good.

Let's start with a quick look at

Microprose Formula One Grand
Prix. The trademark says it all - the

name Microprose is synonymous

with high quality simulations that

incorporate every detail. And
Grand Prix is no exception. The

fact is. no other racing game has

ever come this close to emulating

the sights and sounds of the real

Grand Prix. You can almost smell

the burning rubber.

All 16 international Grand Prix

Nice opening graphic! And the rest of Formula

One Grand Prix is just as good

tracks arc accurately modelled and rec-

reated in three dimensional detail. Your

air handles exactly like a Formula One
speedster, with adjustable gears, brakes,

wings and tyres - the real challenge is to

fine tune your car as well as your driving

Watch those turns! You can lose

precious time.

eeHseeee

skills. Without the right combination,

you haven't got a hope of making it to

Ihe top of the Championship ladder.

Graphics are superb. The combina-

tion of 3-D filled polygons with overlaid

bitmaps works well - there's plenty of

detail, including genuine scenery around

the tracks. It's well worth a slow drive

around the track, just to admire the yacht

in Monaco Harbour, or the Dome in

Mexico City. Adelaide, unfortunately,

looks a little dull - but at least when I

raced there it wasn't raining!

If Microprose Formula One Grand
Prix is about anything, it's about captur-

ing "the driving experience." And that's

exactly what it does. When your car

spins from the track, you'll spin in your

chair. When you drive over a bump, you

can almost feel it. When another car

pushes past and crowds you into the

wall, you'll wince.

Naturally enough, the ""being there"

feeling comes at some cost. Don't

expect to master the game in mo-

ments - played al the top reality

level, you'll need to practise hard.

For mug drivers, though, there's

plenty of help. You can switch in

automatic gear changes, automatic

braking, self-correcting spins, a

very handy "'ideal line" indicator

that marks out the best path on the

track ahead, and even ""indestruct-

ible mode", which protects you

from damage. Crash and smash to

your heart's content!

Ooops! I'm meant to be on the

track
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Here's what happens when you run

into the buck of other curs

In short, Microprose Formula One

Grand Prix rates as the king of racing

simulations. It's accurate, it's fast, it's

realistic. Top stuff!

That doesn't mean, however, that

there aren't other ways to gel the racing

adrenalin pumping, and two other new

games are well worth a look.

Vroom'., from European software

house Lankhor, is certainly not a high-

flown simulation. Look at the program

code and you won't find equations gov-

erning the air resistance of your spoilers.

or the co-efficient of friction of your

super slick tyres. What you see is what

you get - a blisteringly fast racing game

that certainly deserves its name. Vroom

indeed!

The graphics are two dimensional

and simple - no polygon mapping here.

Thai's not to say there's not plenty to

look at. Trackside scenery flies by at an

alarming rate - trees, signposts, build-

ings.

And the detail is nice. In Japan, for

example, you can spot a Shinto temple

in the distant hills. But fair dinkum. you

won't have time to look!

When the lights go green, it's time to

put your foot to the floor. Push forward

on your joystick, and I he race is on. The

controls are simple to master, and the car

is fast and responsive. For sheer thrills

and adrenalin rush. Vroom'. leaves al-

most everything else for dead. Its more

immediately appealing than Microprose

Grand Prix, because it's faster and sim-

pler to play - you'll already be hooked on

Vroom'. by the time you read the first

chapter of the Microprose manual.

Sound effects deserve a special men-

tion. Remember when you first bought

your Amiga and they mentioned stereo

sound effects? Uut how many games

have really used them? Vroom is superb

- if a car is passing on the left, you'll hear

it on your left, if it's passing on the right

you'll hear it on your right, and if it's

right behind you the sound will be nicely

centred. An excellent touch, and you'll

find it gives the gameplay a real lift.

Lotus Turbo Esprit 2 is another top

contender. It's a little different in style.

Instead of racing other contenders, you 're

racing against the clock. Reaching cer-

tain checkpoints resets your tinier so

you can take on the next slage.This isn't

as easy as it sounds. I thought I was

driving particularly well, cruising around

the curves and powering up the straights.

Not good enough, - time up.

When you do finally complete the

first track, it's off to another challenge.

First you'll drive through the night, then

a pea-soup fog. snow, desert, a motor-

way, a marsh, and a fierce storm. Excit-

ing stuff.

Graphics are superb - smoother than

Vroom'.. with more finesse. The Lotus

itself is nicely drawn, and roadside ob-

jects are well detailed.

So what's the bottom line? What

we've got here are three very, very good

car racing games. rTyou're the serious

minded type, go for Microprose For-

mula One Grand Prix. There's no other

choice. But if you're after some high

speed thrills and spills, the choice be-

tween Vroom and Lotus Turbo Esprit is

a hard one. Both offer two player head-

to-head action on two machines with a

cable link-up, both are fast, both are lots

of fun. Speed freaks have never had it so

good!

RATINGS:
Microprose Formula One Grand Prix

Graphics: •'!',

Sound: 79%
Gameplay: 88'

.

Comments: Hard to master, plenty of

depth, but still lots of fun.

Distributed by Questor (02) 662 7944.

RRP $79.95.

Vroom!

Graphics: 82%
Sound: l»4"i

Gameplay: 89%
Comments: Easy to get into, highly

addictive, awl impossible to master - the

name says il all!

Distributed by Pactronics (02) 748

4700. RRP $ 59.95.

I-otus Turbo Espiril 2

Graphics: S4'v

Sound: 78%
Gameplay: S4' -

Comments:A nice looking, nice play-

ing game, but frustrating if you can't

complete the course!

Distributed by Mindscapc (02) 899

2277. RRP $69.95.
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The Final

Blow
It's on with the boxinggloves for Gavin Parsons as
he checks out the latest hard hitting fight sim The
Final Blow.

Jeff Fenech and Mike Tyson have

both had a bit ofbad luck over the

last few months. Jeffcopped it in

the ring, and Mike got his just deserts in

the court-room. So theway is open for a

new breed of champions. I volunteer!

I'll take the prizemoney, anyway - and

I'll even fight for it, as long as it's

painless. Well, with a physique like

mine I can always dream. And those

dreams are almost real with Storm's

new boxing-sim, 'Hie Final Blow.

As with real boxing, the aim of the

game is straightforward - beat the hell

out of everyone else to get the world

championship title bell. You get to face

up to ten pugilists competing for the title

in a nine match round-robin, with points

for knockouts, judges' decisions, and

draws. The boxer with mostpoints at the

end of the tournament earns the belt.

1 chose Kid Steve, a muscular black

haired fellow who seemed eager to be

the best. Lacing up our gloves, we were

ready to fight. The referee starts the

bout, the bell rings, and round one is

under way. We dance, we weave, we
punch and duck around the ring.

My first opponent is a leathery look-

ing guy named Fernando Gomez - he's

tough and so is the fight. With a number

ofmoves atmy finger tips, I box with the

skill ofAh ... thejabs, swinging leftsand

'

rights, upper cuts, ducks, long low
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punches. Each direct hitsapssomeofhis

energy - the sweat runs in torrents, mus-
cles stiffen, and Gomez goes down for

the count.

Humming Rocky's themeIdo a quick

victory lap and wait for the next oppo-

nent. Digitised cries from my manager

in the comer, and appreciative shouts

from the crowd for well landed punches

all add to the atmosphere of the game.

The graphics are vivid and muscular, a

numberofthe boxers having Tyson-like

torsos.

I found success was achieved less by

skill and choice ofpunches,andmoreby

the ability to wiggle and jiggle my joy-

stick and fire button - this is definitely

not a game for wimpy joysticks! The

lack ofmanoeuvrabilityreduces the feel-

ing ofcontrol you have over your boxer,

but there's still a great deal of satisfac-

tion in seeing youropponentsjawcrunch-

ing, his mouthguard flying backward,

and finally, seeing him fall unconscious

to the deck - all the ingredients ofagood

Rocky sequel!

A training option is available, organ-

ising a sparring bout with any of the

other opponents - agood way to identify

'his particular strengths and weaknesses

before the tournament begins.

I like the two player option most of all

- you can take on the family member or

friend of your choice, bash them around

the head and not get arrested for it

(perhaps anew method of conflict reso-

lution for families).

FinalBlow is one ofthe better boxing

sims I have seen for the Amiga -my only

disappointment was with the lack of

variety ingameplay - every match starts

the same, and plays in a similar way. I

also found that it was a bit too easy to

become numero uno - overall entertain-

ment value and lifespan may be a little

short. Or maybe I'm just a natural?

Distributed by Mindscape (02) 899

2277. RRP Amiga - $69.95.

Ratings

:

Graphics 83%
Sound 77%
Gameplay 55%
Overall: 63%
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LATEST SPECIALS
NEW AMIGAS ** ALL TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
USED AMIGA 500's

**** DEMO STOCK ****

SUNRIZE Sound Cards 16bit

.

50Mhz Upgrades from 30Mhz (CBM2630 Only)
WB2.04 Kits From
ICD ADSCSI FastROM UP-GRADE

68040/32meg mem ex: ace bds
$1000 trade-in on 68030 bds $500 on 020!!!

GVP 3 in one acc+mem+scsi controller 25mhz
Syquest removable mediaHDS 44mb
Syquest removable media HDS 88mb

ALL GVP PRODUCTSNOWAVAILABLE..
BESTPRICESASKICD SCSI Controllers(the fastest)

ICD SCSI 2080 Controllers + 8mram bds 12m
The All New Flickerftxerfrom USA
A500 inboard accelerators (32bit cache)
105 meg Quantum
240 meg Quantum

ALL OTHER QUANTUMDRIVESATSPECIALPRICESAND WITH
AFULL2YEAR GUARANTEE

IDE Controllers for 500 & 2000s ir^Tp $200.00
With 105 Quantum HD 9ms access time Wmm $925.00
4 megRAM expansions for 500 $250.00
Cordless Mouses $110.00
Cordless Trackballs $130.00

ALL ITEMSAREFULLYGUARANTEED
PRIMA internal hds for the 500 from $449.00
upgrade yourA590 52 meg SCSI $499.00

105 meg SCSI I^HP $699.00
68030 accelerator boards for 500/2000 mBm $649.00
A500 external hard drives from $600.00
ICD SCSI controllers $199.00

"with 2 meg ram $430.00
8 meg ram cards (with 2 megs) -. $375.00
External 3.5" Disk Drive Slimline $135.00

CALL NOW!FOR YOUR SPECIFICREQUIREMENTS

Call

Call

$85.00
$30.00

$2700.00

$1295.00
$749.00

$995.00

$199.00
$430.00

' $550.00
$365.00
$699.00
$1275.00

Orders can also be p\aceA ikrougW GW&ES€BIKR.CZ€R BBS - 02 544 1248



TALKTOYOUR
in* EVISION

,EFRO
yer, Grace Bros, Harvey Norman, Bing
id the following dealers

NSW: The Hard Disk Cafe', Shop 4 Computers, Free

Home Demo, Casino Computers, Orana Home Businei

Center, Leeton Audiotronics, Chanticleer Video
Computer Center.
Vic : High Technology, Maxwell's, Cranbourne
Computers, Webbs Electronics, Jennings Discounts
Computa Magi, Roylane, Frank Day & Associates, S

Albans Home Entertainment.
Qld : United Computers, Tropical TV Services,

City Computer Center, Active Computers.
SA: Harris Scarfe, Pick'n'pay Hypermarket.
Tas : Angus & Robertson, Quadrant Computer Center,

The Floppy Shop
WA: Headlam Computers, Narrogin Computers,
Computer Corner, Regional Computers

Phone Commodore (02) 428 7777 for a dealer near yc


